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Tulip blossoms are delicious. 
In fact, they are the favorite 
snacktime delicacy of these 
two wanderers, who call regu-t
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NIBBLING THROUGH THE TULIPS
larly at Penfield Neurological fall by First Kelowna Ran- 
Centre to see how the children gers, come into bloom, the 
and the flowers are doing. As two callers from next door nip 
fast as the tulips, planted last over for a sample. Look’s like
the leaves on that creeper 




Carrier Ddheitd 65< per week
Roth Criticizes
Ottawa's Policy
Connally Gives Up 'Jravelli"9 , 
Treasury Post 1 Bul Finance Not Pro,ided
Mayor Hilbert Roth Monday 
accused the federal government
Wallace Will Fight On
After Assassination Bid
SILVER SPRING, Md. (CP) 
— Gov. George C. Wallace of ! 
Alabama, battling to regain use 
of legs paralysed after he was ' 
shot down at a Monday night el­
ection rally, pledged today , to । 
continue to seek thd United 
States presidency—in a wheel­
chair if necessary.
Doctors, who refused to pre­
dict whether Wallace will walk 
again, said he is in no immedi­
ate danger of death. He suffered 
multiple wounds, including one 
from a bullet that still is lodged 
against his lower spine.
Charged with the shooting is 
Arthur Herman Bremer, 21, a 
white man who is reported to 
have followed the Wallace cam­
paign for some time.
Dr. Joseph Schanno, vascular 
surgeon at Holy Cross Hospital 
in Silver Spring outside Wash­
ington, said the 52-year-old Wal­
lace’s condition is satisfactory, 
but he still is on the critical list.
NOT OUT OF DANGER
“Nobody with this kind of in­
jury is completely out of danger 
for several days. He is a very 
vigorous patient. He is doing re­
markably well considering the 
magnitude of his condition.”
Asked if the goveror had been 
speaking, the doctor said he 
had. “He says, ‘It hurts’." Dr. 
Schanno said.
Gov. Wallace had been given 
eight pints of blood in transfu­
sions. He had taken no food.
Dr. Schanno said the decision 
Whether to operate to remove 
the bullet lodged between his 
lower vertebrae would be up to 
the neuro-surgeons.
“It would not have been to 
any advantage to have gone
ahead and removed the bullet 
last night,” Dr. Schanno said.
Doctors said Wallace was hit 
by four or five bullets. Only two 
lodged in his body, they aid. 
One was removed from around 
his right shoulder. The second, 
which punctured ! the stomach 
and lodged on the lower part of 
the spine, was left in. Bullets 
also pierced Wallace’s right 
forearm, grazed the back of his 
left shoulder blade and grazed 
his upper right shoulder.
“I think the governor is going 
to make a recovery,” Dr. 
Schanno said. “Now what disa­
bility he has as a result of his 
wounds is difficult to evaluate 
at this time. We’re all very opti­
mistic at this point.”
Dr. Herman Maganzini, a 
heart specialist attending • Wal­
lace, said his heart is in excel­
lent condition. “He’s doing re­
markably well considering the 
extent of his injuries,” Dr. Ma- 
ganzini said.
A Picture Of The Accused
The picture drawn by rela­
tives, friends and acquaintances 
of the man who is accused of 
gunning down Wallace is that 
of a youth who kept his opinions 
to himself, developed few 
friendships and was something 
of a puzzle even to his family.
Bremer is being held in 
lieu of $200,000 bond in Mary­
land, under federal charges of 
assaulting a candidate for pub­
lic office and a federal officer 
and under state charges of as­
sault with intent to kill.
Among the items in his apart­
ment were a Confederate flag 
and newspaper clippings about 
Wallace’s campaign, some dat­
ing to 1968 when Wallace staged 
a third-party effort.
“He must have been for
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quarters on the southern edge of 
Hanoi and cut the mnln pipeline 
feeding tanks and supply trucks 
on the northern front in South 
Vietnam, the U.S. command an­
nounced today.
Intelligence reports have said 
Russian technicians and advis­
ers were known to bo working 
gghUho headquarters, but there 
MF no Immediate comment on 
from the command.
.':A six-page communique re­
ported the assessment of dam­
age done by nearly 2,000 strikes 
in North Vietnam during the 
last week.
The command also disclosed 
that air strikes against North 
Vietnam have been stepped up 
to an average of 250 n day In 
' the campaign ordered by Presi­
dent Nixon a week ago to choke 
off supply routes to the South.
CUT CHINA LINES
The command had announced 
earlier that both the northwest 
end northeast rail Unes between 
Hanoi and China had been cut, 
rod the 7th Air Force reporter! 
Sunday its bombers had de-
It's another obscene call 
from Moscow!'
atroyed the Dragon's Jaw 
bridge at Thanh Hoa, 80 miles 




THERE'S NO ROOM 
OUTSIDE INN
Patrons of at least one lo­
cal pub will have a tough 
time finding a place to park 
on June 3. And ‘bey’ll pro­
bably be wondering where all 
the kids came from.
Council agreed Monday to 
allow the Kelowna Downtown 
Business Association to close 
off Queensway Avenue from 
Ellis to Water Streets and 
Pandosy Street from Bernard 
Avenue to Queensway from 9 
ajn.„to 3 p m. .
Ttie reason? The KDBA 
plans to hold a “kiddies’ fancy 
dress parade” on that date, 
an event which will .nclude 
decorated Dicycles and tri­
cycles and a slow bicycle 
race.
Organizers hope to make 
the event an annual affair.
George Wallace, because he had 
a Wallace sticker across the 
door,” said Stephen Wasche, 17, 
a neighbor in the apartment 
house.
Bremer’s truck driver father, 
William, 58, said his son had 
“never mentioned anything po­
litical.”
Members of Bremer’s family 
—who hadn't seen him since he 
moved to the apartment from 
.his parents’ home in October- 
described him as “shy and 
timid,” and they expressed 
disbelief that he could have 
been involved in the shooting.
“We could never talk to him,” 
said a younger brother, Roger, 
18. “We never knew much about 
him.” Roger said his mother, 
Sylvia, 57, had tried to visit Ar­
thur at the apartment but he 






NELSON (CP) - Charges of 
criminal negligence have been 
laid against David Postnlkoff, 
20, of Slocan as a result of a 
two-car crash April 30 in Slocan 
which took the life of Alice 
Verigin, 16, of Wlnlaw. She was 
a passenger in a car driven by 
William Rochat. 19, of Kelowna.
Mr. Postnlkoff,* Mr. Rochat, 
his sister Kathy and another 
passenger in the Rochat vehicle, 
Douglas Sutherland, remain In 
hospital with injuries suffered in 
the head-on crash. Their condi­
tions are satisfactory.
WASHINGTON (AP) — Presi­
dent Nixon made a surprise per- i 
sonal announcement today that 
Treasury Secretary John : 
Connally—“a tower of strength 
for the president”—is resigning. .
Nixon told reporters that he < 
will nominate George P. Shulte, . 
former secretary of labor and 
currently director of the office 
of management and budget, to 
succeed Connally at treasury.
To take over from Shultz, 
Nixon will name the deputy 
director, Caspar Weinberger.
Connally said politics didn’t 
figure in his decision to leave 
the cabinet after 18 months.
Asked what role he might 
play in the fall election cam­
paign, he replied, “I don’t 
know.”
He has been the only Demo­
crat in President Nixon’s cabi­
net.
MIGHT RUN WITH NIXON
Although Connally declared 
that “I have no political aspira­
tions and no particular ambi­
tions,” he declined to rule out 
the possibility that he might an­
swer the call should Nixon ask 
him to be his vice-presidential 
running mate in this year’s el­
ection.
The departing treasury chief 
said he didn’t think such an 
offer would be forthcoming anc 
asserted: "L don’t want to en­
gage m that type of specula­
tion.” *• “ "
OTTAWA (CP) — Unemploy­
ment fell by 50,000 to 592.000 at 
m i d -A p r 11, compared with 
642,000 in March, Statistics Can­
ada and the manpower depart­
ment reported today. ’
The total was also down from 
the 659,000 unemployed in April, 
1971.
The number of persons em­
ployed rose to 8,085,000 in April 
from 8,016,000 in March, while 
the total labor force rose to 
8,677,000 from 8,658,000.
Both employment and labor 
force were up, from the 7,737,000 
employed and 8,396,000 in the 
labor force for April, 1971.
While the actual rate of unem­
ployment fell to 6.8 per cent of 
the labor force in April from 7.4 
per cent in March and 7.8 per 
cent in April, 1971, the seasonal­
ly-adjusted rate also fell, to 5.8 
per cent from six per cent'in 
March.
The seasonally-adjusted rate 
is computed by statisticians to 
show the underlying trend of un­
employment by removing nor­
mal variations due to seasonal 
factors.
NEWS IN A MINUTE
Missing Children Survived Ordeal
PRINCE GEORGE (CP)—Two children missing Monday 
In the Island Cache area near this central British Columbia 
city were found today near a shack where they spent the 
night. 'They nrc Rudy Aublchon, 7, nnd Alvina Maurice, 4. It 
had been feared they had fallen Into the swollen Ncchalio 
River/.
Parti Quebecois To Censure Liberals
QUEBEC (CP)—The Parti Quebecois gave notice today of 
a motion of censure in the Quebec national assembly ac­
cusing the Liberal' government of Robert, Bourassa qf Ineffi­
ciency in the current labor unrest hitting the province.
Big Three Move On Seabed Arms Curbs
LONDON (AP)—The United States, Britain and the Soviet 
Union have agreed to deposit Instruments ratifying the world­
wide seabed arms-controls treaty Thursday^ the foreign of­
fice announced today.
of encouraging youth to travel
After a moment’s pause, Con- but leaving the problems up to 
nally added: the municipalities.
“I’m not going to withdraw His remarks came during 
from the human race or from I confrontation with regional co- 
the political life of my nation." ordinator Ted Swanson of the 
. Connally served as secretary I Federal Hostel Program in 
of the navy under President! Kamloops. However, in a sur- 
John F. Kennedy, resigning to prise move prior to the confron- 
run for the governorship of tation, city council agreed to 
Texas. While serving as gover- the use as a nostel of the city- 
nor he was wounded by the as- lowne^ badminton hall during 
sassin who killed President Ken- June and July.
nedy, Nov. 22, 1963. The move was a reversal of a
PRAISES NIXON decision earlier this year in
The tall, silver-haired Texan which the Kelowna Hostel Ser-
said he is leaving the treasury I vices group was denied use of 
with “nothing but the profound-1 the hall, along with two other 
est admiration for the presi-1 proposed sites in the-city.
dent.” ... . “This council strongly sup-
He said Nixons foreign and ports a hostel," said the mayor, 
domestic policies have his «<but we don-t jjke the idea of 
“complete support.” having a series of nothing
Nixon was equally lavish in more than flop houses . . . we 
praising Connally, describing want a proper hostel system." 
him as ‘the architect of the And he said, “we want the 
new economic policy and a people who are encouraging 
tower of strength in the admin-l these young people to travel to 
istration. finance it ”
Nixon said Connally had 1
agreed on Dec. 14,1970, to serve 
in the cabinet for a one-year pe­
riod but was persuaded to ex­
tend his tenure to 18 months be­
cause of international monetary
Imlach Quits As Sabres Coach
But Will Stay On As Manager
BUFFALO, N.Y. (AP) - 
George (Punch) Imlach, 51, on 
the mend after suffering a heart 
attack, called it quits as coach 
of Buffalo Sabres today, but 
said he would continue as gen­
eral manager of the National 
Hockey League club.
No successor was named, but 
Imlach said the coaching Job 
had been offered to Joe Crozier, 
who filled in for Imlach after 
his heart attack Jan. 6.
“Joe Crozier is our choice,” 
Imlach said. “He deserves the 
job. He had been approached 
and we now are awaiting his an­
swer.” *
Imlach said there was “no 
rdsh, but we'd like an answer 
as soon as we can get it—cer­
tainly by the draft Ln June.”
Crozier coached the last 37 
games of the NHL season for 
Buffalo. He was called up from 
his post as coach of the Sabres' 
Cincinnati -farm team in the 
American Hockey League,
FIRED BY LEAFS
Imlach joined the Sabres after 
they were awarded an NHL 
franchise two seasons ago.
He had been general manager 
and coach of .Toronto Maple
Dumpers 
'Caught'
VANCOUVER (CP) — Delta 
Municipality has begun prosecu­
tion proceedings after photo­
graphs ’ in The Province Mon­
day showed two persons appar­
ently throwing garbage from 
their cars onto a road near the 
Vancouver garbage dump In 
Efclta.
The dump is closed by pick­
ets In Vancouver’s civic strike.
The newspaper photos showed 
two men, flying garbage, and 
two cars—with ,their license 
plate numbers clearly \visible.
Mayor Dugals Morrison of 
Delta aald Monday the owners 
of the cars had been traced 
from the licence'numbers and 
legal proceedings had started.
council meeting, said he had 
not seen anything which he felt 
would show the federal govern­
ment was promoting the pro­
blem. He said youth have been 
travelling for a long lime and 
this created the problem.
“Last year,” said the co-or­
dinator, “the federal govern­
ment became involved because 
nobody else would." He was re­
ferring to the funding Initiated 
federally last year under, which 
local organizations can provide 
hostel services.
But the mayor .said "we’ve 
been running around for two 
years. We’ve been accused of 
blackmail and everything else."
“I resent this and this is the 
last time the city of Kelowna 
will be involved in this sort of 
thing.”
Mayor Roth was referring td 
a Courier report less than two 
weeks ago in which KHS offi­
cials were quoted as accusing 
the city of blackmail in offer­
ing to help find the organization 
> a site if plans to provide hostel
nance it.” services at St. Joseph’s Hall
Mr. Swanson, attending the (were not proceeded with.
Confrontation Not Wanted
developments.
In monetary affairs, Nixon. „ . ,said, Connally has not always I Council, after^ turning down 
won the applause of foreign offi- the Badminton Hall, Cen.ennial 
cials, saying: “He stands up so Hall and the Cameron House 
strongly for America-but they “ prospective^ites, said ‘top” 
•»' - - - --------- ’ to the*use of St. Joseph’s Hau
■-------- ---------------------— I and the mayor had warned that
he did not want a confrontation.
City council was told at that 
time there was no provision for 
“hostels” in any of the city’s 
bylaws. One source suggested, 
however, hostel operations had 
been carried bn the year pre­
vious at St. Joseph’s thus set­
ting a precedent which would be
PUNCH IMLACH 
, . . still manages
arguable in court if KHS did 
- J attempt to set up operations in 
"ri St. Joseph’s and the city mov- 
ed to clear them out.
Hl However, KHS director Dan 
Wallace was also upset about 
VI the newspaper account of. his 
JI discussions with the reporter 
and was adament in his claim 
that KHS did not want to op­
pose the wishes of the city.
He said Monday, following 
the council meeting, members
of: city council had been “ex­
tremely helpful” and although 
he did not deny the accuracy of 
any remarks attributed,.. he 
stressed it was never the inten­
tion at any time for KHS to 
oppose the wishes of the city.
When the. city previously 
turned down the Request xor use 
of the badminton hall, council 
was told a badminton school is 
held there each summer and 
the building was again commit­
ted for this year.
However, the school will not 
be held until August and the 
hostel group said they would 
vacate the building when it be­
gins.
The hostel, which will provide 
accommodation for botn boys 
and girls, yvill also be respon­
sible for any and all damage up 
to the $500 deductible clause for 
each claim contained in city 
Insurance.
KHS will also pay $100 rent 
for each of the two months of 
operation.
NDP Chief's Blast At Judge 
To Be Debated In Commons
Leafs, who fired him after lead­
ing the Leafs tq four Stanley 
Cup championships and to the 
playoffs 10 times in 11 years.
Protestant Youths On Rampage 
After Bomb Wrecks Ulster Bar
BELFAST (AP) - An explo­
sion wrecked a Protestant bar 
in Belfast late Monday night, In­
juring 17 persons and sending 
Protestant youths on a ram­
page.
It was the second bar bombed 
In three days. A Roman Catho­
lic tavern was wrecked Satur­
day, touching off a 36-hour bat­
tle between Roman Catholics 
and Protestants In which nine 
persons were killed and more 
than 70 wounded.
A 50-pound bomb In, a parked 
cor shattered -the Bluebell Tav-.............. ........................... .
ern in Sandy Row, a Protestant 
district In East Belfast. Three 
girls, 7, 10 and 13 years old, 
were among the casualties.
Protestant youths threw up 
barricades around the street, 
while others charged into a 
nearby business district, hurling 
rocks at offices and smashing In 
windows with clubs. ,
Police said “older and wiser 
heads" finally persuaded the 
youths to return home, anc 
Protestant residents removec 
the barricades.
OTTAWA (CP) - Sources say 
they expect all parties will 
agree to debate a Commons mo­
tion today calling for commit 
tion otday calling for commit­
tee study of statements made by 
New Democrat Leader David 
Lewis regarding the judge who 
recently sentenced three Quebec 
labor leaders to a year in jail.
Speaker Lucien Lamoureux 
said Monday he had serious 
doubts whether, a motion to de­
bate the case, put by former 
Conservative prime minister 
John Dlefenbaker, is procedur­
ally correct.
But the Commons governs It­
self, and with unanimous con­
sent the matter could be consi­
dered. He discussed the ipstfe 
with party leaders Monday and 
sources said later the motion Is
expected to come before 
House today.
A 90-mlnute debate Is 




whether the matter is sent to 
the Commons justice committee 
for detailed consideration and a 
report.
Mr. Dlefenbaker said the 
Lewis remarks were a blanket 
condemnation of the judiciary 
and could lead only to national 
lawlessness and chaos.
Mr. Lewis .told the United 
Steelworkers of America at a 
policy conference Saturday that 
“any judge who has the stupid­
ity to impose the savage sen­
tence of one year in jail qn the 
three union leaders has no right 
to be on the bench in any court 
in this land.”
Montreal's Docks Silenced
QUEBEC (CP) - Waterfront 
activity In Montreal was halted 
today by two walkouts, one of 
them linked directly to protests 
against Imprisonment of three 
top Quebec union leaders.
Elsewhere, some workers re-
TO BE 'CONCERNED'
Kelowna To Mark Earth Day
forth Day will be observed organizers, Kelowna lawyer wonder of nature and marEa
In Kelowna on June'11.'
\ STOCKS HIGHER
NEW YORK (AP); - Stock 
market prices edge^d higher 
today, although brokers said the 
shooting of Gov. George Wal­
lace of Alabama was keeping 
price gains limited. ■'
Council Monday approved, 
subject to agreement by the 
city's1 recreation department, 
use of the Cily Park band shell 
(or an ecumenical worship ser­
vice to coincide with u world 
conference in Stockholm June 
5-19 on environmental nroblems.
In a letter to council explain­
ing the request on behalf of
Jim Gordon said, Concerned
people In this country feel this 
Conference and the world’s re­
action Io It will be tlgnlficnnt 
in determining whether man 
will survive as a tpecics.
“This would not be n rally, 
but rather n service, and the 
hope Is that ns a result, those 
who attend will leave u'.m some 
greater appreciation for the
n’s 
limitations and responsibilities
within the natural scheme of 
things.”
Others Involved' with design­
ing tha service and working for 
the support of the Kelowna Min­
isterial Association Incltjdb Rov- 
Francis Godderis. W. David 
Stewart, Dart Wallacr^ AM. 
William Kane.
turned to their jobs, others re­
mained out and some new pro­
tests were launched ns labor 
turmoil In the province became 
more and more confused.
Police cleared 200 medical 
and non-m<?dlcnl workers from 
the Albert Provost Hospital in 
north-end Montreal early today, 
ending an occupation of tha 
building that began Friday.
But, at St. Jepn de Dlcu. the 
province’s largest mental Insti­
tution, Director Rejesn Gnn- 
Uiler said about half the 1,200 
hospital employees were pro­
hibited from entering by picket 
lines. 1 p t, (
Last "week,’ longshoremen 
walked out here and in TrolsdU- 
vlerea and' Quebec City. They 
were hit With an injunction or­
dering them back to work/
Traffic was disrupted just be­
fore 9 a.m. today lit tlio city’s 
eastend when longshoremen 
blocked several streets,
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names in the news Race For U.S. PresidencyWTO IW, int ,
LeDain Drug Report Out Thursday
r ■ ' i * , Cwirff* C. Wallar® haathrownl J>riirHv nrramr«>m*i
Laurel shopping
beneficiary as his leaderless 
supporters survey the remain­
ing candidates.
Many followers had suggested 
earlier that Republican Presi­
dent Nixon stood doser to Wal-
lace's philosophy on race rela­
tions, the Vietnam war and the 
economy than do left-leaning 
McGovern, or Humphrey, who 
gets much of his support from 
older Democrats and Negroes.
SEE! ST. JOSEPH'S HALL
CP
■idoubt about the meeting being 
carried out, in view of Soviet 
opposition to President Nixon's 
recent Vietnam moves, includ­
ing the mining -of harbors.
The second report of the Le-I 
Data commission Into the non-] 
medical use of drugs—on can­
nabis commonly called mari- 
tuana or hashish—is expected 
to be tabled In the House of 
Commons Thursday, it was 
learned Monday in Ottawa. The 
report of the commission, un­
der chairman Gerald LeDain, 
dean, of the Osgoode Hall law 
school, is the second volume in 
a series of final reports by the 
commission.
Premier W. A. C. Bennett 
Monday predicted Foster laher* 
wood will be elected member 
of the British Columbia legis- 
lature in the next provincial 
election. Mr. Isherwood narrow­
ly defeated incumbent Social 
Credit MLA John ItadaUe for 
the nomination in the Saanich 
and the Islands riding Friday.
ROMP have tentatively iden­
tified a txxiy recovered Sanday 
from Soda Creek, 20 miles north 
of Williams Lake, as that of 
Robert Sellars, 19, of Soda 
Creek, reported missing April 
19. Coroner Rene Hance order­
ed an inquest. Police laid in­
juries to the body .;sem con­
sistent with a long fall.
The federal government is 
directly responsible for the cur­
rent “decay" of the education 
system across Canada, the na­
tional leader of the Western 
Canada Party said in a speech 
Monday in Vancouver. Lloyd 
Bartlett blamed the immigra­
tion department for allowing 
“degenerate U.S. professors to 
come across the border and 
impregnate university students” 
with foreign ideas.
Queen Elizabeth began Mon­
day a tradition-breaking, five- 
day state visit to France which
GERALD LeDAlN 
... cannabis review
both countries hailed as an im-
portant step towards European 
unity. President Georges Pom­
pidou gave the Queen a warm 
personal welcome and thous­
ands of Parisians turned out in 
the capital despite unseason­
ably cold weather. A 101-gun 
salute greeted the Queen at 
Orly Airport on her .second 
state visit to France in 15 years.
Pat Nixon said Monday in 
Washington, “It’s no secret” 
about the Moscow summit trip 
—“It’s on!” She gave the first 
firm word from the White 
House about the presidential 
summit meeting and further 
said that she and the president 
would be departing Saturday for 
Salzburg, Austria, toe first stop 
on a four-country, two-week 
journey. There had been some
A petition calling for the dis­
solution of the Yukon territorial 
council was presented io the 
offices of Gov.-Gen. Roland 
Michener Monday in Ottawa. 
Harvey Kent, a representative 
of a group called Democracy 
for Yukoners, said the council 
has eliminated thi power from 
the Yukon people. Mr. Kent's 
petition, which he says repre­
sents more than 90 per cent of 
the people who voted in the last 
Yukon election and 60 per cent 
of the eligible voters, was re- 
I ceived by an aide of the Gov­
ernor-General.
West Germany’s opposition 
dropped final objections to 
ChanceUor Willy 'Brandt’s 
treaties with the Soviet Union 
and Poland, opposition leaders 
announced Monday, miking it 
all but a certainty that the pacts
pieces of a coffin made from 
cheap chipboard—though Mrs. 
Groom had paid $634 for a 
heavy metal coffin. Two under­
takers were accused of . tealing 
the metal coffin in which the 
48-year-old man’s body had been 
sent from New York. Mrs. 
Groom paid a New York under-
taker $1,783 to arrange a 
burial in a metal coffin, 
case continues.




Geo ge .- llace s thro ! Secu ity a range ents for the 
the U.S. presidential campaign I Democratic national convention
the death of Frank Frederick 
Yerbury, 54, of Lister, killed 
when ids car went out of con­
trol and left the road, striking 
a large rock before overturning 
in a field near Creston.
into disarray, again moved the I in Miami Beach, Fla., already 
issue of violence In American to I are so strict that news corre- 
ccntre-stage and cast an ele- spondents have been advised 
ment of fear over the camps of they will need separate passes 
other candidates. [for etch session. In the past,
Aside from expressions of I press credentials Issued at the 
sympathy for Wallace, the start of the convention permit- 
shocked comments of friend andlted reporters to enter and leave 
foe reflected also a revived]the auditorium pretty much at 
sense of national tragedy that I will throughout the convention, 
the American political process ' Although Wallace had done 
again has been disrupted by I remarkably well in earlier state 
violence. (primary elections, the vote in
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last Thursdayeously reported 
that Marcel Lambert, Conser-
vative financial critic, had said 
increases proposed by the Lib­
eral government in old age pen­
sions might reduce war veter­
ans’ pensions when, in fact, he 
referred to war veterans’ allow­
ances-
After Susan Groom of Larch­
mont, N.Y., obeyed her hus­
band's wishes and had him 
buried at sea off the Scottish 
coast, she was horrified to 
learn that his body had soon 
come floating to the surface. 
And with the body, a court in 
Glasgow was told, emerged
TODAY'S STOCK QUOTATIONS
Premier W. A. C. Bennett 
said Monday in Victoria a sur­
vey conducted by the British 
Columbia government shows 
that 62 per cent of ’he people 
in the province believe equaliza­
tion payments should be distri­
buted directly to the poor of the 
“have-not” provinces.
The Mexican government al­
lows foreign investment “only if 
it feels the results would be 
good for Mexico,” says the 
Mexican under-secretary for 
foreign relations. Ruben Gon­
zales Sosa said in Toronto his 
government screens all at­
tempts by foreign companies to 
start new companies or to ac­
quire part ownership in exist­
ing enterprises in Mexico.
A $115,000 training centre for 
the handicapped was officially 
opened in Penticton by Mines 
Minister Frank Richter. The 
centre will accommodate 60 
adults. Anthony M. Schmand of 
Delta, president of toe B.C. As­
sociation for the Mentally Re­
tarded, said the centre’s shop 
facilities are the finest in the 
province. Mayor Frank Laird 
and Bruce Howard, Liberal MP 
for Okanagan-Boundary, also 
attended the opening.
paigned Monday In nearby Lau-|his greatest prize—his first win 
rel. Md.. lay critcally wounded | in a northern industrial state in 
and partially paralysed in hospl- his three attempts at the presi­
talas Maryland Michigan voted dency.
today in Democratic primary el- In 1968, as the third-party 
ections which the experts gener-1 candidate of his American inde- 
ally had predicted would pro-j pendent party, he had openly 
vide the last big lift to his cam- courted the support of many 
palgn before the party conven- white voters alarmed over the 
tion showdown in Miami Beach integration of blacks into pre­
in July. ' vlously white schools, neighbor-
For most Americans the at- hoods and the like. This time he 
tempt on the life of the fiery lit- has concentrated much of his 
tie right-wing governor of Ala-1 campaign on o p p o s i 11 o n to 
bama revived afresh memories school busing, the transporting 
of the Kennedy assassinations |.of children from their neighbor- 
and that of Negro leader Dr. hoods to force greater racial 
Martin Luther King Jr.—dark balance in predominantly white 
images they hoped had passed or predominantly black schools, 
from the American political Many blacks also oppose bus­
scene. ing.
But bendath the pervasive HELPED IN NORTH 
feeling of tragedy, the realities This issue has won him con- 
of political life raised numerous | siderable support so far in the 
questions for which there were northern states whereas in toe 
no ready answers. There was a past his power base was con- 
lot of speculation, much of hlng- fined.to southern states.
ing on whether Wallace will re- Still, political analysts said 
cover sufficiently to rejoin the before the shooting that Wal- 
campaign trail. His press secre-( lace’s chances in other forth- 
tary said he will continue his coming primaries—particularly 
bid for the Democratic presi- in th? vital big states of Califor- 
dential nomination. nia and New York—were vir­
tually non-existent. If he did 
PROTECTION ORDERED wen jn today’s voting, they in­
President Nixon immediately slsted, it would be his cam.
ordered Secret Service protec- paign’s “last hurrah." 
tion for lesser candidates not Also, Democratic party pro- 
previously eligible under the fessionals and other observers 
law because they" had not regis-jhave said throughout that Wal- 
tered the required five-per-cent | lace, with his segregationist 
in popularity polls. Wallace’s (background and narrow ca-
A Three Act Comedy. DON’T MISS IT! 8:15 p.m. 
Kelowna Utile Theatre





Everybody's talking about... I'joe:
of x#urw aw®®
— Nudity, sex with drugs and 
very coarse language.








Ask tor this folder
Submitted by Pemberton Securities Ltd
1654 Ellis St.
TORONTO (CP) - The To- 
, ronto stock market turned 
higher in quiet mid-morning 
trading after registering frac­
tional losses in the early min­
utes of the session.
The industrial index rose .36 
■to 200.52 and golds 3.44 to 193.11. 
Base metals dropped .32 to 94.55 
and western oils .12 to 210.44.
Volume by 11 a.m. was 
513,000 shares, up from 489,000 
at the same time Monday.
Food processing, pipeline, 
steel and oil refining issues 
posted moderate gains, while 
paper and forest, bank and tryst 
and loan stocks drifted lower.
OPENING STOCKS
VANCOUVER (CP) — Prices 
-were mxed in moderate trad­
ing on the Vancouver Stock 
Exchange,today. Volume in the 
first hour was 516,970 shares.
PWA was fhost active among 
Industrial issues, unchanged at 
$20 as 3,120 shares were traded.
In the oils section, Peace 
River Petroleum was up .01 at 
.18 on a volume of 13,000 shares.
Afton led the mines, up $1.12%
Nor. Ctl. Gas ! 
Oshawa Wholesale 
Pacific Pete.
Pembina Pipe A 
Reitmans A !
Royal Bank







Tor. Dom. Bank 
Trans. Can. Pipe 





































(Today’s Opening Prices) 
INDUSTRIALS
Alta. Gas Trunk 
Alcan «









































Harding Carpets A 
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Bathurst Norse. .86 .88
Brameda Res. 1.00 1.05
Brenda Mines 4.80 4.90
Brenmac .43 .45









Golden Gate 1.29 1.31
Granite Mtn. 30 .32
Great Nor. Pete. .70 .71
Gunn .27 .29









Northair 36 • .39
DEATHS
By THE CANADIAN PRESS
Ponoka, Alta.—Kevin Sirois, 
24, one of Canada’s top Olympic 
speed-skating and cycling hope­
fuls when his bicycle was struck 
by a car near this central Al­
berta town.
Cannes, France—Steve Ihnat, 
38, Canadian actor and film 
director who recently directed 
The Honders, of a heart attack.
Bonn—Theodor Blank, 66, 
West Germany’s first defence 
minister.
Chicago, Hl.—Rev. Car A. 
Nighswonger, 39, expert in the 
field of thanatology, the study of 
death.
Lancaster, Pa.—Richard Geh- 
man, former husband of Estelle 
Parsons and author of 19 books 
and contributor to Cosmopolitan 
and the New Yorker magazines.
principal opponents. Senators| m a m p a i g n platform, didn't 
Hubert H. Humphrey and have a chance of winning the 
George McGovern, cancelled in- party presidential nomination 
definitely scheduled campaign on the convention floor.
appearances. It remained to be seen
The shooting introduced awhether the tragedy would
sense of caution among political 
organizers generally and there 
was speculation candidates 
would at least curtail the type 
of wide-open public appearance 
at which Wallace was shot while 
shaking hands with crowds after
sweep a. substantial “symoathy 
vote” his way—a possibility 
particularly if he is able to take 
up the campaign anew. And if 
he is unable to return to the 
campaign trail, it was an open 
question who might be the chief
Shrum Backs Nuclear Energy 
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Chain Store Sales 
Rose In March
OTTAWA (CP) — Chain store 
sales totalled $979.3 million in 
March, a 10-per-cent increase 
from the previous March, Sta­
tistics Canada reported Mon­
day.
AH trades registered in­
creased sales, ranging from a 
high of 29,2 per cent for service 
stations,and garages to 9.7 per 
cent for drug stores.
Stocks increased by 11.6 per 











































OSAKA, Japan (Reuter) — 
Four workers plunged to death 
Monday from the top of a 147- 
foot chimney being built at a 
paper mill here, police said^
NANAIMO, B.C. (CP)-Chair- 
man Gordon Shrum of B.C. 
Hydro and Power Authority told 
a club meeting Monday nigb* 
ne expects Premier W. A. C 
Bennett will take a second look 
at nuclear power for Vancouver 
Island. The premier has consis­
tently opposed nuclear power 
for the island.
Dr. Shrum said he accepted 
the invitation to speak here 
because from what he heard 
recently “Nanaimo was about to 
become the most misinformed 
community in Canada on nu­
clear energy.”
He said nuclear power for the 
island is necessary because it 
would be the cheapest, most 
plentiful and most pollution-free 
energy.
“As for the safety aspect, he 
said, “there's more radioactiv­
ity from a radlum-dlal watch 
than from a uranium fuel pel­
let,”.
He also said there's never 
been a fatality in a producing 
nuclear power plant.
He suggested waste from such 
a plant be stored somewhere m
the Rocky Mountains in a tun­
nel. ■
As for the proposed natural 
gas pipeline to the island, Dr. 
Shrum said it could be wrecked 
by a ship’s anchor.
Copters Rescue 
31 In Sea Drama
JOHANNESBURG (Reuter) 
— South African helicopters 
plucked 31 persons—including 
eight injured seamen and a 
five-year-old child—from a crip­
pled cargo ship off the storm- 
battered east coast of southern 
Africa Monday. The South Afri­
can vessel, the 6,488-ton S.A. 











10% 11 Solomon .36 .40
24 25% Western Std. Silver .10 .14
3,65 3.70 FUNDS ' •
1.00 1,05 CIF 5.02 5,50
1,40 Heritage 2,01 2,20
8 8% Invest. Growth 2,29 13,44
,13% 11 Invest. Ini. 8.96 8.82
16% 17 Invest. Mutual 5,80 6,35
18 18% Pacific Comp. 8. GO
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and th® CANADIAN PACIFIC
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2045 Peel Street (near de MalsonnouVo)
A Brand New Building 
In the Very Heart of the City! 
Studio, bachelor and one bedroom. Color 7V, 
24-hour telephone' eorvlce, linen, dlthe*, cut- 
lory, broadloom, air conditioned, Indoor pool 
and aolarlum, sauna, parking, maid aervice, etc, 









James Garner from IMww bpz. A Knwv touw Serve#
WARNING — Some swearing, R. McDonald, B.C. Director
ENDS TONIGHT - 7 and 9 p.m.
“CARNAL KNOWLEDGE’’
WARNING ~ Completely concerned with sex, frequent 
swearing and coarse language.
R. McDonald, B.C, Director.
PARAMOUNT
,■ Serving Kelowna — 
Every Day at 
261 Bernard Ave. 762-3H1
I
><ib
to learn how you may 
obtain an IDB loan 
to assist in starting, 










TERM FINANCING FOR CANADIAN BUSINESSES




Mothers always'used to say thing* like 
that, and they still do. “Be careful
1 when you cross the street," and, "Don't 
gulp your ntllkl" sound as familiar to
■, kids today wtyey, did u couply .1 -
r f ‘ ‘ i ) bx
: . Andwe thl(ikthat'»(}ood. Boca(lto' ' ;
■ ’ It’i a dombnitrutlon of enrino which I*
i1 m f 1 > i > ,■ J 11 i t 1 . J k ■ I I-: ■ i(■ ■. i-i" 'L M* J
- '• ■■ -r Bhd ta
>; nllobout 
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PREPARING FOR BIG RACE
Getting In shape for a three- training for the gruelling an- 
day bicycle race takes more nual British Columbia Cycling
Association race which beginsthan leg and lung power. Kel­
owna bikers, left to right, Ted 
Landale, Cary Marlatt and
David Menzies, hit the road in
at Keremeos Saturday and 
ends in Kelowna Monday. 
More than 100 cyclists from
B.C., Alberta, Washington and 
Japan are expected to com­
pete in the race in prepara­
tion for the National Olympic 
trials at Vancouver in July. 
Cyclists will arrive in the city
about 10:30 a.m., and in the 
afternoon will race around a 
circuit bounded by Crowley 
Avenue, Glenmore Street and 
Weddell Place.
—(Courier Photo)
Kane Explains His Position seen and
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City-Industry Scheme Stalled;
'Discrimination/ Say Aldermen
'NICE GESTURE' BY COUNCIL
IN RENTING CITY BLEACHERS
Council Monday night decided to lend the City of Nelson 
portable bleachers to seat about 2,800 people. But not before 
they let their Kootenay counterparts know what they’re get­
ting into ... or on top of.
Nelson mayor L. D. Maglio requested the bleachers for 
use in that city’s Diamond Jubilee celebrations Aug. 6-13— 
right after the Regatta. He said seats were needed to accom­
modate between 4,000 and 5.QOO people for an outdoor show, 
adding that Nelson would provide the manpower to put up and 
tear down the seats and would also pay the costs involved.
Nelson Deck, the city’s supervisor of engineering, ex­
plained that it cost $3,950 last year for grading, hauling, as­
sembling, checking, dismantling and storing the seats and 
further, “I don’t consider these bleachers to be truly port­
able" and at one time he suggested they be set up in a loca­
tion.
Aidermen Bill Kane and Richard Stewart were opposed 
to the idea, but Mayor Hilbert Roth and Aid. Syd Hodge both 
felt it would be “a nice gesture” and a motion was passed 
to rent the bleachers if Nelson accepted the responsibility 
for all costs involved.
'Yukon Erik'Smells Victory 
Urges Tories To Get Together
Plans for a Joint city-industry 
project to construct a trade ’ 
waste treatment plant along ] 
Brent’s Creek in the city’s ' 
north end have run into an un- ' 
exnected obstacle.
The Central Mortgage and 
Housing Corporation has ad­
vised city council that Its re­
cent application for $400,000 to 
assist in the financing of the 
plant has been turned down.
And that news doesn’t sit too 
well with several aidermen.
According to CMHC branch 
engineer, C. L. Tye, of Vancou­
ver, the application was re­
jected because "industry to re­
sponsible for its own anti- 
pollution measures, even In in­
stances such as this . . . where 
the municipality proposes to 
accept the task of providing the 
treatment facilities.
“This approach is somewhat 
reinforced by the shortage of 
funds that are available for 
financing loans to municipalities 
for handling of sewage wastes 
' that are predominantly do­
mestic in origin.”
"It seems to me to be a
"Maybe we should follow 
what seems to be the current 
practice, where the money 
comes after the lake is messed 
up. Here , we are trying to do 
something about pollution—and 
it does appear to me as though 
we are being discriminated 
against.”
Mayor Roth indicated the
A Kelowna aiderman has 
again questioned the proposal 
for a Central Okanagan region­
al district administration build­
ing and his remarks W'U form 
the basis of a letter to the dis­
trict.
Aid. William Kane, reading a 
prepared statement to fellow 
aidermen Monday, said some 
recent remarks by himself 
“have been interpreted by some 
people as an attack on die re­
gional district concept."
He denied ihis was trae but 
he reiterated his oelief that the 
district was rushing into some­
thing and he said tne subject 
of an administration building 
for the region at a cost of over 
$325,000 including kind raises 
... questions.”
Aid. Kane told council sketch 
plans for the building were re­
ceived by the board ‘ and mo­
ments later a commitment was 
given to spend some $8,000 on 
working drawings. The board 
members may have been able 
to assimilate in those few mo­
ments the details of a quarter 
. million dollar building but in my 
opinion a few moments do not 
allow sufficient public expo­
sure.” -
The aiderman said he felt 
the public should have been 
given an opportunity to react 
before approval was given. -•
the administration building rais­
es some questions..
He said ‘.he price lag on the 
building “appears io be double 
the figure discussed by ‘he re­
gion when I ,vas on Cie board.”
As for a possible alternative, 
he said the board entertained a 
proposal from a private devel­
oper for a lease behind the 
administration quarters. “Pub­
lic exposures of the sketches 
for the building might have en­
couraged new proposals from 
the private sector.”
The aiderman also wondered 
about financing, saying the 
city’s share of the regional as­
sessment has dropped from 
around 50 ;jer cent to 36 per 
cent in the past three y uars.
“It would obviously be in the 
city’s best interest J long term 
rattier than short term finan­
cing were employed. ’
CITY’S ADVANTAGE
And using the same basis for 
argument, “it would be to the 
city’s advantage if the land 
were to be purchased by bor­
rowing money from the bank 
and including the 'and as part 
of the total project costs to be 
paid by long term nnancing.”
He said he wonders about this 
because it is his belief the cost 
of land is included in the re­
gional budget as a single item 
for this year.
The aiderman also wondered 
if the region was considering 
the building lor health services 
following agreement by the re­
Fishermen lake note: Trie 
continuing adult education and 
recreation program will offer 
the' first of a three-session 
course in fly-casting for the be­
ginner today at Kelowna Secon­
dary School at 7:30 p.m. Fur­
ther information or registration 
is available at 2-4891.
Three enterprising younggion to study the possibility of _ _ . 7 _
amalgamating various health teen-agers, Rob Tommer, Earl
services in the region under one 
roof.
“The city provides complete 
administration for building in­
spection, water supply, sewer 
collection and treatment, gar­
bage collection and ’and dis­
posal, fire protection, paras and 
recreation,” he said, “is it fair 
to ask city taxpayers to help 
provide for the administration 
of these functions outside the 
city?”
In all fairness, he said, the 
region “accepted my sugges­
tion that overall admmistratioh 
costs be apportioned to indivi­
dual functions,” but he sug­
gested capital costs be appor­
tioned on the same basis.
Council agreed to write the 
board seeking answers to the 
questions on financing.
Trstenjak and David Popp were 
given the green light by council 
Monday to embark on a clean­
up project on Mill Creek. The 
three will gather up trash along 
the banks of the creek and a 
city truck wiU be provided to 
cart it away for disposal.
Two more additions have been 
made to the list of city advisory 
committees. One will assist 
with the planning, policies, 
practices and programming (the 
four P’s?) of the new Com­
munity Centre and the other 
will deal with drier stuff like 
long-range community goals, 
zoning, subdivision of land, 
building regulations and other 
planning matters.
A former member of the re­
gional board, Aid. <ane admit­
ted he was part of a motion 
that land be optioned for head­
quarters or works /ard and “I 
consider it good planning to ac­
quire land well in advance pi 
need."
DIDN’T COMMENT
He said also that he hadn’t 
made comment on me proposal 
, itself because he nad not seen 
the plans but he said lie did ex­
press concern that the regional 
district, like School District 23, 
could represent the; expediture 
of city money without the con­
trol of council or the right of 
arbitration.
“If spending money is any 
measure of support, then the 
city has certainly supported the 
concept of regionalism. City 
funds have been used to re­
search regional sewer, water 
supply to Benvoulln and Mis­
sion and sewer collection and 
treatment for Glenmore."
Aid. Kane said he endorses 
such moves under .he research 
fund but he said the qneiton of
Medic Alert s
Role Outlined




Erik Neilsen smells victory. ] 
Mr. Nielsen is no stranger to i 
that scent, having oeen elected ; 
Progressive Conservative MP i 
for the Yukon seven times in 
the last 14 years.
He told local Tory officials ' 
Monday that opinion noils and 
recent shifts in provincial poli­
tics indicate “a sweeping anti­
Trudeau feeling” and g’owing 
support for the Progressive 
Conservative party which par­
allels that prior to the party’s 
sweep of the 1958 federal elec­
tion.
The next election, be main­
tains, will iiot be fougnt over 
personalities “and tne image 
of an individual running around 
with a rose m his teeth and 
kissing pretty girls.” Rather, 
according to Mr. Nielsen, the 
issues will be inflation, unem­
ployment “and the ever-increas­
ing and octopus-like intrusion 
in the private affairs of mdivi- 
duals, business and industry.”
“Even more important is the 
Canada being shaped under this 
government and Trudeau’s ob­
session with bilingualism and 
biculturalism. I’m -lot critical 
; of bilingualism and biculiural- 
ism itself, but rather the speed 
. with which it is’being imposed, 
especially in the civil service.’
“Another five yeai’s for Tru­
deau will be. enough for him to 
completely destroy 'he free en­
terprise system and leave us 
with a socialistic state.”
150 people at the annual meet­
ing of the Okanagan-Boundary 
Progressive Conservative As­
sociation, made his remarks 
after scoring what he termed 
"Ottawa’s nonsense and lack 
of responsibility” in the James 
Bay power development scheme 
in Quebec.
Referring to proposals for a 
major dam on the Fraser Riv­
er, Mr. Nielsen said Ottawa’s 
duties involve three areas: con­
sideration for native people in 
the area; federal approval with 
regard to altering water cour­
ses under the ministry of trans­
port; and ecological problems 
under the department of the 
environment.
Mr. Nielsen said he was not 
taking a stand for or against 
the Fraser River dam propos­
als and recognized the prov­
ince’s jurisdiction in the matter 
but wanted to be sure B.C. 
residents take care not to allow 
Ottawa to avoid its responsibili­
ties.
rather strange decision," said 
Mayor Hilbert Roth, "since the 
provincial government has al­
ready given tentative approval."
DISCRIMINATION
Aid. Richard Stewart com­
mented, "I think we should 
point out that we feel discrimin­
ated against. After all, the fed­
eral government is pouring mil­
lions into cleaning up the Great 
Lakes and look how much in­
dustrial waste they’re dealin 
with there. I think we should 
appeal this to the premier.”
Aid. Bill Kane concurred,
project will go ahead despite 
the CMHC refusal, while city 
finance director Harold Hall 
suggested that If further at­
tempts to get the money from 
CMHC fail, the city could apply 
to the provincial Municipal Fi­
nancing Authority.
Council agreed to send a letter 
outlining its position to the head 
office of the CMHC in Montreal, 
as well as to Premier Bennett, 
consumer affairs minister Ron 
Basford and Okanagan- 
Boundary Liberal MP, Bruce 
Howard.
The project itself involves an 
agreement between the city, 
Sun-Rype Products and Calona 
Wines, to build the plant on 
city-owned land at the corner 
of Crowley Avenue and Ethel 
Street. It would have a capacity 
of about 500,000 gallons of 
sewage per day.’
Deadline for tenders on the 
project has been extended to 
June 1 from May 18.
saying, "Although the plant is 
being set up to handle indus­
trial waste, it will be able to 
take care of domestic waste as 
well.
IN COURT
A charge of carrying an in­
secure load was dismissed 
against Donald Frederick Wilk­
inson of Kelowna.
Gerald Roger Bird of Kelowna 
was remanded to Family Court 




and medallions was driven 
home through guest / speaker, 
Dr. James Tisdale, at a meeting 
of the local medic alert com­
mittee, Monday.
Dr. Tisdale gave many ex­
amples of cases where Medic 
Alert identification items help­
ed physicians in the care of pa­
tients, and sometimes, their 
lives.
Kay Horton, secretary of me­
dic alert committee in Kelow­
na, said the medic alert symbol 
is an international “plea for 
help".
Dr. Tisdale emphasized by 
giving examples of who should 
wear the medic alert identifica­
tion. He classified four groups 
of people; those who have aller­
gies, those with specific medi­
cal problems, such as diabetics
The Kelowna Art Exhibit So­
ciety is looking for more space.
Monday night, several Hoclety 
members appeared before coun­
cil to present their cose and 
were told that the only room 
available, besideti the Library, 
—fould be found nt the now com- 
Hwnlty centre, off Spall Road. 
MMBopkeaman said the city has 
providing space for art 
shows in the Library for some 
years, but felt that expansion 
\ plans for the facility had made 
\ no provision for the Art So­
ciety,
She explained that the. so­
ciety la not looking for on en­
tire building and only requires 
about 100 linear feet. Describ­
ing the Kelowna situation ns 
“the worst irt the valley," who 
xnid, "we also don’t want a 
fryer oi4 « hallway,”
Mayor Hilbert Roth siiggest- 
( cd the group look over the com­
munity centre and also iq>- 
p-onch the rogionnl library 
buird, asking them to consider 
\ i•Un’? additional space In their 
facitiU's..
\ "I think' iv,c’r6 air In support 
\ of your bld . . . but H'g n
ter of priorities . . . we’re also 
faced wl|h enlarging the fire 




Mass will be celebrated at, 
Immaculate Conception Roman 
Catholic Church, Thursday, at 
10 a.m. tor Mrs. Anna Maric 
Pa|on,,77, who died Saturday.
She Is survived by her hus­
band, Dar ward; one daughter, 
Mrs. D. Bougclos of Kamloops; 
one Bister, Mrs. Diana Deamcls 
of Florida; two brothers of 
Florida, U.S.A,; and four grand­
children.
Father R. D. Anderson will 
be the celebrant. Burial will 
follow at the Kelowna cemetery.
and epileptic,; those who take 
drugs that are considered life 
saving and those wearing miedi- > 
cal hardware such as heart 
valves.
He also said he would like to 
see registered drug addicts with 
some form of permanent identi­
fication, to let physicians know 
who they are.
Dr. Tisdale thought mental 
patients and people with gen­
etic disorders should also wear 
identification.
He said he was present at a 
car accident In which one vic­
tim had blood covering his 
face, and glass in an eye. He 
carefully took out all the glass, 
and didn’t find out until later 
the victim had a glass eye and 
and it wasn't an emergency to 
remove the glass particles. Dr. 
Tisdale said he wished then the 
person had a medic alert brace­
let which would have informed 
him of the eye.
Mayor Hilbert Roth, who sign­
ed the proclamation of Medic 
Alert month for May, said he 
has, a daughter, 18, who is now 
a beneficiary of Medic Alert. 
She has an allergy to penicillin, 
he said.
Kay Horton outlined the his-, 
lory of Medic Alert. The pro­
gram was established In 1961 in 
Canada, and 1952 In the United 
States, she said. The organiza­
tion, whic|> is the only one of 
Its kln<| in existence, is non­
profit.
David Thorne of Vancouver, 
is- in satisfactory condition in 
Kelowna , General Hospital fol­
lowing an accident today at 6:45 
a.m., at Harvey Aventie and 
Richter Street. ■ Other driver 
involved is listed as Clement 
Quessy of Kelowna who was not 
Injured in the mishap which 
caused an estimated 5300 dam­
age.
No injuries were suffered by 
Beverly Anders of Kelowna, in­
volved in a single-car accident 
today at 1:25 a.m., at Glenview 
Avenue and Skyline Street. 
Damage was estimated at about 
$500.
About $2,500 damage resulted 
from a mishap Monday at 8:55 
a.m., involving Edward O’Brien 
and Thomas Angus, both of 
Kelowna, who were not injured 
in the accident at Stockwell 
Avenue and Glenmore Street.
About $400 damage was in­
curred In an accident Monday 
at 10:45 a.m., Involving Archi­
bald Carter and Benzert Eman- 
nuel both of Kelowna, who were 
not injured in the mishap on 
Harvey Avenue.
No injuries were suffered by 
Alvira Brown and Victor 
Moniuk, both of Kelowna, in­
volved in an accident Monday 
at 1 p.m., on Glenmore Street. 
Damage was estimated at $200.
“The Conservatives are the 
only alternative. Recent opin­
ion polls, both official and un­
official, show we are on a par 
with those who sympathize with 
the Liberals. I feel we're closer 
now than we were in J 957, be­
fore we swept the election.”
“But it's not enough to sit 
back and rest on the strength 
of ‘an opinion poll,” he said, 
urging the party’s federal or­
ganization to work closely with 
its provincial counterpart.
Speaking to a Conservative 
meeting in Penticton later, Mr. 
Nielsen said B,C. residents 
should make sure “no damn 
dam is built in B.C. without in­
volvement of the federal gov­
ernment.”
Mr. Nielsen, addressing some
William Henry Able, of no 
fixed address, was remanded 
to July 6 on a charge of posses­
sion of stolen property.
Vern Hogan of Kelowna plead­
ed not guilty to a charge of 
common assault and the case 
was remanded to May 23.
A plea of not guilty was en- 
tered by Wallace McCrimmon 
after he was charged with 
owning a dog which bites. The
case was remanded' to 
for trial.





Funeral services will be held
Wednesday, from the Anglican 
Church, Pcbvhland, nt 2 p.m. 
for Mable Clements, 61,
Peachland, who died Sunday 
Kelowna.
Mrs. Clements was born 






The agreement has been 
hailed as a ‘‘giant’’ step for­
ward in industry co-operating 
with the public domain in the 
battle against pollution. Total 
cost of the project is listed at 
about $600,000 which would be 
paid by the companies involved.
However, the city had agreed 
to undertake financing arrange­
ments for two thirds of the 
cost with CMHC under a 
scheme whereby one quarter of 
this amount or about one sixth 
of the total capital cost would 
be forgiven.
Small Turnout In Rutland
To Hear NDP Candidate
RUTLAND (Staff ) — There 
was a small audience but large 
enthusiasm for a New Demo­
cratic Club meeting here Mon­
day night.
The meeting had been called 
o elect an executive but, when 
ess than 20 people showed up, 
it was decided to leave this un­
til another meeting. J. A. (Ab) 
North will continue as tempo­
rary chairman, with Roland 
Cacchioni, Allan Freeman, Alex 
Jurassovich and Mi. and Mrs. 
Kelly Slater on a Steering com­
mittee.
The meeting was called to 
hear Frank Snowsell, NDP can­
didate for south Okanagan in 
the next B.C. election, and Bry­
an McIver, candidate for Ok- 
anagan-Boundary in the next 
federal election. Mr. McIver 
was unable to attend the meet­
ing,
Mr. Cacchioni said ther are 
80 members in Rutland, com­
pared to six in 1968, when the 
last federal election was held, 
Rutland, voted NDP, although 
the riding as a whole chose Li­
beral Bruce Howard.
NDP growth in Rutland has 
been similar to that in the en­
tire riding, said Bill Boyd of
Frieda 
to four
She herself wears a Medic 
Alert medallion. On the front Is 
the Medic Alert emblem, and 
on the back is Information as 
to what the wearer is allergic 
to, phone number of the founda­
tion In Toronto and the wearer’s 
code number, It is stainless 
steel and "indestruetable't, she 
said.
There are 5,000 holders In 
B.C., 72,000 in Canada and one- 
third of n million In the Ihiited 
States. Over 200 medical pro­
blems are covered by the medic 
alert foundation, she ,said,
Service Wednesday 
For F. H. Osterried
A graveside commltal service 
will be held from Kelowna Ce­
metery, Wednesday, at 10:30 
a.m., for Frank Hermon Oster- 
rlcd, 68, of 1153 Mountain Ave., 
who died Mny 8 in Regina.
Surviving Mr. Osterried arc 
five sons; Ronald, in Regina, 
Gordon and Robert In Kelowna, 
Edward In Vancouver, and 
James In Toronto; one! grand­
son, Ronald In Regina; and sev­
eral brothers and sisters in 
Germany, His wife, Amy, died 
In October; 1071.




Funeral services will be held 
from German Full Gospel 
Church, Wednesday at 1:30 
p.m. for Mrs. Pauline Rattal, 
84, of Bernard Ave., who died 
Friday.
Surviving Mrs. Rattai are 
four sons; Rudolf in Kelowna, 
Henry, Rev. Gotfried Rattai 
and Ervin, all in/Medicine Hat, 
Alta.; one daughter, Frieda 
Rattal, In Enderby; nine grand­
children and seven great grand­
children. Mr. Rattal died in 
Kelowna ip 1967.
Rev. Arthut Kalke will of­
ficiate. Burial to follow in the 
Kelowna cemetery.
counts of mhklng false state­
ments in an Unemployment In­
surance claim. George Hender­
son, a Unemployment Insurance 
Commission spokesman told the 
court the offences took place 
between October and December 
of 1971, Judge R. J. S. Moir 
suspended sentence in the case 
and placed Mrs. Suppin on pro­
bation for nine months.
Vic Sorenson of Kelowna was 
remanded to family court after 
he was charged with falling to 
keep tiie peace.
Ronald John Henderson of no 
fixed address, was remanded to 
May 23 on a charge of posses­
sion of a drug, MDA,
1 A /charge of possession of 
marijuana against Arthur
• Francis Gibson and William 
: James Dynes were dismissed In 
court on Mny 2.
DBA Likes 
Map Idea
Visitors to Kelowna will have 
a somewhat easier time trying 
to find a place to park this sum­
mer. •
The, Downtown Business As­
sociation has agreed to a city 
suggestion that it finance the 
printing and distribution of co­
lor-coded maps Indicating the 
various parking restrictions in 
the downtown area.
The Idea was originally pu ; 
forth In April by the city’s traf­
fic and parking advisory com­
mittee, which suggested the 
maps be made available 
through various city business 
establishments and the Cham­
ber of Commerce.
Kelowna, riding membership 
secretary. There are more than 
300 members, compared with 
about65 in 1968.
Mr. Showsell used the small 
audience to emphasize one of 
lis opening points. He said 
people are reluctant to accept 
responsibility, and that, if de­
mocracy is not supported, it will 
fail.
The speaker, who represented . 
Saanich and the Gulf Islands af­
ter the 1952 election which 
swept the Social Credit party 
into power, forecasts a provin­
cial election about mid-July, 
with the NDP sweeping the Soc­
reds out. The NDP is the offi­
cial opposition. v
A retired teacher, Mr. Snow­
sell represented the CCF, fore­
runners of the NDP. His mother, 
the late Mrs. Felicia Snowsell, 
opposed Premier W. A. C. Ben­
nett once, also on the CCF 
ticket.
The candidate reminded his 
audience that, when Phil Gag- 
lardi was picked up for speed­
ing while he was minister of 
highways, Mr. Gaglardi insulted 
RCMP members. (He now Is 
minister of rehabilitation and 
social improvement.)
He charged the Socreds with 
doing little to develop B.C., and 
claimed the province has de­
veloped in spite of them. Water 
stored in B.C. is used to irri­
gate and provide power in the 
United States. Vegetables and 
fruits grown in the U.S. are 
dumped in Canada.
“This government is going 
crazy over shipping our raw 
materials," he claimed, re­
marking the port at Roberts 
Bank, near Vancouver, was built 
to export raw materials more 
quickly. r
In an interview after the 
। meeting, the candidate said 
"ever since I taught here, I 
have believed Rutland should 
■ incorporate, The citizens must 
decide what they want. It is up 
■ to the, provincial government to 
facilitate these desires, Local 
i government is important. The 
। provincial government cannot 
• deal effectively with local is­
sues.”
DEPUTY SPEAKER ADDRESSES LOCAL SOCREDS
We Dare To Be Different' - Bruch
Sho Is survived by tier hus 
band James Clements, Peach­
land; three sons, James Henry, 
Allen Charles, both home, 
and Larry, Peachland; one 
daughter, Florence Patricia 
Clements, nlso nt home: one 
sister, Mrs. U B, a Nellie', Shaw 
of Peachland; one brother, 
George Johnson of Merritt; and 
two grandchildren.
Rev. R. (». Bray vill officiate. 
Burial will fallow 'in Fcachlonrt 
Cemetery.
VANCOUVER SERVICE
Funeral .services will be held 
,fioin\ llnrron Bros, Funeral 
Home\ Vancouver, for Mrs. 
Daisy Acheson, 85, of 614 Mc­
Clure Rd., Kelowna, who died 
Monday, Date for the services 
has not been set. Surviving 
Mrs. Acheson nre two sons; 
Edv.urd of Vancouver, Ilnrry 
of Kelowna, two (laughters, 
Frances and Mary Acheson, 
tx>th of Kelowna; two grand­
children and five great grand­
children. Buna! to follow in 
Mountain View Cemetery.
... Damp
The, weatherman has com- 
jwised an Interesting forecast 
for Wednesday with mostly 
clouds, ii few showers, and a 
chance of a few thunderstorms. 
He also promises gusty wind* 
near the thunderstorms. IJIghr 
near 70 degrees. The high an< 
tow in the city Monday wrt: 
63 and 50 with .01 Inch of pre­
cipitation, compared to 94 nn(' 
44 degrees, with a trace of rain 
for the siinic day at the nirporI 
Overnight low today will be 4l 
to 45 degrees.
A slogan for the Social Credit 
party in the next provincial 
election may well be, "we dare 
to be different," at least ac­
cording to deputy speaker cf the 
legislature and MLA for Esqui­
mau, Herb Bruch.
Speaking to a small gathering 
of South Okanagan Socreds' In 
Kelowna Monday, Mr. F’-uch 
stressed how the Jrescnt gov­
ernment under Premier Ben­
nett had In cb many wu^a show­
ed It (hired to be different.
"There Is •eally no difference 
in the Liberals and Conserva­
tives or the NDP, ’ he said. 
"They .each run a popularity 
game but our Premier dares to 
»o different."
Mr. Bruch said ’lie 1’remler 
md faced up to great abuses




-e added the Premier wjb dif- 
,’erent in wnys the o'Jx-rs were 
jfrnid to be,
"When the Vancouver yopera
raised their Saturday edition 
prices to 15 cents, tiiey applied 
to the province for an *<cemptlori 
from Bales tax and the Premier 
said no,” said Mr. B-nch,
This, he noted, showed Mr. 
Bennett’s unwillingness to bend 
under pressure from newspap­
ers. Mr. Bruch pointed out the 
steadfastness the Premier had 
shown In standing up jn the fed­
eral government and all he got 
was a label as a ”bl.jot. ’
The deputy speaker pointed 
out the largest problem facing 
tlic country today was unem- 
ploymcnt, yet British Columbia, 
he said? was providing Jobs at 
twice the rate of the national 
average. The reason it nuy not 
show ho said, was because so 
many more people wore moving 
Into tills province.
The great Influx of people to 
British Columbia was jiao a 
factor in the govemmeni’s dec­
ision not to grant a guaranteed
Income for’ pensioners, accord­
ing to Mr. Bruch.
"It we Introduced a $200 a 
month guaranteed Income for 
pensioners ns the opposition 
urged, wc would have too great 
an influx of elderly people com­
ing to the province to toko ad­
vantage of it, ’ he sold.
Mr. Bruch said iIbo the rate 
of immigration of young couples 
to the province has Increased 
the cost of health, welfare and 
education for the province.
, "A study by the Social Credit 
government showed if present 
trends continue this province's 
budget In 1980 will be solely tak­
en up by health, welfare and 
education costa,7 he sail
He noted especfaUy the high 
cost of education anti the recent 
campaign by the province’# 
teacncrr against the Socreds,.
"We want to hold our cost in 
education to flliper cent and 
we have left a valve open for 
the teacMra. If they want more
they can go to the individual 
school districts and ask fora 
referendum to get in increase 
In salary,” he said.
Mr. Bruch told tne meeting 
the present campaign by teach­
ers is headed by radicals and 
will do them nothing but barm. 
He said teachers m the, city of 
Victoria earn an iverage of 
$11,500 a year which Is far 
above provincial Mid national 
wago averages.
Mr. Bruch wound up his talk 
by criticizing those people Who 
conteqdcfl the Premier w» i get* 
tlng too old to continue in of- 
fice. ' ;
''During n recent d •l»,»ic m 
the legislature Which went near­
ly 24 hours, the Premier stayed 
the whole time and was there in 
tlie morning, while opposition 
members and their eadcry took 
breaks to sleep) Now I ask you, 
IsJhis a sign of gelling too 
old,”
Kelowna Daily Courier
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Saturday Mail Coming?
A member of the federal govern­
ment has finally admitted what the 
rest of us knew all along—that our 
mail service has gone all to ths devil 
and must be improved. In a speech in 
Vancouver some days ago Postmaster- 
General Cote acknowledged that re­
duction in mail deliveries from six to 
five days a week “seems to have creat 
ed delays in mail deliveries on Mon­
days, Tuesdays and even Wednes­
days.” Most of us would have added 
Thursdays and Fridays too.
Demonstrating that he does not 
bring a closed mind to his duties, Mr. 
Cote, despite some qualifications, inti­
mated that there is a good prospect 
that Saturday mail service may be re­
sumed. This is the first open admission 
that reduction in the mail service has 
impaired Post Office efficiency and 
that the move was a false economy.
No one, can cavil with government 
efforts to reduce costs—in such circles 
that is rather a novel idea. But when 
the attempt precipitates an unreason­
able drop in service, particularly such 
an essential service as the mails, and, 
worse, when gravely reduced service 
is accompanied by increased cost to 
the citizen as both taxpayer and post
office customer, then some other area 
of expense-cutting must be explored.
It would be consoling to think that 
the deterioration in service had been 
accompanied by an unalloyed decrease 
in outlay by the Post Office. But this 
was not the case. In seven years pro­
ductivity dropped by 12.5 per cent, 
despite better working conditions and 
an 80 per cent increase in postal work­
ers’ salaries. Hence, as Mr. Cote ad­
mits, “to compensate for this drop in 
productivity, we had to hire more peo­
ple. This represents an additional ex- • 
penditure of nearly $17 million a 
year.”
The provision to supply adequate 
service in all probability will demand 
more help. But far better that more 
men be put to work improving a vital 
service than that millions be .spent find­
ing non-productive jobs for them in so- 
called innovative programs hat have 
little purpose other than keeping them
off welfare rolls. It never did make 
sense to cut postal jobs and fatten 
make-work experiments at the same
time.
In the meantime, hats off to 
Cote for acknowledging a need 
moving toward filling it.
Mr. 
and
Labor Steps Up Battle
Organized labor in ;he United 
States is stepping up its campaign for 
a congressional bill that would hit for­
eign imports and American subsidiar­
ies abroad.
And despite sensitivity about Can­
adian opposition to the bill, there ap­
pears to be a possibility that Canadian 
union money might be used to help 
finance the campaign, a Canadian 
Press report says.
The AFL-CIO executive council 
voted unanimously last week to set up 
a special force to “campaign vigorous­
ly” in favor of the controversial legis­
lation.
American labor believes the bill’s 
numerous protectionist devices would 
help reduce unemployment in the U.S. 
by putting pressure on American 
business to replace foreign subsidiaries 
with domestic operations and by cut- 
ting drastically into foreign imports.
The Burke-Hartke bill, as it is 
known, has been opposed by the 
Nixon administration, many members 
of both Republican and Democratic 
parties, the U.S. business community 
and most foreign countries, including 
Canada. Canadian union eaders have 
also spoken out against it.
The bill is given little chance of 
getting through Congress this year, 
but labor hopes to keep he issue boil- 
I ing during the current presidential
from Canadian dues.
However, a spokesman for the In­
ternational Association of Machinists 
acknowledged that a “very little” 
amount of money from Canada could 
reach the international treasury and 
thus might be used in the campaign.
The union spokesmen stressed they 
could speak only for their own unions, 
leaving open the possibility tnat others 
among the dozens of international un­
ions would be in a similar position to 
the machinists.
The machinists spokesman said his 
union favors amending the Burke- 
Hartke bill to exempt Canada from 
its provisions.
An AFL-CIO representative said 
discussions have already been held 
with CLC officials, and more are 
scheduled, about getting the bill 
amended to exempt Canada.
“We’re not insensitive to the prob­
lem of Canadian workers, I assure
you,” AFL-CIO spokesman Al Zack 
said, “but the bill has no provisions 
now for exemptions.”
Both the machinists spokesman and 
a representative of the United Steel­
workers of America raised the ques­
tion of Canadian union contributions 
to the New Democratic Party, which 
they said would be unlikely to win 
favor among more conservative Amer­
ican unions.
election campaign. “There have been no complaints
To finance its drive, AFL-CIO says from the Americans about this,” the
it will use some of its own revenues 
as well as contributions from mem­
ber unions — raising the possibility 
that Canadian union money might find 
its way into, the kitty in support of the 
bill.
I Although Canadian union dues do 
| not go in the AFL-CIO treasury— 
I they normally go to the Canadian. La- I bor Congress instead—Canadian mem- I bers contribute technically to ‘he gen­
ii cral revenue of many international 
| unions based in the U.S. Contribu- 
| tions to the Burke-Hartke campaign 
| would come from such unipn general 
| funds.
I Of a half-dozen unions asked about
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By BOB BOWMAN 
In the light of the recent con­
troversy about British Columbia 
being anti-Quebec, it is interest­
ing to look back to 1871 when 
the deal was made for British 
Columbia to join Canada.
J. W. Trutch, a member of 
the delegation that went to Ot­
tawa, said: “We must all re­
member in B.C. that to Sir 
George Cartier and his follow­
ers in Lower Canada we owe 
the position we are now in and 
especially the Canadian Pacific 
Railway”.
A pleasant residential street 
in Vancouver was named Car- 
tier as an expression of grati­
tude.
On May 16, 1871, the Imperial 
government authorized British 
Columbia to become Canada’s 
sixth province and July 20 was 
fixed as the day of entry.
However, there was still 
plenty of opposition in British 
Columbia about joining Canada. 
British officials felt that their 
government had let them down 
and one said, “We are a con­
quered country and the Canucks 
take possession tomorrow.” 
Some of them went home rather 
than become Canadian-civil 
servants.
There were also a number of 
people in British Columbia who 
felt that it would have been bet-
steelworkers official said. The machin­
ists spokesman said that when the 
headquarters here supplies tiioney at 
times to the Canadian office, it is 
“possible that some of it might find 
its way to the NDP.”
The amount of money to be involv­
ed in the AFL-CIO campaign has not 
been determined, spokesman Zack 
said.
However, AFL - CIO President 
George Meany has said the campaign 
“will be adequately staffed and have 
the complete support of the AFL-CIO 
headquarters and field staffs, as well 
as the full-scale co-operation of the 
staffs of major affiliated onions both 
in Washington and in the "icld,”
Not Believed Imminent
ter to join the U.S.
J. W. Trutch was chosen 
Prime Minister Sir John
by 
A.
Macdonald to be the first lieu- 
tant-governor. Besides being 
'one of the negotiators in the 
deal with Canada, Trutch was a 
well-known engineer and road 
builder.
The first election was held in 
the autumn and Trutch chose 
the first premier from the 25 
elected members. He was J. F. 
McCreight, lawyer who had 
come from Britain. His choice 
was a great disappointment to 
Armor de Cosmos, the former 
Nova Scotian who had changed 
his name from William Smith. 
De Cosmos had done a great 
deal to persuade British Colum­
bians to join Canada. However 
McCreight was a failure as pre­
mier and De Cosmos took his 
place late in 1872.
OTHER MAY 16 EVENTS
1619—Jen Munck of Denmark 
sailed ,to explore Hudson Bay
and eventually returned 







By BUD JORGENSEN 
Canadian Fttss Staff Writer
The reports from Ottawa and 
Washington may look like the 
beginnings of a trade war but 
Canadian businessmen believe 
the government has the situa­
tion well in hand.
Business optimism got oft to a 
good start during the past week 
with announcements in the fed­
eral budget of tax cuts and ac­
celerated depreciation schedules 
for manufacturing and process­
ing businesses.
But later in the week there 
was an announcement that 
Washington plans to consider 
special duties on imports from a 
Canadian-based tire manufac­
turer.
“There’s hardly any doubt 
that (U.S. Treasury Secretary) 
Connally is applying the 
screws,” an industry associa­
tion official said.
The U.S. government also an­
nounced the same day that it 
preferred an all-Alaska route 
for an oil pipeline over a route 
through Canada.
manufacturers in Canada would 
bounce back to Washington in 
the form of complaints from 
U.S. companies with subsidiar­
ies here.
The tax cuts in the budget did 
not distinguish between Cana­
dian- and foreign-owned compa­
nies and that makes it difficult 
to accuse Canada of being pro­
tectionist.
A trade association official 
says the major industrial pow­
ers have been lenient with Can­
ada in past trade negotiations 
because it was a small country.
But, now Canada has the sixth
CAPITAL COMMENT
Budget As Good 
As Budgets Go
By FARMER TISSIN'GTON
1762—New Englanders settled 
at Maugerville, near present- 
day Fredericton, N.B.
1853—First train operated on 
Ontario, Simcoe and Huron 
Railway.
U.S. Scientists Claim Victory 
On Disease-Carrying Mosquitoes
WASHINGTON (AP) — 
United States government scien­
tists say they have scored what 
could be a major breakthrough 
in the control of disease-bearing 
mosquitoes without the use of 
DDT or other chemical pesti­
cides.
Agriculture department scien­
tists, who directed the research, 
say the use of tiny parasitic 
worms which bore holes in mos­
quito larvae “holds particular 
promise” for controlling the in­
sects.
The tiny worms, called nema­
todes, are being field-tested by 
the U.S, public: health service in 
El Salvador and by the World 
Health Organization in Taiwan 
and Thailand.
A key to the experiment was 
the development of a low-cost 
method of mass producing a 
species of nematodes, Recsi- 
mermis Nielseni, which attack 
only mosquitoes.
DDT CHEAPEST PESTICIDE
The production system was 
developed, by the agricultural 
• research service at Lake 
Charles, La,, by Dr. Harold
tomologist, with help from Dr. 
William R. Nickle, a research 
service nematologist at Belts-
the possibility that their Canadian
members’ money would be used in the Rejecting the idea that the AH.- 
campaign, all but one denied flatly . CIO is isolationist, Meany said last 
that Canadian money would be involv- , week the problem of ipbs being “ship­
ped abroad” to other countries must 
be tackled.
cd.
Some said all Canadian dues re
main in Canada to finance union op­
erations here, Others said their Amer­
ican members actually subsidize the 
Canadian locals because expenses in 
, Canada exceed the amount received
“Wc mean business, We arc de­
termined to save our jobs. We are not 
going to be stopped by glib promises 
or slick slogans. We arc going to pass 
Burke-Hartke.”
BYGONE DAYS
19 YEARS AGO 
May 1962
Rudy Runzcr wns elected chairman 
arid. Dolly Bach secretary-treasurer of 
the Kelowna Softball Association at the 
annual meeting In the memorial room, 
nt the Arena, Each team will be re­
sponsible tor acquiring one umpire, and 
the umpires will be required to write nn 
umpire’s examination before being elig­
ible.
■ (Front Courier Files)
49 YEARS AGO 
May 1932
Amel.a Earhart, famous flier, hopped 
off from New Jersey for Harbor Grace, 
Newfoundland, from which point she 
will essay a solo flight across the At­
lantic, She hopes to lie tho first woman 
to fly the Atlantic alone.
29 YEARS AGO, 
May 1952
Jack Schell, well known proprietor o( 
Kelowna's popular restaurant, “Schell’s 
Grill”, hns disposed of his .business to a 
syndicate of Vancouver Restaurateurs. 
Mr, Schell plans on taking up residence 
in California, The syndicate, which is 
.known ns Western Catering Ltd., will 
retain the same name,
39 YEARS AGO 
May 1912
Wdh the Services-Cadet R. S. Willis, 
eon of Mr. and Mrs. F. J. Willis, gradu­
ated from Brookville Officer# Training 
Centre. Cartel R. D. C. Benmorc, 28th 
Armored Regiment, hns received his 
offlcrr’tt * rommtfWton upon Rhdtratton 
from the Brockvilip Officers’ Training 
Centre. •'
, 'V ■ '
largest trading volume-after 
the U.S., the United Kingdom. 
West Germany, Japan and 
France—and other countries are 
less agreeable.
U.S. trade officials concede 
privately that Canadian negotia­
tors have been the toughest of 
any country in recent trade 
talks, the trade association rep­
resentative said.
“This fellow Pepin (the fed­
eral industry, trade and com­
merce minister, Jean-Luc 
Pepin) Is really a remarkable 
person. He can charm them in 
two languages.
I
There was also an announce­
ment from Washington on that 
day also on increases in oil im­
ports from Canada which were 
lower than businessmen had an­
ticipated.
CUT CORPORATE TAX
The cut in the top rate of cor­
porate tax to 40 per cent from 
49 for manufacturing and proc­
essing industries was part of a 
package designed to increase 
Canadian competitiveness 
abroad. Finance Minister 
Turner said the moves were 
partly a reaction to recent legis­
lation in the U.S. designed to 
give its exporters an edge.
The countervailing duties 
being considered in Washington 
concern imports from Michelin 
tire plants in Nova Scotia. Con­
struction of the plants was fi­
nanced in part by government 
grants.
The industry association offi­
cial said the announcement on 
Michelin was not a surprise. 
There had been speculation that 
the U.S. government would take 
some type of action against 
what it considered unfair sup­
port for an exporter.
However, the timing on the 
announcement from Washington 
appears to be more than coinci­
dental.
Despite the sparring between 
Washington and Ottawa, the two 
governments do not appear anx­
ious to breach trade relations.
One reason is that neither 
side wants a fight with its 
neighbor in an election year. An 
election is scheduled in the U.S. 
and expected in Canada.
“Neither government wants a 
confrontation right now,” the in­
dustry association official said.
“There is a sort of nagging con­
cern (among Canadian busi­
nessmen) about what might 
happen later.”
UNEASY STATUS QUO
Part of the confidence that an 
uneasy status quo will be main­
tained stems from the fact that 
the economies of the two coun-
Ottawa cynics were suggest­
ing the other day that the Lib­
eral party bagmen went back to 
knocking on the corporation 
doors early in the morning after 
the presentation of the latest 
budget..
The cynics said the bagmen 
had been called off the hunt for 
campaign funds when they 
found that business and industry 
were giving them the cold 
shoulder. Business had become 
increasingly upset by the gov­
ernment’s proposed Competition 
Act, the changes in the labor 
code and similar anti-business 
moves by the government.
“Wait until we bring in our 
foreign investment policy, fol­
lowed closely by the budget, 
and then start making the 
rounds again,” the fund-raisers 
were advised.
Judging by Mr. Turner’s 
budget, the strategy should pay 
off fairly handsomely and the 
party should soon be financially 
capable of waging a strong and 
effective election campaign.
Of course the opposition par­
ties, particularly the New Dem­
ocrats, will rail against the 
budget, pointing out some ob­
vious weaknesses: little or noth­
ing for , those important eco­
nomic groups, the fishermen 
and farmers, only $2.88 a month 
more for the pensioners, too 
many concessions to business 
and no cut in personal income 
tax to lighten the load on the 
important middle income group. 
TURNER SHINES
But on balance, you have to 
conclude the budget was a good 
one as budgets go, and Mr. 
T u r n e r’s star shines even 
brighter today. He is pinning a 
good deal of faith—perhaps too 
much—on the corporate conces­
sions creating the jobs required
direction seems certain, but the 
question is how much and how 
soon.
This sort of thing takes time 
to filter down through the econ­
omy to the po’nt where it has 
some direct effect on the indi­
vidual.
Then there is the problem of 
growing automation. In terms of 
creating permanent jobs, there 
may not be too much po’nt in 
making it easier and cheaper 
for industry to acquire new and 
modern machinery if that ma­
chinery is going to displace 
workers.
If tlie New Democrats can 
make some political hay at Mr. 
Turner’s expense, the Conserva­
tives are likely to find it much 
harder to do so. If the budget 
set one general tone it is surely 
that of small-c conservatism. It 
was the sort of budget, in ess- 
ence, that a Conservative ad-, 
ministration might have been 
expected to introduce under a. 
similar set of circumstances.
There was the usual specula­
tion as to whether it was an 
“election budget.” Considering 
it is almost certain to be the 
last budget presented before the 
election is called, it must be an 
“election budget,” despite the 
absence of any cuts in personal 
income taxes.
Mr. Turner was a realist in 
this decision. Personal income 
taxes account for a surprising 
44 per cent of total budgetary 
revenues. With the government 
spending money in large arid 
frequent chunks, it needs every 
cent of revenue it can get if it is 
to come anywhere close to its 
anticipated deficit. Salary and 
wage earners will have to con­
tinue to provide a lot of th:s 
revenue and, one hopes, the cor-
fl
ville, Md. , ___
The procedures are described tries are moving s trongly 
in the May issue of Agricultural ahead.
Research, a magazine published 
by the agricultural department.
At present, DDT is the cheap­
est and favorite pesticide for 
controlling mosquitoes in ma­
laria areas of the world. Mala­
thion, a potent but less persis­
tent chemical, also is used.
Laboratory tests during a 
two-year period have shown the 
worms infect 13 of 19 known 
kinds of mosquitoes in Louis­
iana and have a 100-per-cent kill 
record among insects they in­
fect, scientists say.
Although mosquitoes are the
natural and only known hosts 
for the Reesimermls Nielseni 
nematode, the worms usually 
only kill while the mosquitoes 
are in the “wiggler" or larva 
stage of development.
The larvae develop from eggs 
and, If they survive, turn into 
adult mosquitoes which then 
can carry many diseases, in­
Chapman, laboratory director, eluding sleeping sickness or en- 
and Dr. James J. Petersen, on- cephalitis as well as malaria.
July 17 Election Speculation 
May Prove To Be Badly Based
OTTAWA (CP) — There is 
speculation about a possible, 
July 17 general election—just 
ns there was about a June 27 
general vote. It may well 
prove as badly based.
When Prime Minister Tru­
deau failed to call that wide­
ly-predicted June vote —h e 
would have had to do It by 
about April 26—most politi­
cians and pundits tended to 
talk about a fall election, 
probably in October.
But recently, and particu­
larly in the light of last 
week’s budget, MPs in nil 
parties are talking about July 
17. While summer elections 
are traditionally avoided, be­
cause of vacations, the new 
Canada Elections Act, with Its 
broader provisions for ad­
vance polls, eliminates many
Any blanket restrictions, on
Not A Bunch
Of Critters
SAN DIEGO, Calif. (AP) - 
Have you run into a gang of 
elk, a dray of squirrels or a 
set of badgers lately?
If so, you probably thought 
of them as just a bunch of 
critters.
Not: so, says Dr. William 
Burns, executive director of 
the San Diego Museum nf 
Natural History. During much 
of his career he has compiled
_ porations will do their. b’t to 
to satisfy our expanding labor provide the new jobs and in- 
force. That his measures will crease the gross national p'rod- 
have some good effect in this uct.
Ontario's Universities Warned
On 'Unethical' Enrolment Tactics
TORONTO (CP) — Ontario’s , of the decrease Is a result of a 
universities have been warned 5.6-per-cent decline in the num- 
against using unethical tactics ber of Grade 13 students who
to woo prospective students in 
efforts to boost slumping enrol­
ments.
John B. Macdonald; executive 
director of the Ontario Council 
of Universities, said In an inter­
view Friday that he will in­
struct universities not to subsi­
dize or entertain students in 
order to persuade them to enrol. , 
Several of Ontario’s univer­
sity professors met in Ottawa 
earlier this week to discuss re- 
ports that some universities are
have applied for admission.
Walter Pitman, dean of arts 
and science at Trent University 
in Peterborough, said “the pres­
sure to haul them in by the 
scruff of the neck wherever 
they can find them is certainly 
there.”
The University of Windsor 
now lias a program where it 
invites prospective students to 
spend a couple of days On cam­
pus to see how they like tho 
place.
engaged In active recruiting, he 
said.
“I had calls from one or two 
presidents about this and we 
met to find out what was going 
on,” Mr. Macdonald said. .
They found no real problem, 
he said, just concern that there 
might be. .
“We agreed It was important 
to provide information to pro­
spective students but that it 
would be Improper to subsidize 
them In any way, such as pay­
ing for their meals or travel 
expenses to visit universities.” 
FEWER APPLYING
Applications tor university ad­
mission are down about six per 
cent across the province. Most
Rod Scott, secondary school 
liaison officer and assistant to 
the president at Windsor, said 
prospective students pay their 
own way but are given a free 
, room in residence.
York University in Toronto 
has organized what it calls Op­
eration Breakthrough and is 
sending teams of professors 
around ’ the province over the 
next two weeks to talk to pro­
spective students. They will 
visit 20 major centres in On­
tario, jihis Montreal,
The University of Waterloo 
often arranges programs for 
busloads of visiting students but 
pays none of their expenses, 
said President Bort Matthews.'
a lexicon of terms describing, 
from a literary standpoint, 
groups of birds and beasts.
For example, it’s a crash of 
rhinoceroses.
A sounder of wild swine,
If you don’t want a mur- 
muratlon of starlings or an 
unkindness of ravens in tho 
yard, Burns suggests setting a 
elowder of cats after them.
How about an earth of 
foxes? An exaltation of larks? 
A pitying of turtle doves? An 
ostentation of peacocks? An 
army of herrings?
A smuck of jellyfish . . , a 
business of flics ... a nest of
of the objections.
At Wednesday’s caucus 
meetings, apparently all par­
ties discussed the possibilities 
of a July vote. Sources say 
the 17th was, by far, the most 
talkdd-about date.
But Mr. Trudeau, who alone 
makes the decision, wasn't 
tipping his hand.
The budget, with Its in­
creased benefits tor pension­
ers and business, is generally 
regarded as a pre-election do­
cument. By the end of next 
■week, when the budget debate 
Is completed and the pension 
legislation enacted, the prime 
minister would have time to 
call a July 17 election, 
• By getting all-party agree­
ment tp Interrupt the budget 
debate for the pension legisla­
tion, the government should 
have the increases tin the 
hand.s of pensioners by the 
end of June.
.........   Sources say the government 
Publisher and Editor has l>oen bombarded with
Published every afternoon ex- complaints about old nge pen-
— ■ ............ k slons, ana the Increase may
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East Kelowna Notes: Fruit growing juL ^Kelowna* B C
has Ils worries and disappointments, but DoyteK J1”!?*""’
last week wns one of Ihe compensations. Thomson B.C. Newspapers 
Working In the orchard wns like being 
In fairyland. Tho trees wave covered 
with masses of blossoms exhaling exqui­
site iwfiime, Almost every »rce had a 
humming bird flying arqund ti, As tor 
the bees, they were In swarms.
\ CO YEARS AGO 
\ May 1012
Walter Boyd James was sentenced to 
bo hanged for tho Mooting of Constable 
Ashton. He will bo executed nt Kam­
loops, When nuked If he had nnylhlnif 
■ to say why sentence should not bo pass­
ed, replied "that “If ho had hit old Colt 
.45 hp would soon fix tho judge and 
jury!” j -
Limited.
Second class mail registration 
number -0822.
Member Audit Bureau of Cir­
culation.
Member of Trie Canadian 
Press.
Tho Canadian Press la ex­
clusively entitled to the use for 
republication of all news dis­
patches credited to It or the- 
Associated Press or Reuters in 
this paper and also the local 
newt published therein. All 
rights of republication of spe­
cial dispatches herein are also 
reserved. ■' , .
serve to soothe many ruffled 
fenthers. There have been 
persistent and numerous rc- 
jiorts of business discontent - 
something that may diminish , 
in the wake of the tax cuts.
Thore still Is n general view 
that Mr. Trudeau prefers to 
get the election out of the way 
ns early ns possible to avoid a 
non-stop semi-campalgn. until 
fall.
However, tho same argu­
ments were used about n June 
26 election. And there la noth-1 
Ing to prevent Irin usual sipn- 
mer recess starling ]H>ihnps 
in late June, to be followed by . 
nn election cnll at Mr.\ Tru­
deau's choosing.
wasps ... a flock of lice . . 
a peep of chickens.
Or a trip of goats . . . a
brood of hens . . . n pod or 
gam of whales . , . n sloth of 
bears ... a rafter of turkeys 
• ■ . n gaggle of geese.
“Many peonlc come Into the 
museum asking, “What do 
■ you call a lot of herons or 
, mallards or such?’ and I re­
membered n faded list I made 
out 25 years ngo and thought 
people ml gilt be interested,” 
said Burns.
TODAY IN HISTOR".
By THE CANADIAN PRESS 
May 16, 1972 . . .
The rcKOlutk 1 introducing 
the pipeline bill was passed 
16 years ago today—In 1950 
—under a closure rule in an 1 
angry parliamentary de­
bate. It had been Introduced 
May 8 by Trade Minister 
Howe who.told of a govern­
ment proposal, to lend $89 
million to Trans-Cannda 
Pipe Lincs Ltd,, for the 
western scctlrin of a natural 
gas pipeline.
1902—A task force'of 
United States troops began 
arriving in Thailand to help 
counter the Communist 
, threat in neighboring Lnos.
1957—The first atomic 
submarine designed for ns- 
sembly-Mne production wns 
launched at Groton, Conn.
1916—B r 11 a 1 n proposed 1 
partition tm<I Independence 
for India,
1975—The first Kentucky 
Derby waa run. ’
GET 2 MUGS REGULAR
ROOT BEER
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Strife In North Ireland
Is Not Stopping Tourists
. BELFAST (Reuter) — De- 
spite the bombs and bulletf that 
keep Northern Ireland ablaze, 
the tourists keep on coming.
“Of course there aren’t as 
many as there used to be," said 
Ian Hill of the Northern Ireland 
Tourist Board.
“Some people seem to come 
just for thrills. There was one 
busload of American tourists 
last year who ran into an army 
search. They wrote to us after­
wards trying how exciting they 
found it
“And there were some Ger- 
man tourists recently who com-
plained that their bus was not 
taking them into Free Derry."
Free Derry is the name .used 
for the Roman Catholic Region 
of Londonderry where the Irish 
Republican Army is virtually 
the only law, and where British 
soldiers and policemen do not 
go.
"We also get a lo. of students 
coming because Northern Ire­
land is In the news," Hill said.
Statistics show that Northern 
Ireland had 775,000 visitors last 
year. This Includes businessmen 
and people making multiple 
trips. About 40 per cent of these
Ornish Community Wins Case 
Concerning Education Age
visitors were with friends or rel­
atives in Northern Ireland.
TOURIST REVENUE DOWN
The comparable figure for 
1968, which was the last year 
before sectarian strife between 
Protestants and Catholics burst 
into open violence, was 1,094,000 
visitors. Tourist ' revenue for 
1971 was $52 million compared 
with $72 million for 1968.
The thrill-seeking tourist does 
not have far to look. Even to get 
into the headquarters of the 
Northern Ireland Tourist Board, 
he must go through strict secu­
rity checks.
On the streets of Belfast and 
Londonderry, he can see sol­
diers crouched in battle posi­
tions in doorways while uncon­
cerned housewives amble past.
At least once a day in Belfast 
he will probably hear a bomb
ODDITIES IN THE NEWS
GLASTONBURY, England 
(AP) — Town council, fearing 
an invasion this summer like 
the one that brought 16,000 
youngsters tramping into the 
district last year, is (Jumping 
sewage around tents and car* 
vans of Jesus freaks.
But the youths refuse to 
move.
Taj Drexel, an 18-year-old 
girl who lives in a caravan on 
the outskirts of town, where 
legend has it Jesus Christ vis- 
. ited in his youth, said:
“I’ve been in poor health 
since the council dumped the 
stuff. It’s enough to make 
anyone sick. But Glastonbury 
’ Is a religious place for us and. 
I’ve heard the angels singing 
here. We’ll just sit tight." 
. Town clerk George Harland 
said: “The dumping is a pre­
ventive action. 'We’ve been 
warned that this summer the 
town will be invaded by 
hundreds of hippies.
“They can be a danger to 
health."
knocked down a fence.'
A police inspector said Sun­
day the trouble was quickly 
halted and events—during the 
annual Papua-New Guinea 
highlands show at Goroka, 
about 250 miles northwest of 
here—continued.
There were nd arrests and 
no one was hurt, he said.
NIAGARA FALLS N.Y.
(AP) — A wrong-way boater 
was stopped Sunday by park 
police, just a few hundred 
yards upriver from Niagara 
Falls.
Police said they sighted the 
15-foot outboard, piloted by 
David A. Bishop of Buffalo, at 
the tip of Goat Island and 
warned Bishop he was In dan­
ger of being swept over the 
falls.
Bishop told police he had 
lost his way and was con­
cerned because the water 
“seemed choppy."
SALONPAS
muscle pain relief from a plaster
WASHINGTON (AP) — The 
Amish people won unanimously 
Monday in the United States Su­
preme Court an exemption from 
state laws compelling them to 
continue their schooling beyond 
the eighth grade.
Ruling in a case.from Wiscon­
sin, the court said compulsory 
formal education after the 
eighth grade would gravely en­
danger—if not destroy—the free 
exercise of their religious be­
liefs.
, Chief Justice Warren E. 
Burger, who delivered the opin­
ion, said:
“However strong the state’s 
interest In universal compulsory 
education, it is by no means 
absolute to the exclusion or su- 
- bordination of all other inter­
ests.”
The Amish, descendants of 
18th century Swiss Anabaptists, 
believe a high school education 
is a deterrent to salvation in 
that It involves wordly learning. 
They and the closely-related Old 
Order Mennonites reside in 19 
states. Wisconsin was one of 
nine in which they have been 
subjected to prosecution for re- 
■ fusing to send their children to 
high school.
Burger said states undoubt­
edly have a responsibility of im-
posing regulations to farther the 
education of its citizens. But, he 
went on, this interest must' be 
measured against legitimate 
claims to the free exercise of 
religion.
Almost 30Q years of consistent 
religious practice and the un- 
chali“nged testimony of xperts 
in education and religious his­
tory support the Amish position 
that their religion would be 
threatened by forced higher ed­
ucation.
“A way of life that is odd or 
even erratic but interferes with 
no rights or interests of others 
is not to be condemned because 




VANCOUVER (CP) — Horatio 
Serpa, 21, was sentenced to 
seven years by Judge T. G. 
Darling Monday after a county 
court jury found him guilty of 
the $1,000 robbery last-Dec. 24 
of a branch of the Toronto- 
Dominion Bank here.
ADMITS EYEING LAKE
VANCOUVER (CP) — J. H.
' Steede, B.C. Hydro executive 
director, Monday admitted the 
public utility is considering Che- 
.akamus Lake in Garibaldi Park 
as a potential source of electri­
cal power for the Lower Main­
land. But he said no decision 
on using the lake will be made 
until after the B.C. Energy
STRIKE PLANNED 
BY PUPIL POWER
LONDON (AP) — Teen-age 
revolutionaries have raised 
the banner of pupil power and 
called a strike for Wednesday 
in London’s schools.
Among their demands: no 
more caning, no more stay­
ing after school, no more cen­
sorship of school magazines, 
no more school uniforms and 
free milk every day.
The School Action Union, 
known to have links with sev­
eral grown-up leftist groups, 
said if the one-day strike in 
London is successful, a coun­
try-wide pupil walkdut will be 
its next move.
Strike leaders claimed pup­
ils from at least 72 of Lon­
don’s 224 schools will take the 
day off on Red Wednesday. 
They hope about 10,000 will 
rally in Trafalgar Square and 
march on County Hall, the ad­
ministrative seat of London.
About 100 youths between 12 
and 18 met Sunday at a plan­
ning session in a curtained 
room in a London back street. 
Most wore Mao badges ad 
said they were'Marxists.- Po­
lice detectives questioned sev­
eral of the leaders later..
“Don’t take my picture,” 
one youngster pleaded with 
news photographers. “My
go off.
In an ordinary department 
store, he may have to pass a 
checkpoint where a young girl 
is assigned to peer inside shop­
ping bags to make sure they 
contain nothing lethal.
Should a tourist break her 
hand mirror, she will have trou­
ble getting a replacement. Glass 
is in heavy demand to replace 
thousands of shattered window 
panes.
The tourist will have to put up 
with restaurants closing early 
and buses disappearing from 
the roads in early, evening.
NOT ALL THRILL SEEKERS
Not all visotors are thrill 
seekers. Many head hurriedly 
for the country, away from the 
sound of gelignite exploding.
"We get a lot Of Swiss going 
to the lakes in Fermanagh,” 
Hill said. “They like to take out 
motor cruisers. Apparently you 
need a licence to drive a motor 
cruiser in Switzerland. These 
are limited. So they come 
here."
Despite the closure of two ho­
tels in Belfast for lack of busi­
ness during the last year, the 
number of hotel beds available 
in the city is greater than it 
used to be.
One 200-room hotel opened 
last year and another is due to 
start up in June.
One large hotel has been 
bombed three times but is still 
in business. “They’re putting so 
much gelignite under that 
place," says a wry joke going 
around Belfast, “that it’ll likely 
be the first licensed hotel to 
land on the moon.”
NEW CITY, N.Y. (AP) — A 
squirrel cut off electricity to a 
large area of R'ockland 
County for an hour Sunday 
morning.
He crawled into a trans­
former at a substation and 
shorted out three circuits.
He was electrocuted.
PORT MORESBY, New 
Guinea (Reuter) — Ochre- 
daubed warriors from the 
highland village of Okapa, in­
censed at losing an Inter­
tribal singing competition and 
the first prize—a cow—shot 
arrows at the audience of’ 
5,000.
Riot police fired tear gas 
and charged the 150 tribesmen 
after fleeing spectators
HONEY MIX
Mild white honey is made 





The Xerox 1860 
Copy Printer
• Takes Originals up to 36” 
wide.
• Produces Copy up to 
18” wide.
• Choice of Five Reductions
• Makes Half Size Prints 
• Fast, Efficient Service.
Our other services include: 
offset duplicating, mimeo­
graphing, electronic stencils, 
laminating, plastic ring bind­




15 years in Kelowna 
535 Lawrence Ave. 762-2547
Salonpas medicated plasters soothe away aches and pains and bruises 
and sprains. They contain modern active medications that penetrate deep 
into affected muscles to help produce warmth and relieve pain. Unlike 
“deep heat” liniments which quickly evaporate and lose their effectiveness, 
Salonpas plasters work on for hours. Easy to apply like any adhesive 
plaster and won’t stain clothes. .
Salonpas is a trusted medicatipn in more than CSZZZES
50 countries. Try it. It’s inexpensive and it works
c
tu
y.'.N % NX* '■XnWAW’.
SALONPAS
mother thinks I’m at an art 
gallery. I'd lose my pocket 
money if she knew I wasn’t.”
OFFICE FURNITURE
Ph. 762-3200




Rent — Lease — Purchase
Business Equipment Ltd. 
By the Paramount Theatre
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Board report on energy needs 
is completed at the end of May.
URGES TENANT RIGHTS
NORTH VANCOUVER (CPI- 
City council Monday voted to 
urge the Union of B.C. Munici­
palities to press for provincial 
legislation allowing tenants in 
' all B.C. municipalities to vote 
on money bylaws. But council 
amended the motion slightly to 
include a one-year residency 
. clause.
MUST SEEK JOBS
NEW WESTMINSTER (CPI- 
City council voted Monday to 
require transient youths to seek 
employment in the city before 
applying for welfare. Council 
took tire action in response to a 
letter from Penticton council 
which asked endorsement of a 
resolution to discourage travel­





Where fashion has NO size limit
Sizes 16 to 24
Is your money 
unemployed?
Put it to work in our 
Investment Funds.
You’ll get security and 
expert management.
Royal Tru»t has four Investment Fonda 
designed to ault your need* 5 capital growth 
or high quarterly Income.
See ua for complete Information.
Investment Funds.
Royal Trust
248 Bernard Ave., Kelowna, B.C. 
762*5200











And Want capable, productive, 
Committed employees, you should be 
, hiring the handicapped worker. -
. Firstly Jhe word “handicapped” is 
misleading. When a worker is disable^ 
he hasmanyskills remaining that
, maximize Us ability and are not . . 
affected by his disability.
: In that sense,.he is not handicapped? 
, at all/He is an equar competitor at his 
skill: Arfd he Ws no favors.
JVIost disabled people have developed 
' new skllls/They show incredibly high1 
standards of productivity. - 
They appreciate their jobs.
And they are stable and reliable. 
. They have ajittle extra to prove, 
Al j they ask for is the charice.
Ba'".' ‘ v 1 ■'
; A gopd businessman'can spot a solid 
I Investment. Hiring the disabled,
Is smart business; Our case histories 
J provethis:Contactour Rehabilitation
Services. Department arid see 





executive of the Alpha Sigma 
Chapter of Beta Sigma Phi 




Jim Rogers, recording secre­
tary; Mrs. Edward Hacke, 
vice-president; Mrs. William 
Winters, treasurer, and %eat-
hFirst Garden Show At Mall
Proves Popular With Visitors
' After weeks of planning the 
Kelowna Garden Club members 
bad a busy but enjoyable week 
at the Orchard Park Mall. 
Their flower display and show 
was a successful venture and 
may turn Into an annual af­
fair.
At the entrance of the mall a 
garden in, miniature complete 
with , a wee house and spring 
flowers, made and designed by 
garden club members was much 
admired. ■'
Neat the fountain was the in­
formation booth of the club 
with interest tables filled with
horticulture books and maga­
zines. while pamphlets on an­
other table covered subjects 
from care of lawns to growing 
ornamental trees.
Another popular feature were 
the lucky draws and Mrs. A. G. 
Neufeld and Mrs. E. Minifie 
received bags of lawn fertilizer 
and Mrs. W. A. Gill a lawn 
sprinkler.
Each afternoon demonstra­
tions on flower arranging, the 
making of plaques with dried 
materials, African violet cul­
ture and other house plants 
were presented along with slid-
WOMEN’S EDITOR, MRS. H. R. GREER
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es of beautiful flowers and gar- 
dens. • ।
Friday was the day of the 
competitive show, and many 
lovely arrangements and flow­
ers were entered. Mrs.' W. 
Langstaff, an accredited judge, 
was assisted by Mrs. Isobel 
Raikes, both of Vernon.
Prize winners were as fol­
lows:
Narcissi, specimen bloom, 
Class 1, R. Doeksen, 2. Mrs. J. 
Nixon, 3. Mrs. A. Trelenberg; 
Class 2,1. Mrs. Ernest Worman, 
2. Mrs. E. Parmenter, 3. Mrs, 
H. James; Class 3, 1. Mrs. E. 
Worman, 2. Mrs. R. Doeksen; 
Class 4, 1. Mrs. E. Worman, 2. 
Mrs. H. James, 3. Mrs. A. Rid­
dell; Class 5, 1. Mrs. H. James, 
2. Mrs. J. Nixon, 3. Mrs. E. 
Worman.
Tulips, specimen bloom. Class 
6, 1. Mrs. A. Feeny, 2. Mrs. J. 
Nixon, 3. Mrs. H. James; Class 
7, 1. Mrs. E. Worman, 2. Mrs. 
E. Parmenter, 3. Mrs. M. 
Eastman; Class 8, 1. Mrs. E. 
Parmenter, 2. Mrs. H. James, 
3. R. Doeksen; Class 9. 1. Mrs. 
Trelenberg, 2. Mrs. O. Krem- 
1 pin, 3. Mrs. E. Worman; Class 
10, 1. Mrs. A. Trelenberg, 2. 
Mrs. A. Ruffle, 3. Mrs. A. Rid­
dell.
Decorative Class — Class 11,





The most recent meeting of 
XI Alpha Sigma was held at the 
home of Mrs. Stan Roes with 
seven members and three 
Siesta, Mrs. Jerry Lamboo and 
rs. Roger Cline present and 
Mrs. Rees' mother, Mrs. Doro­
thy Hardy of Vancouver, who 
thanked all members for her 
mother's day greeting; s lovely 
gesture from her as many of 
the members* mothers are not 
residing in Kelowna and this 
made “Mother” seem not so 
far away.
An invitation from Alpha Epsi 
Ion, a Ritual of Jewels chapter 
in Kelowna to a "Come As A 
Star" party on May 24tn at Mrs 
Janz’ home was read and most 
members expressed their de­
sire to attend this function as 
it would be a good time f or all.
A discussion regarding future 
Founders’ Day programming 
was discussed with motions be­
ing sent on to the Co-Ordinating 
Council for futher inter-cnapter
discussion. -
Also suggestions for the chap­
ter’s annual resume were 
brought up, with a final deci­
sion being made.
Members were pleased to hear 
that our "Sister" from Alpha 
Epsilon, Mrs. Janet Foster is 
recuperating from her major 
surgery in Vancouver and • art 
all looking forward to seeing 
her back in the Valley shortly.
Rogers preparing the cultural 
program.
Incoming executive are: Mrs. 
George Chantler, president: 
Mrs. Edward Hacke, vice-pres­
ident; Mrs. Jim Rogers, re­
cording secretary; Mrs. William 
DiPasquale, corresponding sec­
retary: ’Mrs. William Winters, 
treasurer.
Mr. and Mrs. R. F. ’Dick’ 
Parkinson are happily settled 
in their new mobile home at 84 
Sioux Square, Hiawatha Park, 
off Lakeshore Road.
A number, of Kelowna resi­
dents representing the Kelowna 
Chamber of Commerce and the 
various news media were 
among invited guests who en­
joyed the Shakedown cruise of 
the Phoebe Ann, a sternwheeler 
put into service by the Shu- 
swap Lake Ferry Service from 
Sicamous to Seymour Arm re­
sort. Among those in attend­
ance for the day-long journey, 
which included a dinner hosted 
by Mr. and Mrs. Eric Schultz 
of the Seymour Arm Hotel, 
were Ernest Edy and Mrs. 
Edy of the C of C staff; Connie 
Marlow, also of the C of C staff; 
Vernon Kent of CHBC-TV Kel­
owna and Mrs. Kent; Mr. and 
. Mrs. H. R. Greer, the latter of 
, the Courier staff and Walter 
Gray of CKIQ radio and Mrs.
Gray. Hosts for the occasion 
were Gordon and Norman Mack­
ie. Mrs, Joyce Mackie was also 
aboard as hostess.
Here for the weekend wed­
ding of Irene Reis to Martin 
Ziegler were many friends and 
relatives from the Prairies? the 
bridegroom’s mother, Mrs. Bar­
bara Ziegler fiom Wilkie, Sask.; 
Ryan Ziegler, Ken Ziegler from 
Saskatoon; Mrs. Paulette Neg- 
rey also from Saskatoon; the 
groom’s grandparents, Mr. and 
Mrs. Martin William from Ed­
monton; Mr. and Mrs. Alfred 
Giles, Mr. and Mrs. Herbert 
Vflleneuvre, Edmonton; Mr. 
and Mrs. Frank Reis from Lum­
by; Mr. and Mrs. Ivan Black- 
stock from Kamloops; Mr. and 
Mrs. Don Ruckle fron Quesnel; 
Mr. and Mrs. Barney Ziegler 
from Greenwood, Mr. end Mrs. 
S. Klar and Mr. and Mrs. 
Bradshaw from Edmonton and 
David Reed from West Van­
couver.
ANN LANDERS
Mrs. William Stewart Heads 
New Gamma Mu Executive
A pot luck dinner was enjoy­
ed by the members of Gamma 
Mu Chapter at the home of Mrs. 
Jerome Redman in« Okanagan 
Mission. The installation of the 
executive officers tor the 1972- 
73 term was officiated and 
Mrs, Stanley Rcci. was .once 
again installed as memoir ad­
visor of Gamma Mu. The new 
executive, with Mrs. William 
Stewart presiding, will conduct 
the next regular business meet­
ing to be held at. the home of 
Brenda Campbell.
During the business meeting 
members discussed the "Come 
As A Star" dinner party, to be 
sponsored by Alpha Epsilon 
Chapter on May 24th. Plans tor 
the mixed bowling party and
1. Mrs. H. James, 2. Mrs. E. 
Worman, 3. Mrs. A. Trelen- 
berg; Class 12, 1. Mrs. E. Wor­
man, 2. Mrs. H. James, 3. Mrs. 
H, Kipps; Class 13, 1. Mrs. F. 
Kyle; Class 14, 1. Mrs. H. Jam­
es, 2. Mrs. O. Krempin, 3. Mrs. 
F. Kyle; Class 15, 1. Mrs. E. 
Parmenter, 2. Mrs. H. Kipps, 
3. Mrs. H. Faircloth.
Class 16, Children under 12 
yean—1. David Richmond, 2. 
Scott Mitchell, 3. Verner Janz.
Class 17, Mrs. H. James, 2. 
Mrs. J. Nixon and 3. Mrs. E. 
Parmenter.
Class 18, for men only—1. 
Harold James, 2. H. Faircloth, 
3. J. A. Nixon.
Prizes and ribbons were 
awarded on Saturday evening 
at 5:30 p.m. to close an interest­












completed over a delicious 
lunch prepared and served by 
hostesses Mrs. Bill Murray and 
Mrs. George Chantler.
The next meeting will be at 
Mrs. George Chantier’s home 
with Mrs. Bill Winter, Mrs. 
Bud French and Mrs. William 
DiPasquale co-hostessing and 
Mrs. Bud French and Mrs. Jim
Wrestling In Fun 
Turns Serious
the
the Nanaimo convention were 
also finalized.
Donna Lindsay presentea the 
cultural program on “Nature 
Through Poetry" by discussing 
the .works of Wordsworth, • Al­
though he wrote during ’ the 
romantic literary period, mem­
bers attempted to regard? his 
works with a modem day out­
look. Some opinions noted were 
that Wordsworth would likely 
sympathize with the hippies -tor 
he withdrew from society' Ind 
secluded himself with his ap­
preciation tor nature. Also, In 
his day he appreciated! nature 
while it -was in abundance but 
we now appreciate it tor It has 
deteriorated through abuse.
Kelowna And District Guiders i 
Attend Provincial Meet At UBC
Among the 450 delegates from 
all parts of the province at the 
annual meeting of the Girl 
Guides 'of Canada, British Col­
umbia Council at the Univer­
sity of British Columbia were 
a number of Kelowna and dis­
trict leaders.
Included were Mrs. P. A. 
Leach, Deputy Area Commis­
sioner; Mrs. G. H. Mills, Dis­
trict 3 deputy division commis­
sioner; Mrs, Otto Graf, District 
2 commissioner; Mrs. R. F. 
Carter, Deputy Commissioner; 
Mrs. C. L. Bertholm, local as­
sociation; Mrs. Wilfred Aker- 
lund, District 3 commissioner; 
Mrs. C. Turton, local associa­
tion; Mrs. George Bradley, 
District 4 commissioner; Mb's. 
William DiPasquale, Deputy 
District Commissioner, District 
4 and Mrs. Zena Updell, a 
guide captain.
LONG LIFE
Blue whales usually live about 
50 years, some as long as 75 
years.
awards presentation wai held 
in the crystal ballroom of the 
student union building of the 
campus of the University of 
British Columbia. Guests at­
tending were: Mrs. W. A. C. 
Bennett; Mrs. K. P. Hayes. 
Deputy Chief Commissioner tor 
Canada; Mrs. W. E. Beatty, 
Alberta .Provincial Commis­
sioner; Mrs. Peter McTavish, 
president Totem Connell, Girl 
Scouts of the United States of 
America; Mrs. J. S. Kendrick, 
honorary vice-president of the 
B.C. Council and past provin­
cial commissioner; T. G.
Mrs. Leach, who retired as 
District 4 commissioner, is now 
the Deputy Area Commissioner 
in charge of the area from 
Princeton, Osoyoos to Vernon 
and Salmon Arm.
World Guiding was the theme 
of the conference held at the 
Totem Park Conference Centre; 
a theme in accord with the 21 
world conference of the world 
association of Girl Guides and 
Girl Scouts meeting for the 
first time in Canada in Toronto 
in June. .
The B.C. conference was in 
effect a mini world conference.
The annual dinner and
Wright, president of the Roy 
Scouts of Canada, B.C.' and 
Yukon Council- and Mrs. 
Wright
During the three day confer­
ence many different sessions 
were held, all emphasizing the 
importance of ‘world guiding’ 
and the roll each brownie, 
guide, ranger, cadet and lead­
er may play in furthering 
friendship and understanding.
HAS MORE OF VITAMIN |
MONTREAL (CP) — The 
Corporation of Dieticians of 
Quebec says sweet potatoes are 
higher in Vitamin A than the 
white variety and both .are Im­
portant sources of phosphorous, 
calcium, iron and Vitamins B 
and C. Since the sweet potato 
contains more starch, it contrib­
utes more energy value or calo­
ries.
SHOP WEDNESDAY FOR THESE VALUES
Dear Ann Landen: My 19- 
year-old son is going with a girl 
20. They spend almost every 
evening together, often at our 
house. She comes here after 
work and has dinner and then 
she and Steve watch TV or 
wrestle. The wrestling Is all in 
good fun—or at least I thought 
it was fun until I noticed that 
sometime they really hurt each 
other;
Several weeks ago the girl bit 
Steve so hard it broke the skin. 
He had her teethmarks on his 
neck for several days. Last 
night Steve bit her in the fleshy 
part of her upper arm. She 
screamed so loud they must 
have heard her in Buffalo. It 
bled quite a lot.
I once heard that a human 
bite can be dangerous. Yes or 
no?—A Canadian Reader.
Dear Reader: A human bite 
can be very dangerous. The 
mouth is full of bacteria nnc 
Complications can result If the 
Victim doesn't have enough re­
sistance to fight off infection. I 
hope, these two gladiators have 
had tetnaus shots.
I got to thinking maybe it was 
up to me to tell these brassy 
bimbos to leaVe my husband 
alone. Then I decided no; it was 
up to him. Finally I informed 
him that unless he could figure 
out some way to say “no" I 
would not accompany him any 
place where there might be 
dancing. He solved the problem 
with a simple phrase, “Sorry, I 
promised this dance to my 
wife."
I hope you will print my letter 
since it makes better sense than 
your mealy-mouthed, submis­
sive approach which reflects 
your well-known philosophy of a 
long leash for husbands.—New 
England Nell
Dear Nellie: Your solution is 
much bener than mine and I 
heartily endorse it. Thanks for 
improving on my answer.
Look at what 88c buys in stationery & notions! Come or phone 762-5322
Dear Ann Landers: I didn’t 
care for you answer to Hopping 
Mad In Modesto, the woman 
whoso husband was a great dan­
cer and got mobbed at nartlos 
by wives whose husbands had 
hernias, prostate trouble or 
w-ul'l rn'hor sit and drink, You 
seemed to think the wife .should 
k'ep her mouth shut and nit it 
out.
’ It so happens Hint my hits- 
Med ti n wonderful dancer, so 
I've been nround that track 
plenty. When I was young and 
foolish 1 used to have my hair 
f'^d "htl n-t /’•'"h-d out In mv 
best bib and tucker, only to end 
u> slttlnv by my lonesome while 
Twinkle-Toes was pulled , rnd 
hauled every which way, 
(Women even cut In on us!! > 
■I.,..—. ... ri.;,.,------ nr,'
4.
"Hast! Notes" with 
notes and 10 envelopes
J
Dear Ann Landers: I can tell I 
you lead a pretty soft life from I 
the kooky answer you gave the I 
man whose wife goes next door I 
to visit neighbors a couple of II 
times a week. Your concern I 
seemed to be for the little I 
woman and her loneliness, not a l 
word about the hard-working I 
husband who collapses after I 
suoper, too pooned to do any- I 
thing but WatOh TV* Your dumb I 
suggestion that mnybo the wife I 
ought to Invite people in was the I 
living end. If a guy is too tired II 
to talk to his wife, why , should I 
he be bothered with company? I
It's plain you don’t work I 
much with the, public. You nave I 
no Idea how many stubborn, ill- I 
tempered, unreasonable people II 
there are In this world. Wako up II 
or get a new job.—O City II
Dear O: I don't work with the I 
public? Would you believe a l 
thousand letters n day? The I, 
wife who wrote to me had nil 
very nnemic marriage and ill 









Blue lined envelopes of No, 
8 size. For more private 
letters. 100 per pack.
2 packs, .88
All-purpose envelopes of No.
8 size. White. Economy pack 
of 100. Personal or business
use. 2 packs, .88
Gift wrap for wedding, birth­
day, and other occasions. 2 
size 20x28" sheets per pack. 
3 for .88
Plastic poker chips and rack 
set lets you play like "big 
time" rcaslno players. Set, .88
Telephone Index has sliding 
index. Pops open at place 
designated by pressing a
button. .88
rE ?
If ' 11 I I
"X*
Lint brush Is handy for, use
at home, office or for travel. 
Pocket size. With cover. .88
Ironing pad and cover set 
fits standard size board. 
With silicone finish.'Set, ,«8
Novelty oven mitts with sili­
cone palms for extra protec­
tion. Print cotton back.
Fair. .88
Pant hangers arc always 
great buys, Keeps pants
Dish cloth pack> In gingham 
pattern. Each size 14x15".
hanging well and neat in Each pack with 5 dish 
the closet. 2 tor .88 cloths. Pkg .88
Slack rack with 5 tiers to 
keep pants nicely organized 
and neat. Ribbed bars. .88
Addreas A telephone book Is 
great for fast reference with
Inflatable bath pillow makes 
every bath an extraordinary
SEE MORE
convenient index. .88 leisure. Folds flat. .88
Terry aprons are In half 
style. Selection of assorted 
patterns. Easy to wash, .88
Skirt & dress hangers 'of 
. heavy duly plafltlc, In a»- 
\ soriincnt of "hot" bolours;
3 for .88
Folding make-up mirror In 
choices of single " or two 
sides, Plastic frame, stand. 
.88
Reolpe album makes n won­
derful gift to gourmet cooks. 
Easy, quick reference.; .88
SEEITBEHER on your 
CABLE TV SYSTEM 
Black Knight
JWon-Tip Pens. Set of 8 fine 
point, Aho soft chalk de­
signer, set of 10. pkg. M8o
Mini Jigsaw pussle Is of 
wood. of fun for anyone, 
young or old everywhere. .88
Pastel Crayons. 30 different Sheer rice paper luncheon
colors In brilliant oil. pastels
non-toxie. .88
Drlnk-o-Mcter. The only way 
to go, Check your alcohol
content. ,88
napkins arc patterned or 
plain. Pack of 20. 3 packs, .88
Sandwich bars of clear plus
Rubber slpves have extra 
protective "silvery" Inside 
coat. Keeps you detergent-
tic. 200 bags 




In a roll In
Superb bn r-
diameter for quick
Sult baa in dear vinyl In 
single styles. With convenl-
ent 30” z I p p c r.
•W length.




Press bag In heavy vinyl in 
single style. With 30" zipper 
opening, Full 54" length. .88
, Over-door hanger will hold 
several garments. An extra- 
space anver. Of sturdy 
metal. >88
■12" tapers and 
Smokeless', dripless, 
odorless, gold, blue, r«V 
pink, etc. 4 tor .88
Candles.
each .88
Magnetic memo holders are 
In sets of 10. All-purpose
Can , and bottle opener hns 
magnet to keep Jills, from
Television Co. Ltd.
249 Bernard Ave. Phone 762-4433 ^utoonOa)ittompanij
Plaallo shopping bag has 
strong carrying handles. As­
sorted floral patterns. H x 
15”. .88
Bleak knives with 
edgesi row wood 




\ ■ Open Daily 9- 5:30 — Thursday and Friday 9-9
powerful magnets. ,88'
falling. .88
Plastio dress hangers. Light­
weight. In green, orange,
Salt and pepper mill set Is of 
dark walnut finish wood.





Rlchard "Rich” Robinson, 
son of Mrs. Homer Robinson 
and the late Homer Robinson, 
received his "Call” to the 
British Columbia Bar in Van­
couver on Monday. He is a 
graduate of Kelowna High 
School, was goalkeeper of the 
Kelowna Buckaroo Junior A 
Hockey Team and took his 
B.A. in Economics at the Uni­
versity of Calgary, rie receiv­
ed his LLB from UBC in 1971. 





AUCKLAND (Reuter) - New 
Zealand’s Supreme Court dis. 
missed an appeal Monday by 
women’s liberation champion 
Germaine Greer who was fined 
$50 for using obscene language 
at a public lecture.
Judge Duncan McMullin ruled 
that a four-letter word used by 
Miss Greer, an Australian living 
in Britain, was "contrary to ac­
cepted standards at a public 
meeting.”
She was convicted in magis­
trate’s court March 10 after 
speaking at a public meeting in 
Auckland University.
Judge McMullin said the word 
used by Miss Greer might be 
found acceptable by some per­
sons but others would find it "a 
grubby term.”
Those at a public meeting 
were entitled to expect that the 
speaker would be able to ex­
press herself without resorting 
to such language, he said.
Miss Greer did not return 
here for the appeal hearing.
The parade of talents by the 
12 Lady of the Lake candidates 
for parents, friends, sponsors 
and other invited guests was a 
composite blending of genius, 
humor, poetry, crafts and danc­
ing and musical accomplish­
ments.
The showcase of talents dis­
played were as varied as the 
physical attributes of the young 
women. The girls, under the gui­
dance of candidate coordinator, 
Barbara Elliott and the Direc­
tor of Royalty, Mrs. Norman 
Hilborn, have been encouraged 
to express their individual per­
sonalities through their own 
special interests. This phase of 
their training is in addition to 
the usual charm, social graces 
and speech training incorpora­
ted into their sessions.
Norman Hilborn welcomed the 
guests and emceed the morning 
program at the Kelowna Yacht 
Club. First on ‘deck’ was Carol 
Zayonce, Miss A.C.T., who 
spoke on interior decorating. Il­
lustrating het talk on colors with 
a chart as well as two contain­
ers of liquid colors, she gave 
pointers on choosing color 
schemes, with consideration of 
light exposures, size of room 
and other factors. Using red 
liquid most effectively she dem­
onstrated how tints are achieved 
by adding white and shader by 
adding black to red. The effect 
of the color choice on the mood 
of the inhabitants should be 
taken into consideration and 
should harmonize with the use 
of the particular room, she said.
audience could not understand 
the language, the message 
came through clearly and with 
spicy touches yet
Bubble, bubble, toil and 
trouble, the ominous chant from 
the witch scene in Shakespeare’s 
MacBeth was Miss Snowmobile, 
Annette Glover’s choice for a 
dramatic portrayal. Clad in a 
hooded gown of sombre tones, 
the young thespian enjoyed and 
even relished her role of spell­
binding.
When Autumn Comes, a wist­
ful folk song of two loves was 
Virginia Slobodian’s talent con­
tribution. The versatile Miss 
Kinsmen, who had composed the 
song herself, also accompanied 
herself on the guitar.
Carol Ann Prytula, Miss Beta 
Sigma Phi chose a selection by 
Colieridge Taylor for her piano 
solo. She is one of three 16 year 
olds in the contest.
Lindsay Ann Ritchie trans­
formed a poem Nature Trip, 
which she first read to the audi­
ence into live expression in a 
dance in the contemporary 
idiom. Young, alive, earthy, be­
autiful and exciting, the dancer 
expressed her version of human 
emotions for the audience to 
share, to enjoy or just watch.
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It's Summer - Right In Your Own Backyard!
Job's Daughters
Initiate Three
Three new members 





Daughters, Wendy Davis, Shel­
ley Bain and Nonie Keast, 
Among other activities pur­
sued by the girls during the 
spring months was a progres­
sive supper with the appetizers 
served at the home of Honored 
Queen, Susan Plumpton; salads 
at the home of Guide, Terri Or- 
miston and the ham and tur­
key main course at the hall, 
with desserts at the home ot 
Debbie Moore, 4th Messenger.
Eighteen of the girls took part 
In the cancer campaign, going 
out on two nights for this com­
munity wide project On the 
Monday canvass they collected 
$251 and on Thursday, collected 
another $39.
More recently the girls at­
tended church at St. Paul’s Un­
ited Church as a group. Rev. 
John Davidson officiated.
RESEARCH
Many hours of research was 
evident in Susan Gay Riddell’s 
history of Kelowna and district 
presented in verse. Using a gui­
tar for dramatic effect, Miss 
Legion, who sat cross-legged on 
the floor wove a tale of pioneer 
names, industries and geogra­
phic features.
Donna Hamilton, Miss Kiwan- 
s, gave an accordian solo, can­
didly confessing to the audience 
that she had planned to sing a 
solo, but her accompanist had 
let her down at the last minute, 
so she had to resort to her ac­
cordion with no rehearsal — 
no easy statement to make in 
public — especially family and 
friends.
Dabbling in resin is fun, as 
Jacqueline Muir, Miss Teen 
Town demonstrated. She ex­
plained how to mix the com­
ponents required to make orna­
ments such as candle holders. 
This craft-hobby can be lucra­
tive as well as fun, she added. 
With a twist of a wire and a dip 
in a can she also produced a 
flower for ‘instant’ flower grow­
ing.
HUMOR
Proving language is no bar­
rier and at the same time ac­
knowledging her sponsors the 
German - Canadian Harmony 
Clqb, Birgit Moeller 'tickled 
funny bones' in her delightful 
presentation of How to Make 
a Cake speaking only German. 
Although the majority of the
KNOTTY
Fulfilling the need inherent in 
every person, to be creative, to 
use the hands, Joanne Wolfe, 
Miss Canadian Forester ex­
plained the ancient craft of 
macrame. A ’knotty’ craft that 
can be relaxing, and can be pur­
sued anytime, anywhere you 
can carry a ball of twine and a 
board. Her display of finished 
articles was admired by many 
during the coffee hour which 
followed.
Miss Jaycee, Judith Allan, 
was another young musician 
who gave a piano solo. Judith 
playing from memory, played 
the theme from Exodus.
The roaring twenties were 
completely revived by Nancy 
Lee Clark who made her dra­
matic entrance in a full length 
muskrat fur coat. Her flapper 
mode was complete from the 
layered fringed mini to the 
frizzy ringlets, with foreheac 
bandeau and then, Miss Rotary 
gave a rousing demonstration 
of the Charleston with, authen­










SARDIS, B.C. (CP)—Delegates 
to the 12th annual meeting of 
the1 British Columbia Voice of 
Women during the weekend sent 
a telegram to Prime Minister 
Trudeau protesting the sale by 
Canadians of war materials to 
the U.S.
The message said: "In light 
of overwhelming world opinton 
against American intervention 
In Vietnam, we urge that you 
as our prime minister stop the 
sale of Canadian war commodi­
ties to the U.S.”
Engagement 
Announced
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas E. 
Lloyd are happy to announce the 
engagement of their daughter, 
Catherine Louise to Brian Leon­
ard Lee of Victoria. Miss Lloyd, 
a graduate of British Columbia 
Institute of Technology is a 
Registered Medical Technician. 
Mr. Lee, also a graduate of 
BCIT is employed with the pro­
vincial government, Department 
of Water Resources, Victoria. 
He is the son of Mr. and. Mrs. 
Donald Lee of Langley, B.C. 
The wedding will take place on 
June 16 at 3 p.m. in the Church 






CUSTOM MADE OB 
BUY THE YARD
Largest selection of fabrics 
in the valley. Custom made 
swags and covered valances. 
1461 Sutherland Avenue 
Phone 163-2124
sedation followed the cosiness









Ing which each new officer lit 
her candle of service from the 
candle of friendship were: pre­
sident, Mrs. Marion Materi; 
vice-president, Mrs. Alice Bur- 
Tlan; secretary, Mrs. Beryl 
Tremblay; treasurer, Charlene 
Genovese. Mrs. Laing. was the 
installing officer.
During the business meeting 
presided over by president* 
Charlene Genovese, reports 
were presented by committee 
chairmen and the members de­
cided the June meeting would 
be held in the Hospital board 
room.
The evening was concluded 
with refreshments.
ONCE HAD LEGS
Millions of years ago whales 






Where fashion has NO size limit
Sizes 16% to 32%
Sizes 18 to 52
Sizes 16 to 24
2 Plain Skirts OR 2 Plain Sweaters 
OR 2 Pair Slacks (no limit) . . . *J49
Ona noun
■war
TM MOST IN DRV CLIANIMO
SOUTHGATE 
ONE HOUR MARTINIZING 
2718 Pandey Phone: 763-4521
CM
«****iUMI
Eat Out tad This 6-Pc. 'Florida' Sei
6.99






Just say "Charge it" ... 
no down payment on 






With a great big umbrella so you can sit in the Sale Price, Set 
shade or feel the warm sun! Each cool relaxing 
piece has been designed to live the carefree, out- lag
door life. Lightweight ... yet sensibly strong. <
Beautifully coloured in Blue and White1 floral M *
... wipes clean in a wink. Set includes 42" table, B B 
lYi' umbrella, 4 chairs.
42" table cover, extra ...
Love the sunny, earthy tones of new 'Bahama' ■ 
Browns, Greens, Oranges, Yellow and White. It's 
a breeze to care for and it'll really stand up to the 
weather. Set consists of 6 ft. push-up umbrella, 
32" table, table cover, two chairs, ground spike, 
and patio table.
It's adjustable so you can put your feet up and lean 
back to there, or stretch right out-to sun tan! With a 
nice, comfortable 2" foam mattress covered in "Ba­
hama" pattern, supported vinyl fabric cover. Light but 
sturdy tube frame, plastic arms. Sunny Brown, Green, 
Orange, Yellow, White, print.
Cool Vinyl Tube (of
Very handy. 3-fold, 6-position adjustment. Very sturdy—rustproof chrome 
plated steel frame, heatsealed vinyl tubing, floral pattern 40 OTF 
end caps. Slmpaoni-Scars Low Price .................    Each lOavl
Re-Check Your Colorful
"SUMMER LOOK"
Flier and save on
SUMMER FASHIONS
Go-Anywhere Chairs
Garden, beach, picnic . . . just fold and tote along! Multi-coloured stripe 
canvas on rust-proof plated steel frame. Wooden arms. O QQ
Everyday Low Price........................ ............. ;........................    EachVavv
Lightweight Web Set
• Our most popular set! 'Carnival' In a relaxing blend of Avocado, Yellow, , 
Orange, and White webs. 2 chairs and chalsette in set. AA Q7
Salo Price......................................... ..... ................................3-pce. ficfavl
Adjustable Lounge
A deluxe model.that adjusts from upright to full recline. Solid 4" foam mat 
tress. Blue/White supported vinyl cover.
Simpsons-Scars Low Price...................................................................... ...............39 97
King-Size lounge
Oversize frame is 2" longer and 2" wider! Solid foam mgttress Js 6" thick. 
In supported Blue/White vinyl cover. * ‘ , K/LQ7
Si^psona-Seara Low Price......................................... aRMII
Blmpsona Scara: Furniture (1): I’lmne EnquIries: Kelowna 76^4844 \
Park Free While You Shop Simpson»-5ean, Orchard Park, Kelowna*
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STANFIELD'S PLAN
Inflation Tied To Tax Deduction
OTTAWA (CP) — Inflation 
would become a personal in­
come tax deduction under a 
government headed by Robert 
Stanfield.
The man who hopes to be 
prime minister after the next 
election —whenever that is— 
said this in the Commons and 
added that he would increase 
old-age pensions by nearly $15 a 
month.
The election promises were 
delivered by the Conservative 
leader during an attack on the 
budget delivered by Finance 
Minister John Turner a week 
ago.
Lewis said the $2.88 increase 
was not enough.
Mr. Lewis called it an insult
‘Al the IMlvMnal citizen gets! He said if the government
ations it would have to come 
before Parliament for it under 
his system.
Outside the House he said he 
agrees that his proposal would 
help the middle-income group 
more than those on lower in­
comes. But there could be tax 
rate changes to compensate for 
that.
Mr. Stanfield proposed a new 
taxation system under which in­
dividual taxpayers could com­
pensate for increases in the cost 
of living. He charged that the 
budget did nothing about unem­
ployment, gave little to pension­
ers and increased the load on 
individual taxpayers.
Later, a non-confidence mo­
tion proposed by the New Dem­
ocratic Party, saying the gov­
ernment should have reduced 
personal income taxes in the 
budget, was swamped in a for-
and Mr. Stanfield said *T have 
no hesitation in saying that the I 
government I expect to lead 
shortly*’ would increase the ' 
basic $80 pension by nearly $15 
a month.
Mr; Stanfield proposed that 
individual income tax should be 
reduced by the amount the cost 
of living increased in the pre­
vious 12 months.
Using 1971 as a base year, he 
said that if the cost of living in 
any year increased by 10 per 
cent above 1971, then that per­
centage would be deducted from 
the individual taxable Income.
“As the leader of a govern­
ment, ” he would implement the 
proposal fully as of Jan. 1, 1973.
The cost-of-living increases 
used for the calculations would 
be based on a comparison be­
tween the consumer-price index 
for the 12 months ending Sept. 
30,1972, and the 12 months end­
ing Sept. 30, 1971.
For the balance of 1972 there
poor, thia government grows! needed a larger share of per-l Mr. Stanfield said he wel- 
rieh.” . sonal income to finance Its oper-l comes the government tax mea-
sures, as far as they go. But 
they should be accompanied by 
personal-income-tax reductions.. 
He said the budget measures 
are virtually useless for new in­
dustry and provided little en­
couragement to Canadians to in­
vest in Canadian enterprises, 
especially risk enterprises.
Mr. Sharp said an income-tax 
reduction would not be the most 
effective way of creating new
jobs. Consumer demand in Can. 
ada was growing steadily and 
substantially. and did riot re-' 
quire special stimulus.
Moreover, consumers spent 
their money both on imported 
and domestically-produced 
goods. Tax cuts for individuals 
would result in a substantial 
leakage of their spending into 
Imports.
What was needed were fur-
ther efforts by Canadian manu­
facturers and processors to pro­
duce more cheaply and more 
efficiently to meet competition 
from imports at home and ex­
ports abroad.
Unions must not seek to reap 
the benefits of the corporation' ' 
tax reductions through in­
creased wages and corporations 
must not use them to increase 





NDP Leader David Lewis said 
the government is biased in 
favor of corporations, which had 
reaped the only real benefits in 
the budget.
The NDP motion was sunk 158 
to 31. Liberals and Conserva­
tives voted against and Social 
Credit supported the NDP.
Standing in the 264-seat Com­
mons is Liberal 148, Conserva­
tive 72, New Democrat 25, So­
cial Credit 13, Independent-Lib­
eral 1, Independent 2, vacant 3.
External Affairs Minister 
Mitchell Sharp, a former fi­
nance minister, argued that all 
parties should support the budg­
et’s “dramatic tax reductions’’ 
for manufacturing industries.
He said they would help Cana­
dian manufacturers and proces­
sors to produce more cheaply 
and efficiently to meet interna­
tional competition at home and 
abroad.
CALL IT TOO SMALL
The budget proposes to reduce 
the corporation tax rate for 
. manufacturing industries to 40 
per cent from 49 per cent. It 
also increases the basic old-age 
pension by $2.88 this year—un­
der a cost-of-living rider—and 
increases old age supplemen­
tary payments by $15 for single 
persons and $30 for married 
couples. The supplements go 
only to pensioners with little or 
no outside income.
Both Mr. Stanfield and Mr.
would be an interim arrange­
ment.
BASED ON REAL INCOME
Mr. Stanfield said that under 
his system taxpayers would not 
have to pay more tax simply 
because their income and the 
cost of living rose at the same 
rate. Taxation would be on the 
basis of real income.
At the same time the govern­
ment would be prevented from 
having inflation—as represented 
b y cost-of-living increases— 
from doing its dirty work in col­
lecting increased taxes.
Under the graduated taxation 
rate, the higher the income the 
higher the tax rate.
Mr. Stanfield said if inflation 
grows five per cent in a year 
government revenues grow con­
siderably more than five per 
cent.
On Sale Until Saturday, May 20 
or While Quantities Last.w
1 YEAR GUARANTEE




Mon.-Fri. 11:30 a.m.-l:30 p.m.
Includes: 
5 courses, salad and 




SANTIAGO (AP) — President 
Salvador Allende led a million 
Chileans on Sunday in the sec­
ond annual day of voluntary 
labor. Allende spent his day 
touring Santiago to watch volun­
teer laborers working overtime 
without pay in factories, clean- 
* ing streets and building wooden 
shelters in shantytowns inun­
dated by recent rains.
LOTUS 
GARDENS









Complete variety in Rose Bushes,
Shrubs, Bedding Plants-Seeds,
Garden Tools, Peat Moss
SUPERVALU
DOWNTOWN ONLY
If you think mowing Is 
a real drag, you haven’t 
been using a Craftsman9 
gas or electric mower. 
Two terrific ways to 
shortcut worktime. Both 
at the same low price.
Save $20.10 on CRAFTSMAN 
20" Rotary Gas Mower
It's the 9 cu. in. Craftsman 'Eager 1' engine that makes this mower such 
a work-saver. No more endless cord pulling—it starts in a jiffy every time. 
Engine speed adjusts automatically to the workload you're doing. And 
it takes straight gas, so there’s no fuel mixing to do. Cuts a slick 20" 
swath and discharges cut grass through side chute for easy pick-up. 
Easy rolling 7" wheels have pull-type height adjusters to let you custom­
cut your lawn to any of 5 desired heights. Folding loop handle makes 
pushing almost a pleasure. Reg. 94.98.
Save $15.10 on CRAFTSMAN0 
18" Electric Mower
For convenience you can't beat electric—push-button start, lightweight, 
manoeuvrable, no oil or gas to fill, and very little maintenance. Impact 
protected motor unit delivers plenty of power. Hi-lift blade and vacuum­
action aluminum deck gives a smoother cut even for long grass. Big 
7" wheels have fingertip 5-position height adjusters. Convenient non­
snag loop handle folds to let you hang it on a wall or transport it easily 
in the trunk of your car. Reg. 89.98. 57232
Be sure to enquire about grass-catcher* to fit born mower*.
WISH _
AS SEEN ON TV
ngme




Available from coast to coast In Canada through all Slmpsons-Sears 
stores and catalogue sales offices, this very special offer Is the 
, sincerest effort Slmpsons-Sears qan make to bring you merchandise 




Sale Price. A AU 
25' Sixe. Ea. AiaO I
HOSE HANGER 
47a
Price ....!. Ea. HUC
Convenient, tidy, safe 
storage for up to 100' 






Easiest hose storage yet! 
Just crank and up to






Stream, spray or inlst at 
the touch of the lever. 





Price ..... Ea. lilt
The old standby. Brass 
construction, Fully ad­
justable spray.
Price .... Ea. I ■UI
Durable plastic with 2 
Gnl capacity. Available 
In orange or green,






Slmpnons-Sean: Hardware (fl): Phone Enquiries: Kelowna 703-5844




Strong, lightweight. Featuring 3’’ wide- 
rails, serrated "D” runga. rubber safety 















Professional Qualify Speedy 
(over-up wilh Spray 
Painting Unit
Reg. 359.98. AAA A7
Sale Price Complete . . 4*0*TbvI •
Just plug it in, point and spray. For­
get about brushes,and rollers. Ono 
HP electric motor drives 2 cylinder 
compressor delivering 6,4 CPM at 
■40 to 100 PSI with 10 Gallon air 
tank. Includes 15' air hose, regula­
tor, gauge, spray gun, air chuck, 
wrench and full Instructions. 100- 
220 Volt.
NlmpHnns-Nears: Pahite (39) Phone Eucnilrfcs: Kelowna 7(13-5844.
Free While You Shop Simpiom-Scari, Orchard Park, Kelowna.
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Superman Visits Town 





measures were being taken to 
re-sow damaged crops and re- 
nair irrigation system after
Urgentj French N-Test
torrential rains damaged crops
VANCOUVER (CP) - Inland , in Tadzhikistan, a Soviet central 
Asian republic which produces
Harold Long has teamed up । 
with the legendary omic strip : 
figure, Superman, to ballyhoo 
the official opening Wednesday 
of his expanded and renovated 
drug store at Bernard Avenue 
and EUis Street
That’s only one of the oromo- 
tlonal gimmicks planned tor 
the tong-awaited modernization 
and enlargement of one of the 
best known stores in the city.
“You could say it’s the larg-f 
est drug store in the city,” Mr. 
Long says of his sleek new pre­
mises which now offers cus­
tomers about 7.000 square feet 
Sng (and shopping» space, 
red to the former 4,500 
andise area. Total store 
te has been increased
city with a suspended urea 62Li [ a day to distribute specially 
feet wide by 120 feet long. numbered lucky “capsules.’’
Cost of the face-ilfting. con- Recipients simply return the 
firmed Mr. Long, is. in the‘capsules to the store to claim 
neighborhood of $100,000, in-! their prizes < from cigarettes to 
eluding outside facing o con-1 electric blankets).
form with similar exterior de- Grand prizes, which will be 
cor of other stores one block’ drawn Saturday, will oe award-
west along Bernard Avenue.
Although no special ceremon­
ies for the opening are sche­
duled, the store will officiaHy 
open Wednesday at 9 a.m., and 
wiU continue in various promo­
tional forms all through the 
week.
cd to the man or roman who 
guesses the identity of Long’s 
Superman, with a $185 com­
plete spring outfit to toe lucky 
gentleman guesser, and ■» fash- 
.onable ensemble from a well- 
known women’s apparel, store 
presented to the fortunate lady.
Natural Gas Co. Ltd. reports 
net earnings of $3,537,119, or 
$1.11 per share, for the year 
ended March 31 compared with 
$2,492,236 or 81 cents a share 
for the previous year. ■
In an interim report to share­
holders. the company said an 
unusually long period of c o 1 d 
weather and the addition of new 
customers combined to produce 
record gas sales of $14,172,290 
for the nine months ended 
March 31.
about one-tenth of Soviet cotton, 
the newspaper Pravda said,
MALES HARMLESS
Male widow spiders do not 
bite. . ...
Not Approved
WELLINGTON, N.Z. (Reuter) 
— Prime Minister John Mar­
shall received a petition Tues­
day signed by 78,500 opponent* 
of the French atmospheric nu­
clear testing program due to 
start in the Pacific next month.
BINGO! BINGO! BINGO!
Residents wiU hare the op- But of course, tne biggest 
portunity to share m $200 worth winners are Long Super Drug 
of door prizes through Long's customers (old and new) who 
Superman, who will swoop on will share in hundreds of store- 
the downtown area five times I opening specials.,
APPROVES BUDGET
PORT ALBERNi (CP) - A 
$9.2 million budget and a mill 
rate of 71.505 has been approved 
by Port Albemi city council. 
The budget is $380,000 above 
last year’s, although the mill 
rate is down slightly.




Comer Leon & EUis St.
ORCHARD
another new
Where fashion has NO size limit
Sizes 16% to 32%
Sizes 18 to 52
Sizes 16 to 24
from 6,000 to 8,400 square feet, 
with efficiency heightened from 
two checkout stands to ♦hree. 
Total personnel of 17 includes 
two full-time and one part time 
pharmacist, with six clerks on 
duty at one time to ensure cus­
tomer satisfaction and shopping 
ease.
Visual and modernistic ap­
peal has been enhanced with 
removal of 13 pillars, made pos­
sible with the installation of six 
three-ton pre-stressed laminat­
ed beams on the roof to make 
the store the only outlet In tha
Lion's Club Work 
On Park Project
RUTLAND (Staff)—The Lions 
Club has borrowed $19 000 to 
help pay for a park on Gray 
Road. Members and other resi­
dents are helping repay the 
community.
The park is being designed for 
young and old residents. Part of 
the development is being fin­
anced by the federal government 
Local Initiatives Program, un­
der which men have been hired 
until May 31.
“We are very satisfied with 
progress," stated president 
Howard Johnson. “We hope all 
members and others will help 
us repay the loan."
Bill Pittendreigh is chairman 
of the park committee, and is 
attempting to organize work so 
the project will be finished this 
summer. Some of the items to 
be put in the park are a shuffle­
board, checker boards, horse­
shoe pitches, tables, benches, 
tunnels, swings, monkey bars, 




RUTLAND (Staff) -j Con- 
struction has started on a new 
workshop for Black Mountain 
Irrigation District, manager 
Frank Kanester said Friday. 
The building will be located at 
Willits and Belgo roads.
Quadra Construction is build­
ing the $27,000 building. A per­
mit was issued after the board 
of variance of the Regional 
District of Central Okanagan 
ruled the structure could be in 
a rural zone. Chief building in­
spector Everett Ashton said 
earlier this use was not compat­
ible with a rural zone, and was 
supported by planner D. W. 
Barcham.
At its last meeting, the reg­
ional board asked that a public 
hearing be held as soon as pos­
sible on letting essential uses 
by public authorities be located 
in rural and residential zones.
Two neighbors objected to 
BM1D plans.
The site was formerly a sand 
and gravel pit, but was •’.anted 
to the BMID by the crown in 
1968, and has been used since 
then to store pipes.
The district has sold its prop­
erty on Highway 33 near central 
Rutland. This was to have been 
vacated by June 15, but an ex­
tension has been granted by the 
. unknown purchaser. The new 
building is expected to be ready 
1 about July 10. Offices will be 
in rented space at Gray and 
Belgo roads, in the bowling alley 
building.
Last Of Quints 
Seriously III
NORTHAMPTON, England 
.Reuter) — The last of the quin­
tuplets born here nine days ngo 
to 24-ycar-old Susan Furlow wns 
seriously ill In hospital Monday. 
Three of the babies died within 
<8 hours of birth and the fourth 
died Saturday. The quints— 
three boys and two girls—were 













jflBk Shrinks Piles 
^^^lH*Uag*alM4**M|M«mt«il*bai 
BWBarrhoUi ind repair <ht(Mg*d thaw.
I I I'
A renowned maoarch institute ha* 
found a unique healing »uh«tance 
with the ability to shrink hemor­
rhoids nainlMsl v. It relieve* itching 
■nd discomfort In minutea and 
■peed* up Healing of th* injured. 
Inflamed (waue.
In case after caae, while gently 
relieving pain, actual reduction 
(ahnnkaRo) took placa.
Moat important of all—reaulta 
were *o t horough t hnt thia improve­
ment waa maintained over a period 
of many months.
This was accomplished with a 
new healing aubatance (Bio-Dynel 
which ouicklv help* heal injured 
eella and stimulate* growth of naw 
Usaue.
Now Bio-Dyne la offered In oint­
ment and eunpoidtorv form called 
Preparation II. A*k foritatalldnig 
stores SatiafacUon or your money 
funded.
PLAN TO BE PART OF THE THIRD ANNUAL 
BRITISH COLUMBIA FESTIVALOFSPORTS 
Go sporting in British Columbia / May 18-June 5,1972
More than 75 major international competitions will feature British 
Columbians meeting athletes from Australia, New Zealand, United States, 
Japan, Mexico, England and Germany. More than 100 centres throughout 
the province will host over 320 thrilling sports events for your enjoyment. 
See colourful fairs, parades and pageants staged in communities 
in every region of British Columbia during Festival weekends.
It's a great combination! Action days and British Columbia at a time 
of year when sceqic beauty is most spectacular.
OPENING CEREMONIES: Prims 
Minister W. A.C. Bennett will 
light the Festival Cairn in front of 
the Parliament Buildings in 
Victoria at noon on Thursday, 
May 18,1972, to mark the official 
opening of the third annual 
British Columbia Festival of 
Sports. ARCHERY: Burnaby 
International Field Trial May 22: 
Vancouver International F.I.T.A. 
qualifying rounds for 1972 
Olympic Games May 19, 20, 21; 
CRICKET: International Match, 
• Australians vs. B.C.C.A, Main­
land XI, Vancouver ^ay 19; 
Victoria May 20; CYCLING: 
Keremeos-Osoyoos-Pentlcton> 
Kelowna International Okanagan 
3-day Bicycle Race May 20,21, 
22; FIELD HOCKEY: Vancouver* 
Burnaby-West Vancouver- 
Coquitlam International Women’s 
Jamboree & Girls’ Champion* 
ships May 19,20,21,22;
HORSESHOE PITCHING: 
Burnaby B.C. Canadian and 
International Championships 
May 20,21,22; HORSE SHOWS, 
RODEOS: Cloverdale May 20,21, 
22; Falkland May 21,22; 100 Mlle 
House May 21,22; Keremeoa 
May 21,22; Trail May 21; 
LACROSSE: New Westminster 
Western Canadian Bantam 
Championships May 20,21,22; 
MARKSMANSHIP: Penticton 
Invitational Fullbore Rille Shoot 
May 20,21,22; MOTORSPORT: 
. Westwood International Dune 
Buggy Races May 21; Fort St, 
John Alaska Highway Road 
Rally May 20,21; Kelowna Knox 
Mtn. Hill Climb May 20,21; 
New Westminster Columbian 
Canyon Rally Mdy 20,22; Prince 
, George Moto-Cross B.C.
Championships May 20,21; 
Westwood Thunderbird 100 Milo 
Motorcycle Road Race May 20, 
21; PARACHUTE JUMPING: 
Kamloops May 20,21, 22; 
POWER BOATS: Osoyoos 
International Hydroplane Races 
May 21; Slcamous Bath-Tub 
Race May 21; SAILING, YACHT 
RACES: Kelowna May 2P, 21; 
SNOWMOBILINQ: Fort St. John 
Grass Drag Championships 
May 21; SOCCER: Penticton 
May 20,21,22; SOFTBALL, 
FASTBALL: Vancouver May 19, 
20, 21, 22; SWIMMING: Port 
AlbernlMay20,21.\
Sponsored by the British Columbia Sports Federation and th'
GOVERNMENT OF BRITISH COLUMBIA
Department of Travel Industry
Hon„,yV. K. Kiernan, Minister / R. B. Worley, Deputy Minister
Free Schedule) of Events toldora tie 
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Title Switch MN 
Only Fitting “M
By ROSS PHELPS
It seems only fitting that at the same time the Allen Cup. 
symbolic of senior hockey supremacy in Canada, heads south 
of the border the American Hockey League title heads north.
While the Spokane Jets were busy whopping Barne Flyers 
in the West in six games. Nova Scotia Voyageurs took the 
wind out of the Baltimore Clippers in the same number of sets.
That gives Jets, an American-based team with a number 
of Canadian players, the Allen Cup title for the second time in 
three years. Voyageurs, formerly based in Montreal and a 
link in the Montreal Canadien chain, became the first Canadian 
team to win the AHL crowl.
The number of leagues of any size that are limited to one 
side of the border are'becoming fewer. Many people, on both 
sides of the border, have discovered hockey to be-a lucrative 
trade and are ready to cash in on it.
The World Hockey Association wisely straddles the border, 
supposedly placing four of their 12 franchises in Canada. Cal­
gary allowed theirs to lapse, as did Miami. How many othei 
teams will fold Isn’t known. .
If the WHA could stay below the border, and admit it folks, 
that’s where a lot of the money is, they would immediately 
alienate Canadian hockey fans. • ,' ,
And the Canadian hockey fans are the most knowledgeable 
in the world, having grown up with hockey and having watched 
it live and on the boob tube. There are few areas in Canada 
that don’t have a player in the NHL, and a number have sev­
eral homegrown products plying the puck trade. .
When the National Hockey League first expanded and the 
presence of a new Canadian team was conspicuous by its ab­
sence, western hockey fans were irate.
A number of people started talking about a Canadian hockey 
league with all teams based above the border. Although it 
would have to be bankrolled to attract top calibre players, it 
feasibly could have become a going concern.
Thus the Vancouver Canucks came into existence In the 
National Hockey League.
The British Columbia Junior Hockey League has become 
expansion-minded, for a very good financial reason. Chilliwack 
Bruins and Vancouver Centennials (nee Richmond Centennials) 
had to pay out a lot for their trips to the Okanagan area, where 
four of the six teams were based.
So Nanaimo and Bellingham came into the league to create 
two divisions, with four teams in each. A lot easier for both, 
and more interesting for the fans. _
If anyone wasn’t aware of it, the BCJHL has gone inter­
national. Bellingham, Washington, U.S. of A. Maybe a name 
change would be in line._______ ___ ______________
Indy Driver Still Unconscious 
Following Crash In Practice Run
INDIANAPOLIS (AP)—Race 
driver Jim Malloy remained 
unconscious Monday night, still 
in critical condition with injur­
ies suffered in a crash during 
practice at the Indianapolis 
Motor Speedway.
Eagle-Off enhauserMalloy’s 





izen, a 41-year-old teacher, col 
lapsed and died 20 minutes after 
being bitten on the finger by a 
mouse. Doctors are puzzled
over the reason for her death.
Boys Arent Sympathetic Mavericks Meet Hol Luckies 
In Second OMBL EncounterAs Larry Yeast Returns
T arry Yeast, Willow Inn Wil- game of the season. The pair 
lows’ main hope for a success- gave “P seven hits, with Yeast 
tul w, year In .he Kd-
owna and District Senior Men's
B Softball League, finally got
back Into action this season
after suffering a broken wrist 
in a pre-season accident.
Budget Boys refused to be 
sympathetic, driving Yeast 
from the mound jx the third 
inning and going on to win a 
5-3 decision to create a three- 
way roadblock at the top of the 
league.
Boys' win was their fourth of 
the season against two losses, 
the same record as sported by 
Rutland Rovers and Tread gold’s 
Club 13. Willows, on the other 
hand, have lost their first six 
outings.
Yeast, one of the league’s top 
hurlers last year and the main 
bulwark of a pitching-weak Wil­
low crew, tired by the third inn­
ing and was relieved by John 
Chadwick, pitching hi his fourth
ningest pitcher in the league 
with his fourth straight win, 
pitching a seven-hitter and shut­
ting Willows out for six innings, 
Dennis Kranabetter scored on
Kelowna Maverxcks will be
iisplaying new decals on their 
uniforms, and hope the addition
the third turn at the Speedway
Sunday morning, went into the
infield and came back on to the
track, smashing against the
outside wall.
The crash occurred before
Sunday’s start of qualifications
for the May 27 Indianapolis 500.




nnlng in a difficult way. .•cach­
ing first after being hit by a
pitch. P;nch-hitter
Wayne North came through
with a single, with 'Weninger
taking home as Boys left field-
will carry them to a win over
to get the best of two Vernon 
hurlers. Walks and a ?ouple of 
key hits accounted for their
_ . . . - - Boston
Bruins ended weeks of specula- 
tion Monday by annoiyicing 
Tom Johnson will return next 
season as coach of the National 
Hockey League ind Stanley 
Cup champions.
The Bruins general manager. 
Milt Schmidt, said:
Vernon Luckies tonight in Okan­
agan Senior Baseball League ac­
tion at Elks’ Stadium at 8 p.m.
Luckies defeated Mavericks
9-5 in their season opener last
week. The Vernon club contxn-
Team officials expect to see 
Wayne Dye start .'or Luckies 
tonight. Dye took over In re­
lief last week and nulled starter 
Doug Chilton out of trouble. He
Toms record speaks for It­
self and it is a shame that this
subject ever - became a matter
tor public speculation.
a passed ball in the first inning 
and Wayne Horning followed 
him home on, a single by Ian 
Angus to give Boys an early 
advantage.
Norbert Korthals s:o.*cd' in 
the third inning as Boys rapped 
back-to-back singles ind usher­
ed Yeast from the mound.
Korthals applied the dincher 
in the fifth ’nning, following 
Angus* two-out double with a 
home run to uring in what pro­
ved to be the winning runs.
Willows, who had only one 
runner get as far as ihlrd and 
another to second, finally broke 
loose in the top of 'ne seventh 
inning and their last chance to 
pull off their first win.
Dale Armcneau slammed a
riple against the left field fence 
I o score North, then lomped
was touched for a couple of 
runs after being brought in to 
, - , .. . face loaded bases with one out.
second game, Luckies delec ted Mavericks will take ox Okon- 
ots in their third game of the
ued on their way and aur.ir.'d
Kamloops Okonots 5-1 in then
Bob Bridges in that game, the
24 HOVRS |
ROSS PHELPS — SPORTS EDITOR
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Local Athletes Place In Meet
home on a single to left by Jinx 1 
Elko.
Gene Weninger threw a scare 
nto Loseth by slamming the 
itirst delivery foul down the 
right field line. Weninger struck 
out and Loseth got the n-*xt two 
batters to fly out m end the 
threat and keep his wmning 
streak intact.
Loseth, the top batter and the 
only, one above the .500 mark 
at the last statistical release, 
slipped below the 500 mark as 
he went hitless in three trips to 
the plate. Korthals led the hit­
ting attack with his home run 
and single, while Angus rapped 
a double and a single. Krana- 
better added a pair of singles to 
Boys’ hitting armament.
Willows had two extra base 
hits, Armeneau’s triple and a 
fourth inning double by Ken 
Weninger.
Willows won’t get much time 
to lick their wounds, as they 
head back hito action tonight 
against Rovers at 8 p.m. at 
King’s Stadium. Club will 
meet Boys Wednesday night at 
8 p.m.
ace Kamloops hurler who rack, 
cd up a 14-1 record last season. 
■ Mavericks will bring Brian 
Shot to the mound tonight for 
his first OMBL appearance.
Shot, a newcomer xo Kelowna, 
Is reputed to have a good break­
ing curve ball and is working on 
a tricky knuckleball.
Last week Mavericks used 
three hurlers, and were tagged 
by Luckies while not being able
“It this when you knock it into 
a glass like you practiced at 
home all winter?”
season Wednesday, their third 
straight game at home. Game 
time will be at 8 p.m, at Elks’ 
Stadium.
REMEMBER WHEN .. .
Apprentice Jockey Rich­
ard Grubb made racing his­
tory five years ago today- 
in 1967—when he rode seven 
consecutive winners at To­
ronto’s Woodbine track. 
Grubb came third in the 






RENTALS — SALES — SERVICE 
everything for the . ..
Contractor — Industry — Home Owner 
2000 Spall Rd. Phone 763-4471
Eight Okanagan Track and 
Field Club members handled 
themselves well at the Abbots­
ford Invitational Track Meet 
Saturday, with one of the key
tition and Barbara Fiedler 
posted her, best personal time 
in placing third in girls’ ban­
tam 400 metre competition. 
Melinda Rodger was fourth in 
high school girls’ 400 metre
performers Olympic competxtoi
Kathy Langham came in sec
ond in open shot put, competing 
in her first meet in two years.
Heather Mussel placed third in 
bantam girls’ 100 metre compe-
competition.
Bulgarian authorities have
banned smoking in offices and
LEASE A DATSUN
was taken to Methodist Hospi­
tal with broken legs and hips,
a broken arm, and second-de­
gree burns on the face, left 
hand and back.
FREQUENT BREATHS
Some types of whales must 
surface for air as oftqi as every 
three to five minutes
or any make of pick-up you desire.
+ FROM $60.00 PER MONTH ★




Sunny Days of Fun
With Kiddles Gym Sei
Everyday
Low Price 2498
Fun, fresh air, sunshine and exercise for the 
kiddies. Jr. Gym Set. Includes 2 swings and 2 
seat sky-scooter. Easy to assemble frame—-just 
5 minutes—measures T long by 5' high. Sturdy 
steel construction with enamel finish.
Our largest Kiddies Gym Sei 3 Wheeled Fun on
Everyday Low Price With 6'8“ Platform
Set 64.98 S10 79.98 Strong, Quality Trikes
Just that much more fun with this big gym set. 
Fun features include 2 swings, 2 seat sky scoot­
er and a 4 scat lawn glider. Measures 12'2" 
long X 6'11" high, Six leg stability,
Get the kiddies rolling on these well built steel 
tricycles. Easy-spin ball bearing front wheel with 
nylon bearing back wheels. Rolls on and on with
durable one-piece moulded tires
Smaller Deluxe Gym Sei
Plenty of fun in this slightly । mote compact 
model. Includes 2 swings, 2 seat sky scooter, 
and 2 seat lawn glider. Some 6 leg, stability, । 
11'1" long x 6 1" high.
Siin|iK»ns-He»rn: Toys <O»i
18.99
Pork Free While You Shop Simpsoni.Scon, Orchard Pork, Kelowna.
Rookie Coach Norm Johnson
Assembled Tough Jet Squad
r SPOKANE, Wash. (CP) - 
Before the start of the 1971-72 
senior - hockey season,, Norm 
* Johnson, rookie coach of Spo­
kane Jets, said he was assem­
bling the strongest team possl- 
*Tblc to continue the team's tradi- 
*4 lion of excellence.
■** His architecture must have 
been good, for the Jets ended
>• the long season Monday night 
J by winning the Allan Cup, em- 
* blcmatlc of Canadian senior, 
11 amateur hockey supremacy.
4 They downed Barrie Flyers 
6-3 to win the best-oflseven final 
JgBMThe victory, before 6,396 fans, 
'MHRe the Jets their second Allan
“Barrle had a tough club, but 
I thought we could win after 
coming back here ahead 3-2 in 
games,” Hodges said.
TOP SCOBEE CLICKS
Ken Gustafson, the WIHL's 
leading scorer in the regular 
season, paced the Jets in the 
final game with two goals Ted 
Hargreaves, a play-off pickup 
from Nelson Maple Leafs, Vince
Collins, Bob Trembecky and 
Don Scherza each added one.
John McMillan, Pete Pan- 
gabko and Doug Kelcher scored 
for the Flyers,, champions of the 
Ontario Hockey Association Sen­
ior A series and Eastern Can-
In three years. -Al Rollins 
It, Coached the Jets to their first- 
■/' ever cup win in 1970.... , 
>, "It was. a fantastic way to 
i start a coaching career,” said 
i Johnson, who took his first 
< ( coaching job with the Jets after 
7 f a long playing career in the 
’ Western Hockey League.
The cup was presented to Spo­
kane captain Tom Hodges, the 
40-year-old Saskatchewan-born 
» defenceman who has been with 
Spokane both in the WHL and in 
the Western International 
Hockey League for 14 seasons.
ada champions.
There was controversy in the 
series, with tpe Jets forced to 
play two games In Kimberley, 
B.C., because the Spokane Coli­
seum was booked for a charity 
action.
The Jets offered to pay the 
Barrie team's expenses to fly 
back to Ontario between games 
in order to play all their games 
in Spokane, but the Flyers 
refused.
“I thought our fans deserved 
to see us in every game. We 
have the greatest fans in the 
world."
Bob Gibson Is Pitching Well 
Just That Wins Are Scarce
- By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS I help, picked up his fourth 
I tory without a defeat.
•’I’ve been pitching good. It’s| Willie Davis’ double 
Just that I haven’t been win­
ning," Bob Gibson understated.
"And winning is what it’s all






Gibson, .the St. Louis Cardi-
Brabarkewitz loaded the bases 
for the Dodgers in the ninth in-
nlng against the Padres and 
■ninch-hitter Chris Cannizzarouios m ax u v nn  pinch-hitt i (j mi  
nals flame-throwing right-han- broke a 1-1 tie with a line single 
der, has been getting most of Off Enzo Hernandez’ glove atUV* i **<•» WVCM VZ
the heat this season. He has yet
- to record his^irst victory of the 
season to counteract the five de­
feats he has suffered.
Most of the time It has been 
Just one or two pitches that 
isve made the difference. On 
Monday night it was one he 
threw to Pittsburgh’s Roberto 
Clemente, who walloped it over 
the right field fence for a three- 
run homer and the Pirates’ 4-1 
victory.
ELLIS GETS WIN
In other National League ac­
tion, Philadelphia Phillies 
blanked Chicago Cubs 4-0, Hous­
ton Astros bombed Atlanta 
Braves 8-2, New York Mets de- 
'■ feated Montreal Expos 5-3 and 
, Los Angeles Dodgers nipped 
, San Diego Padres 2-1.
7 Gibson had worked out of a 
J bqses-loaded jam In the sixth 
Inning before giving up a lead- 
• off single to Dave Cash in the 
' seventh. Vic Davalillo dumped a 
? sacrifice bunt down the third 
















Indian Manager is Chuckling
WHA Again Hits News 
NHLers Ready To Sign
(QUEBEC (CP) - Howard 
Casper, the Philadelphia lawyer 
credited with negotiating a 
$750,000 long-term contract for 
goalie Bernie Parent, arrived 
here late Monday night and im­
mediately began a series of 
meetings with players and pro­
spective franchise. bidders for 
the World Hockey Association.
Parent earlier signed the 
giant contract with the now-de­
funct Miami Screaming Eagles.
Casper is believed to be 
trying to renegotiate Parent’s 
contract with any of three possi­
ble bidders. .
The occasion for the lawyer’s 
visit is the two-day meeting of 
the WHA board of trustees 
which ends today.
WAITING FOR TALKS
On hand to greet Casper were 
at least four players with Na­
tional Hockey League experl-
ence. All are believed interested 
in moving to the new league 
which is scheduled to begin play 
this fall.
The players were Denis Du- 
pere of Toronto Maple Leafs, 
Dick S a r a z z i n, Philadelphia 
Flyers; Gord Labosslere and 
defenceman Ralph MacSweyn.
Labosslere and MacSweyn 
spent most of last season in the 
American Hockey League with 
Cleveland Barons and Rich­
mond Robbins respectively.
10 TEAMS READY
Late arrivals were three other 
members of the Flyers, young 
left winger Bob Kelly, forward 
Bill Flett and defenceman Joe 
Watson. Also on hand, to begin 
what looked like all-night nego­
tiations, was defenceman Al 
Hamilton of Buffalo Sabres.
Earlier Monday. Gary David-
son, WHA president, said 
eague had solidified at
the 
10
teams after the Quebec City 
entry, Les Nordlques, gave as­
surances they would begin in 
1971
Earlier reports Indicated the 
Quebec entry might seek a one- 
year delay to regroup finan­
cially.
"Les Nordlques will be in for 
1972, and at this time we will go 
with 10 teams," Davidson said. 
"Miami is definitely out, while
another group from Calgary 
may re-apply."
Miami and Calgary failed to 
post performance bonds of 
8100,000 each, Miami through 
lack of an arena and Calgary 
through the illness of one of the 
original bidders.
In addition to Quebec City, 
Edmonton. Ottawa, and Winni­
peg are listed as the Canadian 
starters, while New York, Hous­
ton, New England, Los Angeles, 
Minnesota and Chicago will be 
the United States .entries.
111 , ... ...... .  "1 111,11 . i ""
The
Bunters 3 for 81.00 
Fish and Chips 70c 





Over Remarks By Other Bosses I
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS And he had to do it with his own I
The. American League East 
Division baseball standings 
shew Baltimore Orioles In third 
place, but manager Earr 
Weaver says he has the team to 
beat.
"They have to beat us," said 
Weaver after the Orioles edged 
Detroit,Tigers 3-2 Monday night 
and snapped a four-game losing 
! streak.
"He’s got that a little mixed 
up, doesn't he? They’re behind 
us,” replied Billy Martin, the 
Detroit skipper.
HALIFAX (CP) - The Calder 
Cup, presented annually to the 
winner of the American Hockey 
League championship, rests on 
a Canadian trophy shelf today.
The Nova Scotia Voyageurs 
took the Cup Monday night by 
dumping Baltimore Clippers 4-1 
to bring the title to Canada for
Joe Torre threw the ball away, 
setting up Clemente’s second 
- homer of the year that gave the
l victory to route-going Dock
Ellis, who scattered five hits for 
his fourth victory.
Jim Fregosl’s three-run 
homer broke an eighth inning 
■fie with’Montreal and powered 
the’Mets, first by three games 
' in the East, to their fourth vic­
tory in a row and 17th in 22 
games. Tommie Agee also ho­
mered for the Mets and Jon Ma- 
' tlack, with ninth-inning relief
Bye Bye Denny 
Athletics Say





Test Drive Them at 
PARTHENON MOTORS 
i (KELOWNA) LTD.
725 Baillie Ave. 
I 763-7832
Where fashion has NO size limit
Sizes 16% to 32%
Sizes 18 to 52
Sizes 16 to 24
A
(SIMRSONS-SEARS
That brilliant repartee may 
bring a chuckle or two from 
Ken Aspromonte, manager of 
Cleveland Indians who were idle 
Monday but lead the division by 
one game oyer the Tigers and 
2% over the Orioles.
Elsewhere, Chicago White Sox
the first time in the league’s 
36-year history.
It was the fourth straight vic­
tory for the Voyageurs in the 
sest-of-seven final round after 
they had dropped the first two 
games at Baltimore.
The Voyageurs displayed an 
awesome defence and a light­
ning-quick offence at the Forum 
here on their way to triumph.
Their penalty-killing special­
ists smothered Baltimore’s at­
tempts to take advantage of 
power plays and struck sud­
denly for three goals within six 
minutes in the opening period to 
seal the Clippers’ defeat.
Mike LaughtOn slipped the 
puck past Baltimore goaler Jim 
Shaw for the first goal at 7:11 of 
the first period and three min­
utes later Murray Wilson had 
the winner. Randy Rota scored 
bn a low shot at 13:19 for a 3-0 
lead and the Voyageurs but- 
skated and outchecked their 
challengers the rest of the way.
Laughton completed the game 
scoring late in the second' pe­
riod, 33 seconds after Bob Riv­
ard fired the only shot lo elude 
Nova’ Scotia goalie Michel 
Plasse.
Coach Al MacNeil was exu-
nipped Minnesota Twins 4-3, 
Oakland Athletics downed Cali­
fornia Angels 2-1 and Kansas 
City Royals shaded Texas 
Ragers 5-4. Milwaukee, Boston 
and the New York Yankees, 
along with the Indians, were not 
scheduled.
Baltimore’s Jim Palmer not 
only hurled a four-hitter to beat 
the Tigers in Detroit for the 
first time in his career, but 
slammed his first major-league 
triple in the seventh inning and 
scored the winning run on Don 
Buford’s bloop single. 4
Palmer pitched scoreless ball 
after beig tagged for solo 
home runs by Gates Brown in 
the first inning and Willie Hor­
ton in the second. The Orioles 
tied the score in the second on 
Mark Belanger’s run-scoring 
single and in the third oil Merv 
Rettenmund's homer. '
"Palmer pitched a great 
game," Martin conceded, "but 
as great as he pitched he didn’t 
win by a lopsided score, did he?
>' .■ Former 31-game winner Denny 
McLain, who was the biggest 
/ loser in the major leagues last 
year with a 10-22 record, was 
' ’’ optioned to the minor leagues 
/’ Monday by Oakland Athletics.
At
Manager Dick Williams said 
I the former Cy Young Award 
' winner was sent to Birmingham 
of the Class AA Southern 
5 league.
"The main thing was he was 
Just ineffective," Williams said. 
"He wasn't throwing the ball as 
hard as we know he can. He 
’ took the news fairly well, but 
naturally was unhappy."
, Williams said the pitcher went 
to a doctor on Sunday and found 
out that a medication he'd been
‘berant over the taste Of his sec­
ond spring of success in a row 
in professional hockey. Mac­
Neil, coach of Montreal Cana- 
diens when they won the Stan­
ley Cup last season, Is the first 
coach to win championships in 
both the Na tion a l Hockey 
League and the AHL in succes­
sive seasons.
MacNeil exchanged congratu­
lations with his players in a joy­
ous dressing ‘ room scene while 
lauding "the trdmendous drive
CANADIAN PLAY
MEDICINE HAT, Alta. (CP) 
— The Medicine Hat College 
drama department is presenting 
a Canadian play, The Ecstasy 
of Rita Joe by George Ryga, at 
the Theatre Canada '72 Festival 
May 21-27. The play Is set in 
Vancouver and examines the 
conflict between Indians and 
whites and the inability of a 
young Indian girl and her In­
dian boy-friend to cope In an 
urban white society with all its 
prejudices. .
Out of Sight Storage for 
Tools, Bikes and Barbeques
8x7, size OOQ7 
•Approx.) T7
At Last 
A Good Looking 
Lawn Storage Building
Simptone-Seart Price
and spirit of the club." 
"All the guys have come
along together," he said. "When 
they play like that, they’re all 
NHLers."
u/t
taking lcf| him weak. The pre­
scription was changed, Williams 
said, but he made no mention of 
what McLain was under medi­
cal care for, 
McLain had a 1-2 record with 
Oakland but was unsuccessful In 
four of five outings.
During the weekend, Williams 
had demoted McLnln to the 
bullpen after the pitcher was hit 
hard in his last start Friday.
McLain lasted two innings, 
, giving up four hits nnd four 
runs, though he did not take the 
loss.
; He was obtained this spring 
from Texas Hangers, formerly 
,l_ Washington Senators.
Mah In 1908, McLain won 31 games 
■■Mor Detroit Tigers, capturing the 
■f’T'C.v Young and Most Valuable
-' Player honors. He shared the 
Ov Young Award with Mike 
Cuellar of Baltimore Orioles in 
1969 niter winning 24 games.
, In 1970, he was Mis|>en<lc<l for 
< half a season for alleged in­
volvement In bookmaking. He 
was suspended again at the end 
; of the 1970 season for throwing 
buckets of water over the heads 









Living Room- • Dining Room 
• Wall Components 
NORI)AN IMPORT 
282 Bernard Ave. 763-3810
COMMAND । 
HOMES LTD. |
“A company building for the future** ,MT
Better Ideas Make ■ 
Better Homes I.
At Command Homes we think you’ve got your®®* 
hands full just picking out cupboards, carpota, paint ton- 
colors, etc, That’s why we help you pick your lot, 
pick your home design, and arrange your mortgage |Z/j 




We Also lluild To Your Plans 
And Specifications!
Our Main Features...
Quality ... al « competitive coat In you.
Down payment to suit your budget.
350 House Plana In Choose From '







Reclaim the garage for the car and tidy up 
the basement. Safe storage for dozens of 
items. You'll wonder how you ever got by 
without a lawn storage building. Similar to 
10'xll' model.
Aluminum Patio (overs for 
Sun or Rain Protection
‘ Simpsons-Soors Price Ea. 
8*x15’ Size
’229
Attrqctive baked enamel Aluminum con­
struction. Built-in rain gutters on roll form­
ed fascia. Easy- Installation adjustable 
mounting hinges. So strong it doesn't need 
unsightly beams or rafters for support. Yet 
the deeply ribbed roof pans have clean 
lines. ■
Aa above but 10'x20' size $309 Ea





1 ' < t i 1 1 LTOMk. ' J * ’ 1 ’
Park
10'xlV She (Approx.) 219’7
Strong, roomy and good-looking ... a geeat way to solve your storage 
problems. Three year guarantee on handsome belge/white baked-on 
enamel finish. Comes with large door opening and four windows. Easy 
to assemble. All steel construction.
Versatile P.V.C. Plastic 
Building Panels
6 Ft. Panel 
Sale Price .. .Ea. 1-09
Build a summer shade area. A 
smull garden fence. Hardy, 
plastic panels In Green, Yel­
low, White and Clear.





gjftjr , । ! ,*t Jr' • . i
Re-Check Your Colorful 
"SUMMER LOOK" 
Flier and Save On 
SUMMER FASHIONS
Almpsons-Neras: BulMlnsr Supplies (M)j .
Phono Enquiries: Kelowna 765-5811 ।
Free While You Shop Simpsons-Sears, Orchard Parity Kelowna. ,1
PAGE If KELOWNA DAILY COURIER, TCE8„ MAY It. UH
LET A COURIER WANT AD BE YOUR SALESMAN ... INEXPENSIVE, BUT A GO-GETTER
GO GET THEM NOW — PHONE 763-3228.
Kelowna and District
I BUSINESS & PROFESSIONAL
SERVICE DIRECTORY
15. HOUSES FOR RENT
2 STOREY 4-PLEX 
Sundeck patio, front and back 
yards, carport, family welcome, 
close to school playgrounds, 




16. APTS. FOR RENT
SHERWOOD MANOR
16. APTS. FOR RENT
COMFORTABLE FURNISHED AC- 
commodatloa. downtown for txuines* 
zirh willing to share. TalepboM TO- 
3040. U
21. PkOHRTY FOR SALE
BUIIDING SUPPLIES
LUMBER
Delivered Anywhere in 
KELOWNA or VERNON
AREA
Phone orders collect 
Business—515-1311
Residence 342-9664 or 766-2330
LAV1NGTON PLANER 
MILL LTD.




North American Van Lines 1 *d. 
Local Long Distance Moving 
“We Guarantee Satisfaction” 
1120 ELUS ST. 762-2020 
T. Th. S. tf
$135 PER MONTH
Includes refrig., stove, drapes 
and shag carpet in lovely new
2 br., Rutland duplex.
Call 763-3200 days 
762-0461 eves. 243
Corner Ellis Street and 
Rosemead Ave. 






Licenced Sprinkler Fitter 
Designs — Underground Piping 
Servicing — Automatic 
Sprinkler Installation — 
Alterations 
Phone 763-3921 
P.O. Box 26, Kelowna 
241, 244





Your Bapco & SWL Dealer 
Paint — Wallpaper — Signs 
Art Supplies
1619 PANDOSY 762-2134




SALES & SERVICE 
1963 Harvey Ave. 
762-3012
NEW DELUXE DUPLEX IN RUTLAND 
available June 1. Two bedrooms, full 
basement, targe rec room, double fire­
place. wall to wall carpet throughout 
main floor, large sundeck overlooking 
valley. Near elementary school. No pets. 
Telephone 763-8056.U
TWO BEDROOM. FULL BASEMENT 
slxplex In Rutland on Briarwood Road 
Refrigerator and stove available if 
needed. Close to schools and shopping 
centre. Children welcome. No pets. 
Telephone 764-4001. tf
NEW RUTLAND DUPLEX-TWO BED- 
rooms, full basement, wall to waft in 
living room and bedrooms, carport. 
Ready by June 9. Telephone 763-5836. 
_____________ ___________™ 
NEW DUPLEX. VERY NICE LOCA- 
tion. Garner Road, just minutes to 
Rutland. Available May 15th. Two bed­
rooms. carport, sundeck, full basement. 
*150 per month. Telephone 765-6611. tf
NEW TWO BEDROOM, 1H BATH, 
fourplex in Rutland, across from school. 
Available June , 1. *150 and *155 per 
month. CaU Joe Llmberger at 763-2338,
or Collinson's 762-3713. U
tf
FOR RENT ON WALROD ST., THREE 
bedroom suite In a side .by side duplex. 





Air conditioning, elevator, 
underground parking, con­
crete between all floors, 
electric heat, attractive shag 
rug, drapes throughout. No. 
children or pets.
Phone Manager —
762-0861 or 763-2305 
tf
NASSAU HOUSE. DELUXE ONE BED- 
room suite, very quiet and dose in. 
Adults only. Contact Manager. Suita 106. 
1777 Water Street tf
SUTHERLAND MANOR. SPACIOUS, 
carpeted, one bedroom suites. Cable 
vision. laundry and drape* included. 
Apply at 560 Sutherland Avenue. tf
TWO BEDROOM SUITE IN FOUR- 
plea. (130 per month, waler and gar­
bage collection included. Telephone 762- 
7031. Jtl
ONE BEDROOM SUITE FOR RENT. 
No children, no pets. At Capri Villa. 
Telephone 763-6114.________ ' _______ u
SPACIOUS TWO BEDROOM FOUR- 
plex in Westbank. Children and small 
pets welcome. Telephone 768-5262. tf
LAKEVIEW HEIGHTS, TWO BED- 
room home with attached garage. (Ho 
per month. Telephon* 769-4241. 243
17. ROOMS FOR RENT
FURNISHED GROUND FLOOR HOUSE- 
keeplng room. Only male pensioner 
need apply. Noli drinker. CaU at 453
NOW RENTING










BASEMENT SLEEPING ROOM WITH 
cooking facilltlea. Located behind Super 
Valu. Available immediately. Telephone 
763-7564.•243
SLEEPING ROOM FOR STEADILY 
employed, respectable genUeman. Low 
monthly rent. No cooking facilities. Tele-
phone 762-4775. U
FULLY FURNISHED ROOM WITH PRI- 
vate entrance. Gentleman only. Tele-
phone 763-3815. . U
ROOM FOR RENT, SUITABLE FOR 
two girls. Private kitchen and bath-
room. Telephone 762-0434. 242
CITY ACREAGE — HWY. 97
3.73 acres across from Orchard Park Shop- 
ing Centre with 308’ frontage on Hwy. 97. 
For full particulars call Art Day 8-5089. 
MLS.,
MOTEL WITH BEACH ACCESS 
See this nearly new motel, 7-2 Bdrm, 
suites, all furnished, \ rented on permanent 
basis. Seven room suite for owner with ex­
ceptional view. Bob Robinson 3-5161. MLS.
QUALITY HOME ON K.L.Ot
2 Bdrm, up with completed basement. The 
finest of finishing and floor cover’ngs. 
Double carport plus matching garage. Con­
tact George Trimble 2-0687.
OKANAGAN MISSION ACREAGE 
', 2.80 acres. Lovely quiet area. Ideal set up 
for * few horses. Clean 2 Bdrm with toil 
basement Treed property like this is worth 
> investigating. Call Harvey Pomrenke 2-0742.
MLS. .
LARGE LOT — 3 fcDRM HOME 
Close to Orchard Park, this 3 Bdrm, home 
has a partially.; developed toll basement 
Large beautifully landscaped lot Full price 
$28,000.60, Call Bren Witt 769-4326. MLS.
REVENUE PROPERTY 
2 Duplexes close to shopping centre and 
business area. Good returns and could be
made better.” Vendor may take trades. C 
Art Day 8-5089. MLS. -
APPLE VALLEY REALTY ™.





NAMES ARE IMPORTANT! CHOOS- 
Ing • name for your child should be al 
real pleasure and other* will want to 
know .your choice. Name vour child as 
quickly a* possible and use th* indi­
vidual name in Th* Kelowna Dally 
Courier Birth Notice. Call the Classi­
fied Department, 763-3228. give the 
tact* including the name and wo will 
publish a Birth Notice In the next edi­
tion of the Kelowna Daily Courier tor 
■s low a* *2.50._____________________
2. DEATHS
ACHESON — Passed away on May 15th. 
Mrs. Daisy Acheson, aged 85 years, 
late of 644 McClure Rd., Kelowna. Sur­
viving Mrs. Acheson are 2 sons, Ed­
ward ot Vancouver: Harry of Kelowna; 
two daughters, Frances and Mary 
Acheson, both of Kelowna, 2 grand­
children and 5 great grandchildren. 
Funeral service tor the late Mrs. Ach­
eson will be held from Harron Bros. 
Funeral Home, Vancouver with inter­
ment to follow in Mountain View Cem­
etery. Day’s Funeral Home is in 
charge ot the arrangements. 241
O3TERRIED — Passed away in Re­
gina. Sask, on May 8th. 1972, Frank 
Herman Osterried. aged 68 yean, late 
of 1153 Mountain Ave., Kelowna. Sur­
viving Mr. Osterried are 5 sons, Ron­
ald. in Regina; Gordon and Robert in 
Kelowna; Edward In Vancouver and 
Jame* in Toronto; one grandson. Ron­
ald in Regina; and several brothen and 
aisten in Germany. His wife. Amy. 
predeceased in October, 1971. A grave­
side Committal Service will be held at 
the Kelowna Cemetery on Wednesday. 
May 17th at 10:30 a.m., with the Very 
Rev. Father R. D. Anderson officiat­
ing. Day’s Funeral Home is in charge
2. DEATHS
RATTAI — Passed away on May 12th. 
1972, Mrs. Pauline Rattai, aged 84 
years, late of 924 Bernard Ave.. Kel­
owna. Surviving Mrs. Rattal are 4 
sons, iRudolf in Kelowna: Henry, Rev 
Gotfrled and Ervin, all in Medicine 
Hat, Alta: one daughter. Frieda Rat­
tai. in Enderby: 9 grandchildren and 7 
great grandchildren. Mr. Rattal pre­
deceased in 1967 in Kelowna. Funeral 
service for the late Mrs. Raltai will 
be held from the German Full Gospel 
Church on Wednesday. May 17th at 
1:30 p.m. with Rev. Arthur Kalke of­
ficiating. Interment to follow in the Ke­
lowna Cemetery. Day’s Funeral Home 
is in charge of the arrangements. 241
B.C. HEART FOUNDATION - DEEP 
satisfaction comes from remembering 
departed family, friends and associates 
with a memorial gift to the Heart 
Foundation. Kelowna Unit. P.O. Box
WESTBANK DUPLEX. TWO BED- 
rooms, laundry room, carpeting through* 
out. carport. Available May 1st. *130 
per month Telephone 768-5875. tf
TWO BEDROOM SUITE IN RUTLAND 
fourplex. Carpeted throughout. Avail­
able June 1st. Telephone 765-5506 after
KRAFTHAUS
Hwy. 33 
Large 2 br. suites.
APTS.
Refrigera- 
hot watertor, stove, drapes, „ . ____
and heating inci. Free luaundry
5:00 p.m. tf
THREE BEDROOM DUPLEX. AVAIL- 
able June 1st. Close to school in Rut­
land. *165 per month. Telephone 765-
5721. U
THREE BEDROOM NORTH GLEN- 
more home with carport. Availalxe 
June 1st, *150 per month. Telephone
763-6586. tf
BRAND NEW FOURPLEX UNITS IN 
Rutland, offering two bedrooms. IM: 
baths, air conditioning. Available June
1. 765-6218. tf
186. tf
of the arrangements. 241
PATON — Mrs. Anna Marie Paton pass­
ed (way on May 13. 1972 at the age ot 
77 years. Mrs. Paton is survived by 
her loving husband Darward, also one 
daughter, Mrs. D. Bougcios of Kam­
loops. one sister. Mrs. Diana Deameis 
of Florida and also two brothers of 
Florids, U.S.A. and four grandchildren. 
Mass win be celebrated at Immaculate 
ConcepUon Roman Catholic Church on 
Thursday. May 18. 1972 at 10:00 a.m. 
with the Very Rev. Father R. D. An­
derson as celebrant. Interment will fol­
low at the Kelowna Cemetery. THE 
GARDEN CHAPEL FUNERAL DIREC­
TORS are entrusted with the funeral 
arrangements. Phone 762-3040. 241
4. ENGAGEMENTS
LLOYD - LEE — Mr. and Mrs. Thomas 
E. Lloyd are happy to announce the 
engagement of their daughter, Catharine 
Louise to Mr. Brian Leonard Lee of 
Victoria, B.C. Miss Lloyd, a graduate 
of B.C.I.T. is a Registered Medical 
Technician. Mr. Lee, also a graduate 
of B.C.I.T. is employed with the Pro­
vincial Government. Department of 
Water Resources in Victoria. He is the 
son of Mr. and Mrs. Donald Lee of 
Langley. B.C. The wedding will take 
place on June 16. 1972 at 3:00 p.m. 
In the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-
Day Saints. Kelowna. 241
5. IN MEMORIAM
SCHLEPPE — In loving memory of a 
dear Father and Grandfather. Mr. Adam 
Schleppe. who passed away suddenly 
•May 16. 1970.
What we would give if we could say: 
“Hello Dad.” in the same old way; 
To hear your voice, see your smile; 
To sit with you and chat awhile;
So you who have a father;
Cherish him with care;
For you will never know the heart­
ache;
Until you see his vacant chair.
FULLY FURNISHED HOME CLOSE TO 
beach. For rent for 6-7 week* in July 
and August. *300. Telephone 764-7176.
_______________ 242
FOR RENT JUNE 1. LARGE THREE 
bedroom duplex, close in. *190 per 
month includes heat. Telephone 7634196.
243
TWO BEDROOM FOURPLEX, CARPET, 
sundeck, large yard. Near schools. Av­
ailable May 15. Telephone 7654255. tf
TWO BEDROOM DUPLEX, CARPORT. 
730 Kingsway Street. $150 per month. 
Available June 1. Telephone 763-3986. tf
HOUSE FOR RENT WITH OPTION 
to buy. Three bedrooms, wall to wall 
carpet, carport. Telephone 765-9071. tf
WALKING- DISTANCE CAPRI AND 
downtown, ground floor duplex unit. Two 
bedrooms, carpet throughout. 7654218. tf
TWO BEDROOM DUPLEX, 210 ASHER 
Road. *145 per month. Available June
1st. Telephone 765-8841.
16. APTS. FOR RENT
—The Family. 241
LAKEVIEW MEMORIAL PARK CEME- 
tery new address: 1798 Hollywood Rd. 
(end) Rutland. Telephone 765-6494. tf
8. COMING EVENTS
FOUR SEASONS CUTTING AND 
QUARTER HORSE SHOW 
Wednesday, May 17th, 1972 
8:00 a.m. — 1 p.m. — 6:00 p.m. 
KELOWNA RIDING CLUB GROUNDS 
GORDON HOAD 
Tickets $1.50 at the Gate.
242
NICE SLEEPING ROOM, WORKING 
gentleman only. Telephone 762-6148. tf
18. ROOM AND BOARD
HOME COMFORT AND ACCOMMODA- 
tion for retired and. senior citizens. 1346
RESIDENTIAL
Ethel Street tf
WELL FURNISHED ROOM AND GOOD 
board in clean modern home. Separate
entrance. Telephone 763-2136. tf
facilities, storage room. Near 
shopping and schools. Available 
May 1. Orie child accepted.
765-8276 or 763-3755
tt
ROOM AND BOARD IN PRIVATE 
home, close to Vocational School. Tele-
phone 762-7419. 1241
ROOM AND BOARD FOR GENTLE-




•located adjacent to 
Centennial Park, Rutland
NOW RENTING
1 and 2 Bedroom Suites 
Spacious deluxe suites 
Air conditioning 
Carpet throughout











and 1 bedroom suites. Air
conditioning, elevator, under 
park, free laundry. Reduction 




CONTINENTAL MANOR, ROWCLIFFE 
Avenue: one and two bedroom deluxe 
suites available for immediate occu­
pancy/ Wall to wail carpet, cable TV, 
undercover parking, ..laundry facilities, 
elevator,. and a reduction- Cor tenants 
60 years, and over. Adults only. No 
pets. Must be seen. Telephone 763-4209. 
' . tf
CLOSE IN AND QUIET, ONE AND TWO 
bedroom suites. Range, refrigerator, 
drapes, wan to wall carpeting, cable 
television, air conditioning, elevator, 
covered parking and Landlord pays all 
utilities, except telephone. Adults only. 
Available June 1. Contact Manager. Ber­
muda House, 1779 Pandosy Street or
Telephone 762-3911. tf
20. WANTED TO RENT
RESPONSIBLE COUPLE DESIRE 
house, with pasture for two horses, in 
Kelowna. Rutland or Winfield area. 
(Semi rural preferred.) Telephone 764-
7377. 215
21. PROPERTY FOR SALE
CREEKFRONT LOTS. Yes, 
we have just listed 2 side by 
side lots on Mission Creek in 
the Spring Valley Subdivision. 
Both are 76’xl77’ and are 
suitable for a duplex. Priced 
at $4,900.00 each. Call Al 
Homing evenings at 765- 
5090. MLS.
WESTVIEW APARTMENTS-ATTR Ac­
tive new one bedroom suites, shag car­
peting throughout, appliances, large pri­
vate patios, ten minutes from Kelowna. 
*110 per month. Two bedroom suite 
with panoramic view of take also avail-
IDEALLY LOCATED. This 
beautifully landscaped 3 bed­
room home. Large, living 
room, kitchen and dining 
area, also a large utility 
room. Covered patio, con­
crete drive and carport. This 
home has a large garden 
area, workshop and equip­
ment shed. Only 1 block 
from the Rutland shopping 
centre. For further informa­
tion call Otto Graf evenings 
at 765-5513. Exclusive.
able. Telephone 768-5875. U
ONE AND TWO BEDROOM SUITES 
available. Sound proof building. Shag 
carpeting, air • conditioning, drapes, 
range ^add refrigerator, sauna, rec. 
room, elevator, intercom, free laundry. 
Windsor Manor, 763-7234. tf 
THREE BEDROOM BASEMENT SUITE, 
Gay Road. Rutland. Wall to wall car­
peting in living room and master bed­
room, range, 16 cubic foot frost-free re­
frigerator, drapes, laundry facilities.' All 
utilities included in rent. Available June
YOU’LL BE WARM AS A 
BUG IN A RUG, in your new 
home. Shag carpeting, elec­
tric heat and lots of room for 
newlyweds or a retired 
couple. % block to shops and 
transportation. $17,900.00 or ? 
Call Gordon Davis evenings 
at 765-6180. MLS.
1. Telephone 765-8966. tf MIDVALLEY
NEW ONE BEDROOM BASEMENT 
suite, private bath, utility "room, full 
kitchen cupboards, garden space. Re­








THURSDAY, MAY 25, 1972 
KELOWNA PUBLIC LIBRARY 
Board Room
8 p.m. — Admission: FREE 
All Welcome
Instruction in T.M. begins 
May 27 and continues to May 30 
247
ATTF.NTION ALL MEMBERS OF THE 
Separata Swinger* Club! All activities 
(or the Victoria Day Weekend are can- 
celled. Our next social will be June 3. 
For Information regarding this club 
tor divorced, separated and widowed 
people, and singlet over 30, write P.O. 
Box ML Kelown*. M3 
BAZAAR BY ST. ANDREW’S CHURCH. 
Saturday. December 2nd. In the Ok­
anagan .Mlaaion Community Hall al 2 
F.m. Ml
14. ANNOUNCEMENT
RESERVE YOUR SUITE NOW 
Telephone Manager 
765-9133 or 762-0928 
tt
HALF A -MONTH FREE RENT — NEW 
apartments in Rutland. Deluxe large 
one and two bedroom suites. AU shag 
carpeted, air' conditioned. Available 
May 15. Telephone 762-2519. ti
KNOX MANOR. BRIGHT SPACIOUS 
suites, drapes. TV cable, refrigerator, 
stove, broadloom, elevator, balcony and 
Intercom. 1855 Pandosy Street. Tele-







LED — an older 3 bedroom 
home on conveniently located 
city lot. Ideal for the small 
family or retirement. Priced 
below $15,000. View today. 
Call Blanche Wannop at 762- 
4683 evenings. MLS.
FAMILY HOME — centraUy 
located in Glenmore on a 
quiet street just a few 
minutes from .downtown. 3 
bedrooms up and 1 down. 
Roughed in plumbing in 
basement. Full price $24,- 
000. Call Wilf Rutherford at 
763-5343 evenings. MLS.
REVENUE — THE BEST 
BUY IN KELOWNA — lo­
cated on the comer of Glen­
more St. and Wilson Ave. 
and priced at only $26,900. 
Over 1400 sq. ft. on the main 
floor with 3 bedrooms. Fire­
place up and down. Self-con­
tained 1 bedroom suite down. 
Walk to schools, church arid 
shopping. This won’t last — 
act now. Call Clare Angus at- 
762-4807 evenings. MLS.
DUPLEX DELUXE — beau­
tifully decorated with 2 extra 
bedrooms finished in base­
ment on one side. Close to 
shopping centre, yard well 
landscaped for minimum 
maintenance. Fully - fenced 
back yard. For further par­
ticulars call Mary Ashe at 
763-4652 evenings. MLS.
OWNER TRANSFERRED - 
must sell this superb view 
home situated in an Excep­
tional parklike setting in the 
heart of Glenmore. Features 
almost too numerous to list 
like fieldstone fireplace, 
built-in teak china Cabinets— 
12 ft. ceiling in living room 
and dining room — laundry 
and sewing facilities on main 
floor. Double heated garage 
etc. Call Bud Dailey at 765- 
6959 evenings. MLS.
LAKEVIEW HEIGHTS - a 
beautifully finished home fit 
for an executive — with all, 
the extras Including a lovely 
view. Owner transferred and 
must sell. See it now by . call­
ing Harry Maddocks at 765- 
5155 days or 765-6218 even­
ings. MLS.
IT’S DIFFERENT — IT’S 
EXCITING — It’s in Cara- 
millo Heights, has 3 bed­
rooms, ensuite plumbing, 
beautiful fireplace, bright 
well planned kitchen, with 
built-in range. W/W carpets 
throughout, convenient utility 
room, in a pine tree setting, 
and for less than $29,000. Call 
Dave Deinstadt at 763-4894 
evenings. MLS. !
MOUNTAIN BACKGROUND 
HOME — 1 yr. old home in 
new area on Westside of lake. 
2 fireplaces — W/W oarpets. 
2 - bedrooms with plenty of 
room in basement for extras. 
Only $22,200. See this one 
now. Call Ernie Donnelly at 
762-2558 evenings. MLS.
THACKER DRIVE — NEW! 
— 3 bedroom family home — 
; featuring 2 fireplaces, cover­
ed sundeck, garage, view of 
lake, ensuite plumbing and 
lots more. Call Joe Lira- 
bferger at 763-2338 evenings. 
EXCL. Priced at $35,900.
NORTH END — 2 bedroom 
split level with double car­
port. Only $17,350. This 
. bargain won’t last. Call Bob 
Clements at 764-4934 even­
ings. EXCL.
IF YOU CAN PAY RENT 
YOU CAN OWN THIS HOME 
— just $172.85 monthly, prin­
cipal, interest and taxes, 
with 5% down payment to 
NBA mortgage. 2 bedrooms 
up and 2 in basement. Corner 
lot in quiet Glenmore area, 
providing lots of space for 
cars, campers, boats, etc. 
$18,500. Call Roy Paul at 765- 
8909 evenings. MLS. , 
EXCITING LAKESHORE 
HOME — centered on 100 ft. 
of excellent beach. Spacious 
living room features large 
, stone fireplace — broadloom 
rug — overlooks lake — can 
2 or 3 bedrooms, 2 sep­
arate bathrooms up anc 
down. Abundance of trees 
both shade and fruit.- Real 
quiet location — ideal for 
children. Good investing at 
$54,000 — terms arranged. 
Call George Phillipson at 762- 
7974 evenings. MLS.
phone 762-7918. tt Sam Pearson
764-4212
762-7607 LAND AND ACREAGES
Del's ,
Attention Pensioners!
CENTURY MANOR. SPACIOUS ONE 
bedroom suite, colored appliances, wall 
Io wall drapes and broadloom, cable 
TV. No children or pets. 1958 Pandosy





ARE YOU GETTING MAnniEI). IIAV- 
Jig a birthday at going to a party T 
f ao, team to danco now, Vincent'* 
| Academy. 7634446, . 2<t
BOOKKEEPING FOR SMALL BUSI. 
■>****«. owning* and Weekend*. Ttle-
Dinner 99c 
15 Pcs. 3.49 
21 Pcs. 4.79 
4 to 7 P.M. ONLY 
Mort thru Thurs.
1 Month Free Rent for a 
Minimum of 6 Months Lease;.
SHARMAINE MANOR
HUSCH RD., RUTLAND 
Now Renting 2 Bedroom Suites 
from $150 - $160 p.m.
1 Bedroom Suites from 
$140 > $150 p.m. 
Included in rent: 
-Stove and refrigerator 





—Free washing and drying 
—Intercom for privacy 
Adults Only. No Pets.
Mgr, kon Provost 
765-8262
TWO BEDROOM SUITES AVAILABLE 
in new alxplex. Carpets: with nr with­
out refrigerator and stovo. Centrally 
located, Rutland. 769-4394 or 769-4205.
tf
COLUMBIA MANOR, 1919 PANDOSY, 
One bedroom aulto with stove, refrig­
erator, drapes and wall to wall carpet. 
Cable TV. Available Juno 1st, Tele- 
phone 762-8284, ,tf
DELUXE SUITES IN KELOWNA’S EX- 
elusive concrete and steel high rise 
apartment, Maximum safety and quiet- 
ncxs. Telephone Roth Towers, 763-3641; 
„ . ' ■ ' ____________ _tf
COMPLETELY SEI.F-C ONT AIN ED 
one and two bedroom units, close to 
Vocational School, college and ahopplng 
centre. Reasonable rates. Sunny Beach 
Resort, telephone 702-3567. ti
TWO OR THREE BEDROOM AI'AHT? 
ments, wall Io wall carpeting, cable 
television, refrigerator, stove, drapes 
and washing facilities, Apply 762-2600,
after 5:30 762-2926. tf
ptou 7U-7MO. tt
IX PERSONALS
Airoiiouca anonymous - write 
PO Rm U7, Kdowna. B.C. Talcphon* 
T43-MW. 7*340*7 *r 7M4ML in Winfield 
tlMHHOL la there a drinking 'problem 
ta y«w bom«T Contact Al-Anon-M TM- 
W7i ar 7M47< __ \ tf
EUXTHOLYSlS - GENTLKr~SA'FK; 
medically approved method, Highly- 
, qualified operator with many year* ex­
perience. For birther information. 1*1*- 






15. HOUSES FOR RENT
tt
To place your message 
PHONE 
Courier Classified bept. 
763-3228
11 10ST AND FOUND 
•WUND — SMALL MM.r pod, BLACK 
with (vU M«r K.VL TeleHmm: T»J aop, Ml
TWO WEEKS
RENT FREE!
Brand new two bedroom, 
baths, 4-plcx suite. $tso per 
iponth. Available June 1,
Phono Joe Linibcrgcv 
762-3713 days or 
763-2338 eves.
1*3




1400 CORONATION AVE,. 
KELOWNA
Spacious, deluxe 3 bedroom 




-Colored appliances. , 
Available June 1.
, 762-3713 days,or 764-4440.
LOMBARDY PARK APARTMENTS 
have * largo ono bedroom aulto vacant 
for Immediate occupancy, Very quiet 
with apncluua lawns, Telephono 763- 
5064, ' tf
LARGE TWO ROOM FURNISHED 
suite, private bat hand entrance. Avail­
able May 20. Abstainer*). No pets. In 
Mission, scenic view, Telephone 764-4033,
. _________ _ _________________
MATURE YOUNG LADY WANTED TO 
share a furnished house on beautiful 
private lot near the beach, Reasonable, 
Telephone 764-4739 after 5iW p.m. tf 
WINFTELD~3: UNFURNisHEirTWO 
bedroom suite. With or without alovo 
and refrigerator. Adulta only, Telephone
Orchard City
LAKEVIEW HEIGHTS 
VIEW: This home is less 
than 1 year old, has very 
nice living room with terrific 
view, open fireplace and wall 
to wall carpet throughout. 3 
bedrooms with ensuite 
plumbing off master bed­
room, full basement with rec. 
room and fireplace, plus 
extra plumbing. Large cov­
ered sundeck and carport, 
and lot is landscaped. Could 
be clear title or good terms 
available. Call Joe Sie* 
singer at the office or 
evenings nt 2-6874. MLS.
HIGHWAY 33 FRONTAGE: 
2 acres witli frontage of 180 
feet, also a side road front­
age of 465 feet, Property 
should bo ideal for small 
apartment, motel or rest 
home As it is situated close 
to present development. For 
further information call Alan 
Elliot at the office or even­
ings at 3-7283. Exclusive.
Gord Funnell ..







____ ___ _ ' _ tt
duplex for hunt. ’ immkihati:
occupancy, Three bedroom* on 





EXCLUSIVE ONE BEDROOM UNFUR- 
nhb«| unite. cu-and Ik-or. av«ll*bl<
Apart- 
jn*nu. t797 Water Street. Slave, re- 
irtaerator. wall to wall, r«bl« teksL 
mwi, beat. Ilglrta. laundry and parting. 
No children, no Hte. Hetlrcd or pro- 
L?!.?.".’1 *••••“ Kefcned. Trkphona
BRAND NEW TWO BEDROOM Dup­
lex Irv, Rutland, Wall to wall carpeting, 
full basement, carport. Telephone 761- 
9151, ' tf
FULLY FURNISHED ONE AND TWO 
bedroom unit* with kitchenette*. Cin­
namon's Mkeahor* Resort, Telephone 
7W-48M. \ H
TW^ilEDROOM sum? ^“"hiilW 
houeoi wall io wall carpeting, private 
entrance. *140 per month, ulllltle* Itv 
iluded. Telephone 765.M59. tf
Tw6n«EM cixYsE'ro
Shops Capri, Brookside Manor, Avail­
able immediately, \Telephono 763-6221.
 11
FURNISHED ONE AND WO BED- 
room unit with kitchen By the day or 
Week. Golden Sanda Resort/ 333d Watt
Orchard City Realty 
573 Bernard Avenue 
762-3414
TWQLOTS $2950.00 EACH 
On Bclgo Rd. 73’ x 125’. 
AU Utilities.





UNFURNISHED TWO BKI1ROOM 
suite, street level, locked (erase, (UI 
per^ month. Telephone 7M3U3. II 
IMPERIAL APARTMENTS. ONE AND 
two bedroom suite*, no children or 
pett. Telcptume TM Ciu, tf
WANTED
Existing mortgages or agree­
ment for sale accepted as pay­





2 Acres and a 3 bedroom 
home, a double garage or 
workshop. Many varieties of 
producing fruit and nut 
trees. Loads of potential in 
this property, good for horse 
lovers, light industry or what 
have you. For further infor­
mation please contact Larry 
Schlosser at office or 2-8818 
evenings. Full price only $35,- 
009.00. EXCL; v
CITY VIEW!
Choice home on Mountain 
Ave. with fabulous view of 
city and lake. 2 large bed­
rooms up and one down in 
finished basement, 2 bath­
rooms, 2 fireplaces, large kit­
chen with plenty of eating 
area, dining room, large liv­
ing room, carport, sundeck 
and many extras. The lot is 
fully landscaped, and fenced 
and the mortgage is 7^%. 
Full price is $34,500.00 but 
owner will consider all of­
fers. Call Ray Ashton 762- 
5038 or home 769-4418, MTjt,
Larry Schlosser___ 762-8818
Ray Ashton______  7694418





... is what you'll have when 
you move into the lovely 
3 bedroom family home. Just 
completed and beautifully fi­
nished throughout. Large kit­
chen with eating area. 4 
piece Colored bathroom with 
shower and tub. Wall to wall 
carpeting throughout. Plenty 
of closets and cabinets. Large 
sundeck, carport and full 
basement. Level lot with ex­
cellent soil. Offered at $22,- 
'900.00. MLS. Easy terms 
available. Try a low down 
payment.
ROYAL TRUST
248 Bernard Avenue 
Phone 762-5200
W. B. Roshinsky 4-7230
N. Russell ........  9-4491
C. A. Penson 8-5830




SMALL ACREAGES — 2 and 3 acre lots, all view properties. 
Some with pines, some fruit trees, domestic, irrigation water. 
Gas available. Tills' type of lot is getting rare. Call Fred Kyle 
at 765-5155 days or 765-8804 evenings. MLS.
CAN BET SUBDIVIDED - 3 bedroom home - 2 bathrooms - 
rec room — professionally landscaped — this Is 1.16 acres in 
the city. Cap, probably get 5 lots. Plans are being drawn now. 
Call Gordon Marwick at 769-4662 evenings. EXCLUSIVE.
ORCHARD OR SUBDIVISION - 3 lots available: $7,000 
down will handle — 2-5 acre lots $17,000 each; 1-6 acre Ion 
$20,500 or reduced price for 16 acres. Domestic water, fire 
protection. Ideal 'small holdings at a reasonable price. Call 
Andy Runzer at 764-4027 evenings. MLS,
Frank Hauk 2-4562, Ron Wilkinson 763-6755, Sylvia Roberts 
765-6936, Terri Meckling 763-0637, Bill Campbell 763-6302, 
Frank Ashmead 765-6702; Ken Mitchell 702-0663.
MORTGAGES ft APPRAISALS - Darryl Ruff - 764-7536 
KELOWNA — 483 Lawrence Ave,, 762-3713 
RUTLAND — Shoppers' Village, 765-5155




2 and 3 bedroom houses, some 
with fireplaces, 
downtown Kelowna, Glenmore 
area, Lakeview Heights and 
Applewood Acres. 
Also Custom Building, 
Building Lots also available In 
Okanagan Mission, Rutland and 
North Glenmore. 
Quality built houses at reason­
able cost 





763-3240 or 768-5267 
'tt
Direct from Owner! Good terms available! Water and 
semi-waterfront property with exceptional views of Lake 
Okanagan and valley. Estates from 5 to 20* acres un- 
• developed with good lake access, Short driving distance 
to Kelowna. Two level lakesliore lots with loads of privacy, 
Bui’ ’ a vacation or permanent home now or develop later, 















Check and compare. Lots ready 
to build now. From $2,200 to 
$2,700. $100 down.
1251 CENTENNIAL CRES. \
T, Til, s 250
LOOKING FOR VIEW? PRIVATE 
•ala of a new Iwo bedroom homo 
•llualed on half air a lot with lull 
batemrnl, shag rarprt, faalnrn wall, 
palls, carpart. , view of lake,kill* awl 
orrhardt. Priced right. Telepbon* 7»-
altar tiro pm. 2M
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“ALWAYS OPEN SATURDAYS!**
-EXCLUSIVE!’* “LAKEVIEW HEIGHTS!”
> COLONIAL STYLE — 3 bdrm, home featuring large LR- 
: DR; kitchen with eating area; glass sliding doors to sun­
deck; 2 fireplaces; carport; covered front walk. Full 
< basement all roughed in and extra entrance from carport. 
‘ Nice lot with a few trees at end of cul-de-sac. A DE- 
. UGHTFUL HOME at $27,400. Please call Dale Brooks 
at 762-3146, evgs. and wknds. 763-6282.
SUTHERLAND AVE. — FAMILY HOME
Cosy, 3 bdrm, home with 4th in basement. Large living 
. room with distinctive fireplace; family-size kitchen with 
• utility room off, hooked up for washer-dryer. Gas heat- . 
: ed; plenty of room for storage in basement. Garage. $23,- 
' _ 900. Please call J. F. Klassen at 762-3146, evgs. and wknds. 
0162-3015. MLS.
™WITH A VIEW OVER LOMBARDY PARK!
This lovely, large, 3 bdrm, family home offers many 
fine features like formal dining room, 2 fireplaces, large 
patio, lovely large kitchen with eating area, and other 
fine features. Excellent NHA mortgage. Please call Harry 
Rist at 762-3146, evgs. and wknds. 764-7221. MLS.
DO YOU LIKE QUALITY?
Then allow me to show you this new, 2 bdrm, home in 
“LAKEVIEW”. It also has 2 bdrm, and a rumpus room, 
partly completed on the lower level. This well built home 
is complete with fireplace up and down, 2 bathrooms, 
glass sliding doors to covered sundeck, carport, and the 
finest in broadloom. I will help you place a mortgage of 
your choice. Please call Mel Russell at 762-3146, evgs. and 
wknds. 769-4409. MLS.
“EXCLUSIVE!”
CHECK THIS HOME for VALUE! at $24,900. 2 bdrms'., 
large L/R with STONE fireplace. D/R has sliding glass 
doors to a large (25 x 14) COVERED SUNDECK OVER 
CARPORT; the kitchen has lots of cupboards and an 
EATING AREA. Full basement is completely partitioned 
, for 2 more bdrms., 2nd bathroom, Rec, room with fireplace 
and utility room with exit to carport. Just 3-% miles 
south of bridge. Domestic water, natural gas and low 
taxes combine to enhance this home. Call Cliff Wilson 
at 762-3146, evgs, and wknds. 762-2958.
17% OR BETTER RETURN ON YOUR MONEY. Don’t 
xnhs this excellent revenue duplex; 3 BR with W/W car­
pet; large LR also W/W carpet; double wall between 
units for sound proofing. Call John Walker 769-4381 eves, 
or 2-5544 days. MLS.
WALK TO EVERYTHING: From this convenient loca­
tion; schools 44 H.; church on the corner and shopping 2 
H. away. This 2 BR home has more room in the unde­
veloped attic; large family size kitchen and cozy LR; 
on a fully landscaped lot; only $14,000 with good terms. 
Call Ruth Young 763-6758 eves, or 2-5544 days. MLS.
6% ACRES: Prime location; with 3 BR home; full base­
ment; owner will look at trades on larger acreage. For 
more details can Betty Elian 769-4397 eves, or Lloyd 
Bloomfield 2-3089 eves, or daytime 2-5544. MLS.
LIGHT INDUSTRIAL DOUBLE LOT: 100 x 148.5 with 3 
BR house and old building with contents for only $30,000. 
Call Mike Chepesuik 764-7264. MLS.
PASADENA COURT: Choice lot; surrounded by all new 
homes: single dwelling or duplex; all utilities in. For 
more information can Betty Elian 7G9-43&7 eves, or 2-5544 
days. MLS.
CLOSE TO LAKE: lovely 1700 ft. on each floor; fully fin­
ished 5 BRs; has everything; a luxury family home just 
across the street from the lake. Asking $45,900.. Call Jack 
Sasseville 3-5257 eves, or 2-5544 days. MLS.
RET i;l3t.M3iiNT HOME: very attractive yard on a quiet
street; cozy 2 BR home; LR has W/W carpet and heata- 
lator fireplace: attractive dining area with sliding doors 
to patio; utility room off the kitchen; garage. For full 
particulars call George Silvester 2-3516 eves, or 2-5544 
days. MLS. >
Okanagan Realty
THE LEADER IN RESULTS
DOWNTOWN
2 bdrm., full basement, perfect Retirement Home, newly 
decorated. Worried about future driving? Then this is a 
perfect location for you. Please call Luella Currie at 2- 
5030, evgs. 768-5628. MLS.
BOARD & ROOMERS OR SUITE???
Modem 2 bdrm. Southside Home. Entire property in be­
autiful condition, with fully developed basement. $25,800. 
MLS. Try $5,000 D.P. For details, please can me Olivia 
Worsfold, 2-5030, or 2-3895.
NEAR GOLF COURSE
Good-looking modem 3 bdrm., full basement bungalow 
with shag carpeting in large L.R., huge dinette area off 
ingeniously decorated kitchen. Garage and landscaped 
yard! Vendor moving June 1, 197211 To view this BAR­
GAIN, please call me Olivia Worsfold 2-5030, evgs. 2-3895.
ACROSS FROM GOLF COURSE
1080 sq. ft. with 2 bdrms, on main floor. Extra bedroom 
in basement. Finished rec. room. Brick fireplace up and 
down. Carport. MUST BE SOLD! CaU Orlando Ungaro 
2-5030, evgs. 3-4320. MLS.
6.8 ACRES — 1 MILE TO CITY LIMITS
Ideally located comer property fronting on Glenmore 
Road. Could be purchased as a whole or half. Total price 
$25,000. MLS. CaU Ed SchoU 2-5030, evgs. 2-0719.
DUPLEX - OPEN TO OFFERS
Beautiful 1 yr. old 2 bdrm. Duplex. MUST BE SOLD. Both 
sides immaculate with glass sliding doors to sun­
deck and carport Asking price $34,950. For more details, 
phone Jean Acres, 2-5030, evgs. 3-2927. MLS.
21. PROPERTY FOR SALE
Lund & Warren
Realty Ltd.
446 Bernard Avenue 763-4932
ASK TO VIEW 937 WILSON AVENUE
Ideal for retirement or small family. 3 bedrooms. Living 
room, kitchen and dining area. 3 piece bath. Electric 
heat. Low overhead. Located on 2 landscaped lots with 
storage shed. Try your cash offer now. Asking $14,500.00.
' Call Austin Warren, days 3-4932 or evenings, 2-4838. MLS.
DUPLEX — GIBBS ROAD
Good revenue. Close to schools, shopping and public 
transportation. Cash of $10,381.00 to mortgage of 914%. 
Three bedrooms, good overall living area, with carports 
and sun decks. Priced to sell. For additional information, 









543 BERNARD AVENUE 762-3146
KELOWNA REALTY LTD.
243 BERNARD AVE. — KELOWNA
BLK. MTN. RD., RUTLAND MAIN ST.. WESTBANK
CHANCE OF A LIFETIME — 50x146 zoned Industrial — 
with older type 4 bedroom home, that could, be readily 
rented. Has bathroom up and down, full basement. On 
city sewer and water. ASKING PRICE for this exceptional 
property is just $16,500.00. Stella Gunderson 3-2887, 766- 
3283 or 5-5111 for full particulars. EXCLUSIVE.
LOMBARDY PARK — A choice location, two bedroom 
home on a nicely landscaped corner lot. Two bedrooms 
in full basement, finished rec. room with fireplace. A most 
attractive location and priced right. Call Stella Gunderson 
3-2887, 766-3283 or 5-5111. EXCLUSIVE.
YOU GET THE PROFITS — If you invest in this lucrative 
second hand store in key location close to Bernard Ave. in 
Kelowna. Potential is unlimited here. Asking $7,500 for 
this thriving business. TRY OFFERS. Call Stew Ford 
2-3455 or 5-5111. MLS. .
REVENUE EXCEEDS PAYMENTS. Who doesn’t need 
help to meet the rental payments? Invest now in this 
quality built duplex, quiet area, surrounded by pine trees. 
Spacious rooms, double plumbing, asking price $31,950. 
For more details on this and other duplexes listed call 
Fritz Wirtz 3-5676 or 5-5111. MLS.
FULL PRICE JUST $15,500.00 for 302x150 lot, almost an 
acre, 2 bedroom home. Multiple dwelling zoning is pos­
sible here. A fine holding property, close in, best of all 
is PRICED RIGHT! Call Bill Kneller 5-5841 or 5-5111. 
MLS. '
MUST BE SOLD! 334 WILLOW AVE! Charming 3 bdrm, 
home with large LR and FP and separate DR. Beautiful 
large lot. Close to town and lake. Asking $29,900. MLS. 
Vern Slater has the details at O. or H. 3-2785.
LAKESHORE LOTS! OKANAGAN CENTRE — Each over 
M acre with 75’ to 112’ of shoreline; Asking $11,900. MLS. 
For full information call Vern Slater at O. or H. 3-2785.
SEVERAL CHOICE LOTS — All have domestic water, 
good view, level or sloped with trees, different location on 
South Side of bridge. Priced from $3,500.00-$?,500.00. 
Please call Eva Gay 768-5989 - 762-4919. MLS.
WESTBANK —• 20 ACRES. Incomparable views. Gently 
sloping land, mostly, to south and south-east. Above 
Okanagan Lake. Beautiful house sites. Secluded and peace­
ful. Good water. 10 mlns, to shopping, less to schools. Call 
Dick Steele 768-5480. MLS.
AN OLD CHARMER IN WESTBANK — Solid, sunny, 5 
BR, close to everything home. W/W in living and dining 
rooms. Fruit room in basement. Large garden on double 
lot, fruit trees, flowers. Low taxes, sewer. Only $17,900. 
Call Dick Steele at 768-5480. MLS.
COMPARE THESE
BRAND NEW DUPLEX located In Rutland, 2 bedrooms, 
large kitchen, eating area, living room and dining 
room. Basement roughed in for more room. A real good 
investment. Price $31,500, Financing available.
NEW HOMES - $506 DOWN - Approx. 1000 sq. ft. 2 
bedrooms, good sized living room, large kitchen, Base­
ment roughed In for extra bedrooms
Price $18,900 with easy terms..
and rumpus room
551 Bernard Ave. LTD. 2-5544
We Trade Throughout B.C.
John Driedger 2-8939 
Peachland Branch 767-2202 
Bert and Mae Leboe 767-2525 — Penny Callies 767-2655
"Trading Dollars Unlimited"
DOYOUPLEX?
If so you will love the price of this one year old property 
with two bedrooms in each unit, it’s cheap living at $190 
inc. taxes and you can steal it for only $27,800 or trade 
your older home. Call Harry Lee, 763-7900, Res. 765-6556.
’’REVENUE HOME”
City centre, close to schools. 3 bdrms., legal suite, 1 
bdrm. Extra bdrm in basement. Garage, workshop. Con­
tact Elaine Johnson 765-8352 or Tom Glendinning 763-5114.
COMPACT 8x48 2 BEDROOM FURNISHED TRAILER 
Only $500 down payment to qualified purchaser. Full price 
$3,500. Please call Pat Dunlop 763-7900 - 763-3604.
Block Bros.
REALTY LTD.
536 Bernard Ave. Phone 763-7900
PEACHLANDLOT
2 level lots 75x120. Two blocks from Okanagan Lake 
beach, low taxes and service with domestic, water. Asking 
price $4,200.00 with terms. MLS.
OKANAGAN LAKE AT YOUR FRONT DOOR 
Living room — dining room •— kitchen — master bdrm, 
— roofed patio all face the beach and lake. Other features 
— high quality carpeting throughout — three bedrooms — 
cut stone fireplace — built-ins — full basement. $35,000.00 
, with terms. MLS.
LOCATE YOUR NEW HOME IN THIS 
FINE DEVELOPMENT
Sweeping view of Kelowna and District and Okanagan 
Lake. Paved roads. Underground wiring. Domestic water. 
Priced from $4,900.00 to $7,200.00 with excellent terms , 
' available.
CARRUTHERS & MEIKLE LTD.
“ESTABLISHED IN 1902’’
364 BERNARD AVE. DIAL 762-2127
RANCHETTES
Selling fast. Don't miss this chnncc 
part of this 350 acre mountainside.
to own your own 
Magnificent views
John Bilyk .........  763-3666 Carl Brlesc 763-2257
Danol Tarves ... 763-2488 Lloyd Dafoo ..... 762-3887
George Martin ... 763-2257
from each 10 to 20 acre parcel. Priced so that you can 
build that superlative home,that you have dreamed about, 
$1000 per acre. 10% down.
For further information contact
McKinnon realty ltd
NEW HOUSES
One NltA, 3 brm. For immediate occupancy .. $21,500
'05-7711 HIGHWAY 33, RUTLAND 
7'om McKinnon — 765-7451
241
2 and 3 hrms. in construction with sundecks 
and carports ... ............... from $20,850
Building lots and plans available. 
For your choice .. . . from SIB.54MI
Lupton Agencies ltd
No. 6 SHOPS CAPRI PHONE 762-4400
, FAMILY HOME
1,730 mi, It.’ <>f finished area, ,29-aerc«, pine mid fruit trees, 
nt your back door, 3 Ix-dixMiinu, finished family'rooin, large 
sundeck with lovely lake vicwl Full price $32,900. MLS. 
Call Don McConachie 762-4400, evenings 708-5905.
SMALL HOLDING IN KELOWNA
2.3 acres of level land with large, 3 bedroom home in 
excellent condition. Contains a 3-bay carport with largo 
enclosed garage and workshop. Ideally located at 2091 
Glenmore Street, dose to, schools and Shop>\Capri. One 
of the h-w ivinuininf! acreages In Kelowna.' Priced Bt1 
859,000 with terms, E'er1 fin liter parllculai,*i contact G. 
Mecca al 762-4400, evenings 762-3371.,
BRAEMAR CONSTRUCTION LTD
(BUILDERS IN KELOWNA SINCE 1962) 
762-0520
Evenings 762-0956 or 763-2810
tf
LARGE COUNTRY LOTS \ 
Mountview Subdivision 
HIGHWAY 33 — RUTLAND 
Turn right on Losclh Road.
SPRING SPECIALS ON THESE LOTS.
For Futher Information Phone 765-5639
T, Th. s tf
i
Hoover
HAVE INVESTOR: I have a party interested in purchas­
ing a commercial building that will show minimum return - 
on investment of 10% — all inquiries will be kept in strict 
confidence. Please contact Jim Barton at 4-4878 evenings 
or 3-4343 days.
VIEW LOTS: There are only two lots left in this view 
subdivision overlooking Scottish Cove on the West side of 
Lake Okanagan. Both lots are VLA size and are only 
yards from an excellent swimming beach. For details call 
Hugh Mervyn at 3-4343 or 2-4872. MLS.
THE CUTEST HOUSE IN TOWN! Drive by 975 Fuschla 
Road, Rutland and you will agree that this three bed­
room, full basement home is the home for you young 
families. Pricedr at only $22,900, the owner must sell. This 
little beauty can be yours for only $1,611 down payment to 
a large 8%% First Mortgage if you qualify. Call Dennis 
Denney at 3-4343 or 5-7282. MLS.
HERE’S YOUR CHANCE at luxurious living at a low, low 
price. This quality built mobile home features 3 bedrooms, 
play room, storage room, cozy living room, modern step­
saving kitchen with built-in range, wall to wall carpeting 
and walnut panelling throughout, large covered sundeck. 
Purhcase price includes furniture and air conditioning 
unit. Situated on a large lot overlooking a quiet peaceful 
lake. For further details contact Murray Wilson at 3-4343 
or 2-6475. MLS.
Lakeland Realty
1561 PANDOSY ST. LTD. ' 763-4343
INFORMATION ON ALL MLS LISTINGS 
AVAILABLE FROM OUR REALTORS
BUY DIRECT FROM BUILDER
2 New Homes — Glenmore Area
2 BEDROOM COLONIAL with large living and dining 
area, sliding doors to sundeck, double fireplace, shag 
wall to wall carpeting. Beautiful kitchen. Covered en­
trance and walkway along from carport. FuU basement 
with large finished bedroom and with built-in shower.
3-BEDROOM SPANISH with attractive living and dining < 
area, fireplace and sliding door onto deck. Wall to wall 
carpeting, colored plumbing are just a few details in 
this fine family home. FuU basement with garage.
3-BEDROOM FAMILY HOME IN RUTLAND — fuU base­
ment, fireplace, landscaped. Clear title. Asking $23,500.
ALSO 2 and THREE BEDROOM HOMES under con­
struction in Rutland. $18,900 and $19,500.
YOU ARE INVITED TO VIEW 
THESE HOMES
WE ALSO HAVE A GOOD SELECTION OF LOTS 




EXECUTIVE HOME — In secluded natural setting over­
looking lake. Rooms enough for large family to live 
and entertain. 6,bedrooms, with extra large rec. room. 
Call John Wylie for details and to view. Office 2-2739 
or eve. 3-6940. MLS.
ONLY 1 BLOCK FROM CAPRI - 3 br. split-level home. 
Beautifully landscaped, including some fruit trees. 
Covered patio In back yard. In spotless condition and 
vacant for immediate occupancy. Call Frank Petkau 
office 2-2739 or eve. 3-4228. EXC.
LIVE IN THE COUNTRY! —’ In this splc and span small 
home. Just iSight for a retired couple or newly mar­
ried. MLS.
3 ACRES POTENTIAL COMMERCIAL LAND - 467' on 





Bill Trcthcwey 6-2670 
Al Pedersen
Phone 762-2739
DHL Woods .... 3-4031 
....... 4-4746
TWO LOTS $3200 EACH 
70' x 130‘ located on Gerard 
Road east of Rutland high 










BRAND NEW TOWNHOIWE UNIT FOR 
eale, Two bedreemf, bilnmy, carport, 
landacaped. full baeemtnt, all Mrvleee 
tn' and p»W far, ladtavrty are* aer«M 
from golf course on (llrnmorg. l.»rg« 
NHA moilaage evallablr, Buy for le«a 
than reaL Telephon* 1414.10* ec 7613841.
j CALMELS CRESCENT 
Cathedral entrance, 4 bed­
rooms, 2 bathrooms, rec room, 
double fireplace. Carport and 
sundeck. F.P. $28,100. (
Phone 763-3489 eves.
242
RUTLAND SPECIAL. nUtLDER HAS 
reduced the price of Ihl* charming two 
bedroom cslhedrsl entry home to 
$21,400 for quick sale. Feature* In­
clude: carport, wparate basement cn- 
teanre, shag carpel, maple kitchen 
cabinet*, over *Ued sundeck, roughed 
In plumbing In basement. No down 
payment U>. qualified buysr. For »U 
the detail*, can Don Walllnder, 7M- 
COM or Crestview Ilomee. num, 
____________________ _____________ _M4 
NICK RKTHIKMENT TWO BEDROOM 
bom* — Immediate poeseeelon, C)om 
to downtown, priced at $17,000.00. teit 
owaer .epen te , teaeonable etfere. Try 
*2.500.00 down. Ceti Don Cameron, dsys 
743-4M1, or oventeg* 7*3'7*95, |mnd *nd 
Warrun Realty Ud., 44$ Benard A»»- 
«««. Kelowna._____________________ Mt
21. PROPERTY FOR SALE
NASSAU CRESCENT, 2.000 SQUARE 
feet, three bedrooms, plaster, double 
window*, double fireplace, built-in 
stove, dishwasher and air-conditioner, 
two baths upstairs. Large bedroom, 
rec. room with fireplace end bathroom 
downstairs. Covered balcony, patio, 
garage and carport. Large lot with 
beautiful trees and shrubs. Trades and 
offers will be considered. Telephone 763- 
2666.______________________________ 245
FOR SALE BY OWNER = 1230 
square feet family home In Winfield,, 
three bedrooms, large living room, with 
new wall to wall carpet. Completely i 
redecorated throughout. Full basement 
with beautiful view. This house is only 
three years old and available for im­
mediate occupancy. Full price $20,600.00 
with low down payment to reliable pur­
chaser- Would consider house trailer on 
trade. Telephone 769-4298. 245
TWO BEDROOM FULL BASEMENT 
bouse ready for purchaser to choose in- 
terior colour and floor coverings, ex­
terior i* finished. Easy walking dis­
tance to downtown Rutland. Corner 
Prior and Holbrook East. Braemar Con-' 
structlon Ltd.. (Builders in Kelowna 
line* 1962). Office 154 Stetson Motel. 
Telephone 762-0520. Evenings 762-0956 or
22. PROPERTY WANTED
SAWLEY REALTY & 
DEVELOPMENT LTD. 
Commercial Property Only.
1447 Ellis St 763-6442 
tf
WANTED: OLDER THiLeE BEDROOM 
home with either basement or attic. 
South end or Mission area*. Telephone 
761-1412 or 763-3720. 241
24. PROPERTY FOR RENT
763-2810. u
INDUSTRIAL LAND - Level 1.69 acres 
close in at Rutland turn off. This would 
be excellent for a warehouse complex. 
For details call Jack McIntyre. Col­
linson Commercial Department. 763-5718 
or evenings 769-4526. Collinson Mort­









rence Ave.. Kelowna. 242 tf
FOR SALE A NEW TWO BEDROOM 
home, by owner, shag carpet through­
out. Roughed-in rumpus room. Double 
fireplace, carport. Across from new 
'park in Rutland. Telephone 765-9129.
evenings. tf
PRIVATE SALE - WINFIELD. SPAC­
IOUS older family home on one acre 
orchard, lake view lot. . Revenue poten­
tial. Doctor owner moving in June.; 
Offers. Pre-listing price $24,500 for 
quick sale. Telephone 766-3172. 242
THREE BEDROOM HOME IN WEST- 
bank. Down payment $900.00. monthly 
payment $162.00 P.I.T. Contact Cen­
tral Mortgage and Housing Corporation, 
telephone 763-5311 days, 242
LAKESHORE. BEAUTIFUL Mi ACRE 
lot, 80* frontage, on west side of Okan­
agan Lake, Write Box A691. The Kel­
owna Daily Courier.
' _________ 236-241. 843-245
A GREAT DUPLEX IN AN ATTRAC- 
tlve location. Two bedrooms, large util­
ity room, fireplace, carpet, etc. Both 
sides rented. Full price $34,500, with 
$7,500 down. Telephone 763-4325. tf 
A TWO ACRE LOT WITH 403 FOOT 
frontage on Glenmore Road Domestic 
and irrigation water. Plenty of hay. 
Near store and school. Few minutes to 
city. Telephone 762-8982 alter 5 p.m.
■ . __________ T, Th, <f
BY OWNER — SOUTHGATE, THREE 
bedroom, large garage with finished 
room, close to schools, lake, bus. Cash 
discount. Telephone 762-5321. 605 Ward-
law Avenue. 243
TWO LOTS FOR SALE BY OWNER. 
One 75'x2l0*> naturally well treed; other 
87*xl75‘, fruit trees. Okanagan Mission, 
Fordham and Raymer Road. Telephone 
764-4416 after 5,00 p.m. T. Th. S 250
TWO DUPLEXES. ONE TWO BED- 
room, full basement. $24,900. One two 
bedroom, no basement $23,900. Sun­
decks and patio doors. Telephone 765-
6018. 253
PRINCE RUPERT. AUTO BODY 
shops for sale with equipment. Further 
information telephone 624-4087 or 624-
4154 ask for Mel. 1 244
OWNER OFFERS CHOICE TREED 
view lot near Kelowna Paved road, 
domestic water No agents. Telephone 
494-8611, Summerland. 244
TWO BEDROOM HOME NEAR VOCA- 
tlonal and High School. Will sell rea­
sonable for cash. Large garden, some 
fruit trees. Telephone 762-7708. tf
SUMMER IS COMING - 277 FOOT 
Lakeshore lot, west side of lake,' lor 
■ale. All underground services. Terms. 
Trade* considered. Telephone 763-3064. 
___________________ tf 
NEW DUPLEX IN RUTLAND: TWO 
bedrooms up, large basement, carports, 
wall to wall In bedrooms and living 
room. Very reasonably priced, Telephone 
763-383(1..________ ’____■ ' __________ H
TWO BEDROOM HOUSE ON LAWSON 
Avenue, Kelowna. Asking $13,000, For 
further information telephone 764-4001 
or call at 1450 Ethel Street, Kelowna, tf 
BY OWNER, 'iwTu^^MrniLL 
basement duplex, dose In to Holland, 
Fully landscaped, on largo lot. Open to 
offers. Telephone 765-OfiHO. , tf
TWO BEDROOM DUPMS^nONTEiL 
full basement, carports, carpets, land- 
■caped. Full price $26,500, $6,300 down. 
Telephone 763-6314 or 705-0011), It 
CLOSE IN, OLDER HOME. FIKE- 
place, three bedrooms and den (or four 
bedroom). Hull block to Safeway, $21.- 
000 full price. Telephone 7(12-0204, 2(13
?lioi'S~CAPiiL THREE BEDROOM 
home, two bedroom bnnemont suite, 
Large Jot. 1250 Bdalro Avenue or tele­
phone 763-2690 otter 8:60 p.m, tf
NEW TWO BEDROOM DUPLEX, 
Wall to wall enrooting, full basement, 
carport, landscaped. Telephone after
Expand Your Business 
To Rutland
Now leasing commercial space 
up to 1,800 sq. ft. Prime location 
on Black Mountain Rd., Hwy. 







PROFESSIONAL, OITICS SPACM. 
available in alr^onditloned on* storey 
building, centrally located. Ample ataH , 
and client parking. Custom renovation 
may be arranged. Furnished U deaired. 
Pleas* telepbon* Mr. J. M. Roberta, 762-.
i 2002 ■ - tf
URGENTLY REQUIRE OLDER > BED- 
room home In city or Rutland with low 
down payment. Max. price $14,000. Call 
Hany Lea 765-6556, evening*. Block 
Bros. Realty. 24$
DOWNTOWN UPSTAIRS OFFICE 
space. Choice location. $123 per itaonth 
including heat and use ot air condi­
tioner. Telephone Regatte City R«atty 
762-2739. ,_________________ tf
WANTED -- SIDE BY SIDE DUPLEX,, 
close in. Telephone 763-5495. 24$
FOR RENT OR LEASE: PRIME 
warehouse space, good loading facIHUts, 
ample room. (Former Westbank Co­
op Packing House.) Telephone 642-7688, 
769-4298. , ___________T, Th, S, 252
FOR RENT: INDUSTRIAL OR COM- 
merclal space. 1.500 square feet. Froe­
lich Road. Rutland. $233 per month.
Telephone 762-2716. T, F. S> tf
ATTRACTIVE AIR CONDITIONED OF- 
flce space for rent. 550 square feet. 
477 Leon Ave.. 762-2503.
T, F, 8, Ml
DOWNSTAIRS OFFICE SPACE IDEAL 
for Insurance adjuster, etc. Cell Regatta 
City Realty. Telephone 762-2739. tf
25. BUS. OPPORTUNITIES
3:00 p,m., 765,760). 211
OLDER ONE BEDROOM HOUSE WITH 
nn<t cnrporl. Central locMlim, 
Ideal area for your now dream hopie, 
Telephone 7(13-4210, T, Th, S, 2IU 
»To.5oo FULirpnicE. <:MiAN7;miAC. 
tlva one bedroom homa. Avatlnhia now. 
058 Coronation Avcnuo. Telephone 703- 
4323 alter 0:00 p,in. H
W1OTBANK,"~TH''irEir^BEOROfi’M 
home. (lonMit Rond. Doulila (irephcca, 
eundeck, iilldlnir «ln«« door, cot port, 
Telephone 700-3031, tf
piilVATE SALE *~~TWo’llEDIUMiM 
home, flnlnhed oulte In the b.ixriiu-nt, 
Near Orchard Perk. Telepliono 703-3007, 
______________________________ H 
FOUR DEOIIOOM HOllfii: OH LAROK 
lol. Fell l>nnam<-::i, carpoil end •nridcck, 
wpll to Wall carprt Ihroimlioiit. A itmxl 
buy at 110,000, Telophonu 703-31130. tf 
»U4(^lUnNE^^^^ 
aquaro feet, Centrally located. Eiioy 
ferine. Telephone 70.1:4201,________ 212
THREEOMWlinimMK 
located In lluila'nd, Telrphoo* 7030177.
Ml 
131 A^HllliriiALK. No ’iiocKd 
All ulllltlee, Cloae to Holland, flood 
lerme, Telephone 703-07.13, If
BUILi^^
view Hel<hD. Telephone 70*-4<ij3. W3 
OCbFirTVI'l^^
In Rutland , art*. , Telephone 703-0201
evenings, u
,61 ACHE JX)T ON BWAINMIN ROAD. 
TdephOn* 765 5803, 2U
"iunx
per acre. Telephone 765 <4110, If
22. PROPERTY WANTED 
si,ACK*F<m RF.N1 - YOU NAME IT, 





CACHE CREEK AREA 
Write or telephone 596-7477 or 
8050 King George Highway, 
Surrey, B,C,
243
BEAL OPPORTUNITY 1011 C0MMER~ 
clal complex or development of multi- 
unit low cost housing, probably finan­
ced to 96% try National Housing Board 
— large lot — 1(10 foot frontage, St, 
Paul Street .with 150 .foot depth nn 
Doyle Avenue, Across from O,K. Tel*, 
phone Co, Priced nt $39,500.00, House* 
could easily bo moved. Call Don Cam­
eron, days. .703-49,12 or evening*, 765- 
7095, Lund and Warren Really Ltd,, 41(1 
Bernard Aveur, _ 241
FOli~HAI,E IN"7iALOARY?“SoMiERD 
Chinchillas. 150'female, 15 good male*. 
Above nvoraito herd. 297 cage* with 
automatic. watorer*. Conveyor type ' 
cleaning, Down payment $1,000'with *73 
payments. 1’leaso apply Box A 696, The 
Kelowna Dally Courier. 214
itiMAUHANirnMwr”^ 
health ronsonn, Good buslnes* In a 
good locution. Interested party should 
have previous experience. Tremendous 
potential. Telephone 702-8275 alter Pino
p.m. 260
THUCKSTOP BKRViCF. STATION FOR 
Irnse at Slramous, B.C, High volume 
,<>utlrt. Rcqulriw «x|i«r)enced operator. 
Good return on Invunlmcnt. Investment 
niqiilriid, approximately 815,000. Direct 
alt replies to Box A 608, The Kelowna 
Dally Courier. 214
xnlc, Idrn) lor nddlilonal income, Full' 
pi’lio Including equipment, $675 cash.
Tolrphono 763.3031, 241 ,
iN'I'EHNATlbNAirfitW 
for ambitious men and women. Tele­
phone ll*>il Top Mold, Room 100, 702- 
2533, 0 p.m. to tojp.in, „ 211
iiECONI>~^ hale'.
worth $0,000, 0% Interest,'' for term of 
three year*. Telephone evening*, 705- 
oi>7i. ________ '_________ «
F<m”HAI.E - A I'llOFITAHLM CITY 
service buxines* with eetnbllshed cli­
entele, Telephone 702-0705\ evening*, 241
26. MORTGAGES j.OANS
WAN’IED - 
on $:to,ooo huainrse Inillolnj,’ 107. in-, 
trrret. Telephone 7(4-5(123, 2(S
28. PRODUCE AND MEAT
j. ■ w iw—‘T ' 1 iisti ■ u'ei
BLACK MOUNTAIN TABLE AND 
seed potato**,. WNtbleo Norland, Pon- 
Hao and Curlbna. -Ik KmU, CaBsaer 
Road. Te!ephone W-»ai,_________ jf
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' and other seafoods at
3151 South Pandosy 
next to Tlnlihgs Drive In 
THURSDAY & FRIDAY 
11 a.m. to dusk 
T. w, Th tf
TREE SERVICE SALESMAN
(42A. MOTORCYCLES
l*n NORTON 750 COMMANDO. MINT 
coodUlon with 14M original mite*. Fac­
tory manual iactaded. Ttlrptnoe 7«V 
3137. 4 246






Levelling. Seeding. Turfing. 





-FIRST GRADE TOP SOIL FOR SALE, ALSO, 
COMPLETE SATISFACTORY LANDSCAPING.




28A. GARDENING 32. WANTED TO BUY
of imports and used cars. Ex-
cellent location with well es­
tablished firm.
1967 305 YAMAHA STREET, $325 AND 
1970 3M Yamaha Street^ low mileage, 
$625. Moving must sell. Telephone 7«»- 
33M. Winfield. ;
1971 KAWASAKI ITS TRAIL BIKE. EX~ 







1971 USA MOTORCYCLE. EXCELLENT 




44. TRUCKS & TRAILERS
FOR SALE - 19M INTERNATIONAL 
logging truck, rix cyltadar dlumL 23 
ton Evergrten trailer with »• bank*. 
For particular*, 762-4313. day*. Bid* 
will b« accepted on th* above until
March 30. 1972. if
ONE EXPERIENCED. LICENCED 
real estate salesman to work with us 
in our. congenial. office on Bernard 
Avenue. All inquiries treated in strict 
confidence. Lund and Warren Realty 
Ltd., 446 Bernard Avenue. Kelowna.
B.C. Telephone 763-4932. tf
38. EMPLOY. WANTED
WE CARE — FOR YOUR LAWNS - 
flower bed* — buildings repaired — 
cabinet* — cement work — anything. 
Many years experience. Very, reason-
able. Telephone 763-7231 - 242
FURNITURE REPAIRS AND RE- 
finishing. From a small scratch or 
broken leg to full dining room suite*. 
Henning Jersen. 767-2424 or 763-3810.
______________ 242
FENCING. RETAINING WALLS, STEPS, 
walks, alterations, repairing. All car-
pentry. Telephone 762-0364. 246
FOR HIRE: LOGGING TRUCK, MOD- 
el 33-50 Hayes truck, Columbia trailer. 
Write Box 994, Creston, B.C. or tele-
0K. LANDSCAPING




T, Th, S ‘f
WELL ROTTED COW MANURE. S3 
per yard. 5 yards minimum delivery. 
Discouni on large orders. Telephone 162-
J
SPOT CASH 
We pay highest prices for 
complete estates or single 
items.
Phone us first at 762-5599





4000 YARDS OF FILL WANTED. TELE- 
phone Fred Bloomfield 763-5903. 241
phone 428-2506. 241
PA1N1ING - INTERIOR AND EXTER- 
lor. Good workmanship at reasonable 
rates. Free estimates. Telephone 763-
4595 anytime. U
PLASTER AND STUCCO REPAIRS. 
Old crumbled basements made as new. 
Spanish or design plaster on feature 
concrete walls. Telephone 765-8272. 259
40. PETS and LIVESTOCK
WELL-ROTTED COW MANURE. 33 
per yard. Five yard minimum delivery. 
Discount on large orders. Telephone
33. SCHOOLS, VOCATIONS
763-3415. u
PEARSON GREENHOUSE. LAKEVIEW 
Heights 769-4237. Geraniums 45c each. 
Good size, all colors. King Road. R.R.
6. Kelowna. 242
TREES TRIMMED, TOPPED OR RE- 
moved. No job too big or too email. 
Don't hesitate to call. Free estimates.
Telephone 765-8842. 241
WILL DO ROTOTILLING AT REASON- 
able rates. For estimates telephone 765-
DAY CARE CENTRE
Kindergarten program feflr 
4 and 5 years old.
8 hour working day.
762-4775
MRS. VELMA DAVIDSON 
T, Th, S, 245
8311. 243
HIGH SCHOOL AT HOME. CANADA’S 
leading school Free brochure. National 
College. 444 Robson St.. Vancouver 688-
29. ARTICLES FOR SALE
4913 U
PIANO LESSONS IN MY HOME. Po­





for immediate delivery, 
also
TOP SOIL, FILL DIRT
34. HELP WANTED. MALE
WANTED EXPERIENCED MILL-
wright, preferably certified (depending 
on qualifications certification not neces- 
cary) for modern sawmill located in 
the southern interior of B.C. All re­
plies confidential. Union rates and bene­
fits. Reply Box A700. The Kelowna
Dally Courier. 241
1684 FOOT ARISTOCRAT TRAILER, 
sleep* (to. Propane refrigerator, in­
cludes torsion bare. Perfect condition. 
Telephone 765-7442. , 246
1960 DODGE HALF TON, LONG WWE 
box. 318, V-0 motor. .4 speed transmis­
sion. - Radio, back bumper, mirrors. 
$1950.. Telephone 765-7044. 241
.1969 MACK TRACTOR. IMMACULATE 
condition, new tires. Telephone 763-S594 
or 765-9071. . tf
1969 1800 INTERNATIONAL TANDEM, 
new motor, new rear .tire* with dump
box. Telephone 765-9071, tf
1943 GMC TOW TRUCK. RUNS GOOD, 
$350. 1347 Orchard Drive, telephone 162- 
6219. tf
1949 MERCURY PICKUP. PARTIALLY 
restored. In good condition. Telephone
765-7026 evening*. . 143
1971 FORD % TON, LOADED, WITH 
11* Travelaire camper. Telephone 763-
2685 after 6 p.m.
GEM TOP TRUCK.CANOPY, 




1966 FORD ECONOUNE VAN. 12.000 
original miles. Telephone 762-4567. 244
44A. MOBILE HOMES 
AND CAMPERS
THE SPCA HAS FOR ADOPTION ONE 
beautiful black miniature poodle (fe­
male). one handsome Pointer, cross 
(male). The cutest ■ brown Chihuahua 
cross (male), one lovely Border Collie 
(male) and "Timmy" our gentle well 
behaved Huskie cross (male). Telephone
764-7283 or 763-3741. 241
(if
PINE VILLAGE 
Home Owners Plan 
No Down Payment
AND ONLY 
$145 per month 
you qualify for home
FOUR PUREBRED SEAL-POINT SIA- 
mese kittens for sale. Three males and 
one female, $20 each. 390 Husch Road. 
Rutland or telephone 765-5333. 243
REGISTERED THOROUGHBRED 
mare, beautiful conformation. Goes Eng­
lish or western. Telephone 765-7569,. 
■  243
PUPPIES. SHORT HAIR HOUSE DOG. 
View at 315 Merrifield Road. Rutland
or telephone 765-5062. 244
PURE BRED GERMAN SHEPHERD 
male puppy for sale. Telephone 765-9173. 
___________________________ 241 
PUPS FOR SALE. MOTHER REGIST- 
ered black Lab. Telephone 765-7030. tf
HORSESHOEING. TELEPHONE
Steve Price. 497-5570 collect. tf
41. MACHINERY AND 
EQUIPMENT
owners grant and approved 
credit).
Purchase a superb new 
. 12’ x 56’ 2 bedroom mobile 
home fully furnished, match­
ing 13 cu. ft. refrigerator 
and gas stove, gun oil fur­
nace, carpets in living room, 
drapes, be a utif ul decor 
throughout. Located on a 
spacious
Pine Village Lot 
in the Okanagan Mission. 
Paved roads, domestic water, 
power, ; gas, only minutes 
from downtown Kelowna, % 
mile along scenic Chute Lake 
Road.
Re-Check Your Colorful 
SUMMER LOOK” 
FUER"





DOUBLE BED, ROCKER. SMALL 
chest of drawers. 6* x 10* rug. $80.00 
for lot or priced individually. Also 
man's 21“ 3-speed Golden Hawk bike, 
like new. Leaving town. Call 765-9412. 
241
CHROME SUITE WITH SIX CHAIRS, 
red . and black (Spanish). Matching 
drapes (patio door) and matching cur­
tain rod; All for 4176. Telephone 764-
SERVICE STATION ATTENDANTS RE- 
quired for weekends and night shift. 
Older men preferred. Year round em­
ployment. Telephone 762-4113 or 762- 
2475 evenings. 243
EXPERIENCED FRONT END ATTEN- 
dant for service station. Apply Mr. 
Purdy, Mohawk Kelowna Service, 1505 
Harvey Avenue. ' if
933 CATERPILLAR WITH FRONT END 
loader. In good condition. Telephone
7G5-9071. tf
Call 
764-4137 or 764-4201 




McCLARY EASY WRINGER WASHER 
with- pump. Singer treadle sewing ma­
chine. Two brush floor polisher. Chrome 
table and 4 chairs. Telephone 763-4324.
241
SIX PLAYTEX BOTTLES. LIDS EX- 
pander, 18a boxes of disposable bags, $6. 
Also one baby crib mattress- largest 
size, only used 6 months. $25. Telephone 
762-8479 after 6 p.m. _________ 243
LEAVING TOWN, MUST SELL. APART- 
ment washer-spin dry. Vanity, portable 
television. G.E. vacuum, chester-bed and 
miscellaneous items. Telephone 762-0223
after 5 p.m. 244
TWO TELEVISION ANTENNA. $15 
and $10; small baby crib, $5v set of 
chrome fender skirts, 825; heavy duty 
power cable for 220 wiring. 75c per 
foot; Telephone 765-8879. tf
STEREO REEL TAPE RECORDER, 
excellent condition. $400 new, asking 
best olfer over $125..Accessories includ­
ed^ Telephone 762-6313. after 3:00 p.m. 
243
TVASIliNG MACHINE. TELEVISION, 
gas stove, coffee table, dresser, lawn 
mower, lamp. Apply at 580 Patterson 
Avenue between 2 • 8 p.m. 243
GREEN CHES1TERF1ELD AND MATCH- 
ing chair. Reasonably priced. / Newly 
upholstered. Excellent condition. Tele- 
phono 762-3633,__________ 242
WE BUY AND SELL HOUSEHOLD 
good?. We rent baby cribs and roll-away 
. cots by the weeh, Whitehead's New and
Used, Rutland. Telephone 765-5450, T. tf 
i HCA CUSTOM 60 WASHER. SUPER 
wash. Kenmore dryer—heavy duty, soft 
heat.' automatic. Roth In brand new
condition, Telephone 707-2339. 241
GIBSON SIDE BY SIDE REFRIGERA- 
1 tor-freezer. As new $395. cost 8695.
Telephone 763-7730 days or 769-4833 
evenings,  ■if
WAGON WHEELS $3 - 89 EACH. WESTV 
era bunk bed*; excellent condition. W0. 
Infant car seat., government approved.
Sit. Telephone 761-4221. tf
WANTED: A MAN TO LOOK AFTER 
orchard records. Telephone Jim Han­
son 762-6920. '242
35. HELP WANTED, 
FEMALE
42. AUTOS FOR SALE
JACOBSEN 
PONTIAC-BUICK LTD. 
SPECIAL ON THIS UNIT 
Special on This Unit 
1966 MERC y2 TON 
$799.00.
“Your Total Transportation 
Centre’’
LAKESIDE LIVING
Stay Home and Swim
LABORATORY TECHNICIAN RE- 
quired immediately for medical clinic. 
5 hours per day, 5 days per week, but 
may become full time. Excellent salary 
and fringe benefits. Please submit ap­
plication in writing giving full parti­
culars to Box A699, The Kelowna Daily
1658 Pandosy Ph.: 763-7700
Used Car Lot 763-6080
M, T, W, Th tf
for $30 and up.
Fenced lots, retirement section, 
paved roads, boat ramp, store, 
separate play area, laundro­
mat, mail delivery and gar­
bage collection.
Hours of fun and enjoyment for all the family with this easy to as­
sembled deep steel wall pool! It has a durable vinyl liner with at­
tached 12-gauge vinyl coping. Just snap on the rigid corrugated steel 




THREE MONTH ASSIGNMENT. TELE- 
phone, filing, typing, Some experience 
with Accounts Receivable a must. Sal­
ary dependant upon girl. Available 
June 1st. hours 11:30 to 4:30. Westside 
Industrial area. Reply Box A702, The
Kelowna Dally Courier. 242
REQUIRE HOUSEKEEPER TO LIVE 
In. No objection to youngster. Located 
close to Beach area. Telephone 762-3858
between 6 p.m.-7 p.m. 245
EXPERIENCED STENOGRAPHER 
required immediately. Legal preferred 
for conveyancing work. Reply Box A690,
The Kelowna Dally Courier. 245
FULL TIME AND PART TIME NIGHT 
poster* required by local bank. Tele- 
phone 762-2917._____________________
A RELABLE PERSON TO LOOK AF- 
ter children while mother Is away. To 
llve-in. Telephone 763-4488. , 241
36. HELP WANTED
MALE OR FEMALE
WANTED - MAN AND WIFE JANI- 
tor team for Okanagan janitor main­
tenance service. Applicanta must be 
bondable and have two to three yearn 
experience. Apply giving full details. 
P.O. Box 687, Vernon. B,C, 212
STEREO UNIT WITH GIRARD 
turntable. AM-FM tuner, bwkshell 
ij speaker*. 8175, Telephone 703-7289. , 244 
■ LEFT HAND. , Wlin'E~IAW)~lx)OR 
frost free 16 ruble foot General Electric 
j relrlzerator. not two yeara old. Tele.
phone 762-4866. 241
P*xi2’ UMBRELLA TENT. NO INSIDE 
poles. Used 4 times. Telephone 766-2721.
______ ___ ___________ ______  2-13 
48-VOLT DATTERY CHARGE. TEL& 
phono 762-3308 day* 1 or 763-9416 even­
i g?,241. 244. 215 
GAS STOVE. GAS WALL FURNACE 
and Iron fink with good tap*. Telephone 
7M-4CM._______________ _ ,___ 2t6
MOFFAT AUTtlMATR) WA8UIN(Fm£ 
chine. Excellent working condition 
•50. Telephone 765-7518 after 5:30. 244 
DANIMI STYLE COUcir^NircilAlH^ 
•too. Telephone 761-3860 alter 6 p.m,
' ' 1 243
ONE »“ CONSOLS TCLEvlimON.' 
Telephone TW-7241. 244
GihLH SMALL BICYCLKT^MTfKLE 
Phono 7*2-4741. __ ;_____ _ 513
,1'IONEKR CHAIN SAW 3071. UBEli 
ope month. Telephone 763-001. 243
4^00 BOARD FKCT JMar'iw'l'KtI 
1.000 feet. Telephone Tw yna. 2U 
BICIOE Illli-A IIED. in“good~con^ 






—Taylor Rd., Collison Rd., 
Woods Rd. and Ziprick Rd.
Contact
The Circulation Dept. 
THE KELOWNA DAILY 
COURIER.
Phone 762-4445
Carrier must be between the 
ages 11 to 15 years. ' tf
1968 FOUR DOOR HARDTOP CHEV- 
rolet. power brakes, power steering, 
automatic, radio. In excellent condition. 
A real smart looking car for executive 
and family. Priced low for quick sale. 
Telephone 761-7236 evenings. tf
1963 FORD HARDTOP, 30.000 MILES 
since overhaul. V-B automatic, $450. 1963 
Chevy II convertible. 283. three speed, 
$550. 1959 Pontiac 283 automatic, $250 
or trade for aluminum car top voat.
Telephone 765-7997. 241
1967 PONTIAC PARISIENNE. vS 
automatic, power steering and power 
brakes, radio, rear speakers, rear de? 
logger, tinted windshield. Telephone 
763-6959; . 242
1968 MERCEDES 250 S FOUR DOOR, 
original condition, new steel tire?, four 
speed. One of a kind. Price $3950. Tele­
phone 765-6367. 241
1970 MUSTANG. 351 CLEVELAND, 4 
barrel carburetor. Mags and chromles, 
four speed hurst, extra wheels and 
tires for winter, Low mileage. Tele- 
phone 763-7366. 242
1968 STATION ' WAGON. FAIRLANE, 
power steering.' power brakes, radio, 
tapedeck. Owner moving. Telephone 765- 
7901. 242
1969 VOLKSWAGEN STATION WAGON, 
automatic, excellent condition. $1950. 
460 Sarson Road or telephone 764-4948.
'_________________ 241
MGB-GT, CONSTRUCTION LOCK- 
out forces sale, Strong new engine, 
wire wheels. Fast and reliable. 552 
Oxford St.. Kelowna, if
1970 IMisTlB~r4i)7AUTOMATIC, BUCK- 
et scats and console, 20,000 miles, still 
under warranty. Asking $2,050, Tele­
phone 763-5891. ' 243
W63 IMPALE" cilPlVROLET AND 1970 
Toyota Sprinter. Both A-l shape. See 
at Lakeshore Garage, Winfield, Tele­
phone 766-2502, (f
1966 RAMBLER AMERICAN. 4 DOORt 
1965 Chevy Nova. 2 door. Utility trailer, 
torsion bar suspension. $140. Telephone 
762-0223 after 5 p.m. 244
IWlF^nToSixENT CONDITION. 
Low mileage, Moving, must sell. Open 
to offer*. Telephone 762-8179 or 785-
8510, 245
i9M~l^RD~RANcTl WAGON. POWER 
steering, power 'brakes, automatic, good 





T, Th, S 241
66’xl2’ gendall trailer located 
at Shasta Trailer Park, Lot 43. Rea­
sonably priced for quick sale at $8,995. 
Terms available to responsible party.
Telephone 763-5435. tf
SHASTA TRAILER COURT ON LAKE- 
shore Road. Children welcome. No pets 
please. Cable TV included. Telephone
763-2878. U
GREEN BAY MOBILE HOME PARK, 
Green Bay Road off ■ Boucherie. Land­
scaped iota available in .&nlly and re­
tirementarea*. Telephone 768-5543. tf
12’x60* DELUXE 1970 COUNTRY LANE, 
furnished, two bedroom, extras. Like 
new. Sacrifice. No. 12, OK Mobile Villa. 
Telephone 765-7501. tf
10' x 44‘ NATIONAL. ONE BEDROOM. 
Furnished. Very good condition, 34000. 
To bo moved from present lot. Tele-
phone 765-7519. 245
12* WIDE "GLENDALE" MOBILE 
homo. Two bedrooms. Cheapl View at 
No, 19, Shasta Trailer Park alter 7:C0
P.m. 240
10 x 37 BRENTWOOD MOBILE HOME, 
good condition, For further , information
telephone 765-8636. tf
FOR RENT OR SALE. 12* x 56’ MO- 
bile home. Must be seen to appreciate. 
Telephone 762-7843 or 763-5833, tf
1971 OTTO CAMPER. $900. OFFERS 








1 a— -io uh ’ t'i~.- -.mi. 1 r r u; TT.runirrjt ri.
PANASONIC KTEBKO TAPE RECORD, 
er, Two 11" g OIIM speakers. Snpto 
teterU unit. Rtvorii auortinvnt l.Pa 
and 45*. excellent coadlUon. Telephone 
7tij_oiU afur 3 pm. 2tt
PBEmTkr DRUMS. MARD"TfinRH 
caw*, thru .ZH4|la« cymbalo, ennga 
ritum, Mh«r accessorie*. A* new. He«t 
offer. Tekrlion* H3 6740, if




—No seniority for advance­
ment.
—Pension plan.
—Potential yearly earnings 
$9,000 -314,006.
APPLICANT MUST BE: 
—Positive and sports minded. 
. —Car essential.
—Receptive to new Ideas.
—Have drive for sales and 
public relations.
FOR PERSONAL INTERVIEW 
CALL
2FB. ANTIQUES
V’*** ..Woods anhuvk siuippk.
Juae bprmga Rn*<t. s.W|h
Weekradi, TeUptmae
T. Th. 8. II
Mr. D. Clement 
763-6614
Mon., Tues., or Wed,, 
10 a.in. - 7 p.m. 
Out of town, call collect. 
24!
1064 CHEVROLET IMPALA 301. FOUR 
■peed and unital goodie* plus excellent 
throughout. Cash or take over pay. 
menta, Telephone Tim, 765.75112, , 242
Joflo' vTva VAUMiALirGw5"iioim: 
tiuii. ccniiomicnl, font speed, radio. Two 
door with 38.000 nillc.i. Going (or $700. 
Telephone 7(17-2416 after (1 p.m. 243
I960 OLDS. TWO DOOR HARDTOP, 
power atcerlng. power brake*, radin, 
Must he sold. Telephone 767-2704. 216 
miTalc^ 
nr nearest oiler. Telephone 76.1'2339 or 
can be seen nt 163 Prior Road. If O* >-1- W . . .... » —■ ... — - .. - . , . — — T._„ |
1068 CHRYSLER NEWPORT CUSTOM 
4-donr sedan, power brakes, power 
steering, $1200. Telephone 703-4335, 246 •—-,«w—--.. —-n-rrn- -■
1M8 VOLKAWAQEN VAN. MANY EX- 
Iras. Clean. Must sell by June 1, $1800 
or offeror Telephone 762-3037, 343
■ •» ...« ■' . .1... ,.-■*-1...
1905 AUSTIN MINI. GOOD BUNNING 






SAN JUAN 21 
HOBIE CAT




538 Leon Avc. 
Kelowna 
763-2602
Your Total Recreation 
Centre”
761-52011 alter 5 pm, 244
IM8 VIVA. NEW VALVE GRIND. IX)W 
mileage, clean, good condition. Tele- 
phonn 765 8740, If
1918 MGA SI’Oll'IVAR. NEW RE- 
hnlH moior. Mako an oiler. Telephone 
765 0714. ' 242
I9M MERCURY, 4 DOOR SEDAN, MO. 
lor m rimhI condition, Tlrca fair, Telo- 
ptwn* 7ta «59. m
I960 CADDIE CONVERTHll.E, FULLY 
•quipped and In beautiful condition. No 
*' 1 *”* I*1*1***- Telephone 782-6343. If
1943 COLLISION DAMAGED PONTIAC, 
■ Telephone- 762-4791, 241
Dil ACADIAN STATION WAGON, 




FOR A COMPLETE LINE OF BOAT- 
trailer parts, the rollers, fenders, 
wlnrhra, Urea and wheel,, coupler*, 
trailer halls, light klta and trailer re­
pair eervlre. trailer hitrhea Inetailed, 
telephone Dlr-Wil Industrlea Ltd. 769- 
4667 or coma io Rina and Steven* 
Road, Weetalde Industrial Park. Kei-
owna. T( yn, h. xia
IF BOAT. CONVERTIBLE TOP, M 
borso'i Kvlnnido motor, trailer, water 
akls. Telephoao 765-441* or nee at 1031
Water lit. 241
•Mi* SWEDISH HAILER, COMPI.ICTK. 










Simpsons-Sears carries exclusive 
lines of pool accessories and 
needs.
Complete Family Pool
Enjoy a cool summer splash in our 4' deep round pool. Complete Out­
fit includes 15'x48" pool package plus: 22" cartridge filter, deluxe 
maintenance kit, chemical kit, and a 48" pool ladder.
By Special Order Only
Sale Price Ea.
‘397
Simpsons-Sears; Plumbing and Heating (42): Phone Enquiries: Kelowna 763-5844.
a* 1
Beach Towel Bonanza
Park Free While Yom Shop Slmpooni
Soft and Colourful 
Is Ilie Message!
Soft, colourful printed towels with assorted 
patterns on a wnlte background. Large 30"x 
60" size.
Everytfay ^QO 
Low Price ■ > <
Big if Thirsty
Large 30" x 60'* size beach towels, Available 
in brilliant prints on a white background. 
Assorted patterns. A AA
Everyday Low Price ....................... h.MVV
The Mulli-SIrlped Story
Stripes that will dazzle your eyes! A soft, ab- 
sorbent towel In the popular stripe pattern. 
Generous sizes. d AA
Everyday Low Prices....................... Ea. I mW
Rlmpsom-geara: Rtaplea (M): 
Phone Enquiries: Kelowna 763480
io^Smio, Orchard Parte, Kelowna.
* “ *’ Ccnaeef. .Un'>4 1 <• ■-
KELOWNA DAILY COURIER, TUES., MAY II, 1972 PAGE IS
48. AUCTION SALES
46. BOATS, ACCESS. 46. BOATS, ACCESS.
h roar aluminum boat, tilt 
trailer, 33 b p. «l«ctric Evtnrode.
TftfepbaiMF MMX54- W
H* FIBERGLASS RUNABOUT. « EP 
Mmwj, «Wctrie ataitt, »U, 
Trleptow 7K-7O3 after 4 p.m. - tf
DAVIDSON REBUILT SABOT. FIBER- 
*Um. luliy *q»lpp«4. Tekphon* 76* 
735$. Ml
SMALL CARTOP BOAT, EXCELLENT 
cwUtioB. Telephone 7*2-070. gC
TO YOUR GOOD HEALTH
AUCTION SALE
Wednesday, May 17, at 2:00 p.m.
•i' City sale of bicycles and other found articles.
-fr New yard goods, plants and miscellaneous articles.
THE DOME PLAN'S TO HAVE AFTERNOON SALES 
ALONG WITH REGULAR WEDNESDAY EVENING 
SALES
Wednesday, May 17th, at 7 p.m.
TWO HOUSEHOLDS INCLUDE:
Chesterfield Suites. Kitchen Suites, Bedroom Suites (one 
with queen size bed), Stereo, Portable TV, Platform 
Rockers, Dressers, Chests of Drawers, Desk, Lamps, 
Coffee Tables, Rugs and Underlay, Dishes, Kitchenware, 
Carpenter Tools, Garden Tools, Lawn MoWers, etc.
Antiques include single iron and brass bed. t>itt”» r"irr''j 
rocker, crocks, trunk, bent wood chair, fem stand, sad 
irons, brass tray, coffee grinder, cast iron casseroit, wa 
chest of drawers, coal oil lamps, picture frames.
Refrigerators, ranges, washer and dryer, cigarette ma- 
*’ chine? large wooden storage boxes, typewriter, small 
bikes, baby carriages, swing set, firescreen.
■fr 14’ cabin cruiser. Massey 2 plow tractor and disc, buzz- 
saw on 3 pt. hitch frame, aluminum windows and doors, 




By George C. Thostesoo. M.D.
theDear Dr, Thosteson: Is there) others have been used in . 
any kind of test that can be past and sometimes are effec- 
rnade before pregnancy to de- Uve.
termine if a person might have There are, of course, other ft* 
a mongqloid child? I have a methods of helping a child to g} 
mongoloid brother and would stop wetting the bed, so I * 
like to know the possibility of wouldn’t expect medications to 
having such children myself. do the whole job, all by them-
Also is the tendency passed selves, but they help, 
from mother to daughters, or
sons, or both?—Mra. R. C. Dear Dr. Thosteson: My hus- fg 
band is a truck driver and m
There’s no test that gives ab- therefore outside all day. His v. 
solute results but analysis of Ups crack and are very painful. 
chromosomes in a person’s tis- What can he do for this?—Mrs. 
sues may give a clue. Such tests K. G.
have to be evaluated in relation
to family history, particularly of Likeliest causes are irritation 
the parents. or excessive dryness. If he is a - .
The trait can be passed by heavy cigarette smoker, it will JJJ 
either parent, to cither sons or help if he cuts down or out. For 3 
daughters. dryness, there are colorless cos- GO
A further test is possible after metics that won’t show but will 
pregnancy has occurred. This is preserve moisture in the Ekin, 
called amniocentesis, analyzing (He may balk at “using a lip- 
a sample of amniotic fluid, fluid stick’’ but there are similar 
from the sac in which the fetus sticks designed to prevent chap- 
develops. ping. Have him try one.)
Such tests are done in labora- 1
Atl CF A SUDDEN, X REALIZES WHAT I'M 
DOING TO MN UNCLE. X GOES WlLP. X 
SHOOTS DA BUMS. BUT X CANT WM£ INKS 
THNKltf XU A MR. SAWYIR.
- WHAT'LL I DOtLETS'EM
JUST MOW IS IT YOU TURN OUT TO BB A HERO, 
FRANKYf THE TWO ROBBERS YOU SHOT WERE
YEAH, I
PEYWAKTCTO ROB INKS 
ANO SPLIT W ME. BUT 
KNUCKS -t Ht'S PA ONC 
WHO STOMPED MY MT 
.MOUSE— HR KICKS POOR 
U'LTIfiER'UNK’S DOG. 





tories with specialized facilities. Dear Dr. Thdsteson: In 1964 I 
Probably your best course’ is to developed chest pains and short- 
ask your doctor if he can refer ness of breath. I was told I had JJJ 
you to a genetics counselor, bronchitis- and angina pectoris.
r\min iiMiTrn Such centres have become centre and was told I had bron-
KELOWNA AUCTION DOME LIMITED t © 
OPEN WEDNESDAY FOR VIEWING ' , „ , . <11“1se' Are, ^th -J
, „.T,rn J crr-tT nrivcrvw Dear Dr. Thosteson: You had the same diagnosis?— J. R. S. mAuctioneers—HARRY KUSLER and STEVE DUNSDON a co]umn on a drug which was <
Hwy 97 N. — Behind the Drive-In Theatre 765-5647 found to be beneficial in stub- The second was somewhat
' ... born cases of bed-wetting. I cut more precise.
NOTE TO PROSPECTIVE CONSIGNERS — All articles to ouj an(j mailed it to my Angina pectoris is chest pain, 
be sold should be in Dome before Saturday noon. daughter who promptly mis- usually related to heart disease.
241 placed it. Arteriosclerotic heart disease
z My grandson, who is now 7,’ means hardening Of the arteries
49. LEGALS & TENDERS I will be coming to live with me in the heart.. So these two fit48. AUCTION SALES





The Westbank Indian Council 
invites tenders for electrical 
service wiring on the Council 
Hall located on Shannon Road. 
Persons requiring further in­
formation or wishing to arrange
for some time. I would like to properly together.:
help him while he is here. ; Bronchitis is inflammation of C/3 
Please send me the name of the bronchial tubes.’Bronchiec- W 
this drug so I can discuss it tasis indicates some pouches in z ■
site inspection, may phone 768- 
of Heavy Construction Equip- j271 or 768-5172. Tenders to be
with my doctor.—Mrs. A. D. the walls of these tubes, a con- Q 
dition virtually always accom-
The drug I discussed was imi- panied by inflammation and 
pramine, which is ’one of the infection, so it acts like bronchi- 
most effective for this. Several tis. UI
ment — Shop Tools — Horse submitted to the Westbank In- 
Trailer — 21’ Boat — 1972 Pick- dian Council, Box -280, We st­
rips — Cats and Logging Equip- bank- B’C’___ _______________
ment.
CONTRACT BRIDGE




and needs two more. He leads 






KELOWNA AUCTION DOME REGU- 
Ur sales every Wednesday. 7:00 p.m.' 
We pay cash for complete estates and 
household contents. Telephone 765-5647. 
Behind the Drive-In Theatre, Highway
Carrier boy delivery 65c per week. 
Collected every two weeks.
Motor Route
12 months ......................... $25.00
6 months ..........   13.00
3 months ....... .......... ... 7.00
MAIL RATES r


















49. LEGALS & TENDERS





♦ 10 54 
SOUTH
diamond on the return. When 
the queen wins, he is up to trick 
number eight. I
Fresh out of entries to dum­
my, his only remaining hope is 
to play the ace and another dia-1 
mond, trusting that the king is 
doubleton or the suit is divided
3-3. Unfortunately, it turns out 
that East started with four to 
the king and declarer goes 
down one.
Actually. South can make the
S
BIDS
The vehicles as described be­
low have not been recovered 
from Rob’s Auto Towing. These 
vehicles will be sold by way of 
sealed bid to recover towing 
and storage and disposal fees 
if unclaimed within ten days 
from May 15,1972. 1964 Pontiac 
SL No. 47669065238 Lie, No. KAF 
645 Reg. owner Gary Curtis of 
Sexsmith Rd., Kelowna. Towing 
and storage charge $408.00. 
1962 Chev. II SRH 216914053 
Lie. No. KEH 096, Reg. owner 
Donald R. Thompson of Box 
874, Salmon Arm, B.C. Rob’s 
Auto Towing, 1110 - Harvey 
Ave., Kelowna, B.C.
12 months 


















AU mail and Motor Route Subscriptions 
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Opening load—six of spades.
Most hands require only rou­
tine treatment for the best 
result to be attained, but, un­
questionably, some arise where 
declarer must do something ex- 
tra^special to make the con­
tract.
Take this deal where West 
leads a spade and East wins 
with the ace, dummy and de­
clarer following low. South 
finesses the ten on the return. 
West taking the queen, and 
another spade lead forces out 
the king. *
Declarer has seven winners
contract—by perfectly logical </> 
play—but he must do something 
highly unatural by ordinary 
standards. At trick one he must 
play-the king of spades on the 
ace!
If he does, he cannot be stop­
ped. The king play permits 
him to reach dummy twice 
(once with a spade and once UI 
with a heart) and take-two dia- </> 
mond finesses instead of one. , □ 
As soon as East plays the ace' Q 
South can profitably apply the 
Rule of Eleven—which tells him 
that East cannot have another 
spade higher than the six. Drop- 
ping the king on the ace thus hi 
assures an extra entry to dum- 
m'y that may prove, vital. ■“ 
High cards are sometimes u 
purposely sacrificed when there 
is a good reason to do so. This i 
hand clearly calls for the king 
to be sacrificed. The tough part 
is to think of the play.
















































Arles (March 21-April 19): 
Emphasis for today is main­
ly on social action. Young 
people need your attention. 
Widen your range to Include 
hobbies.
Taurus (April 20 - May 20):
Complete 
ful in the 
to matters 
ing in the 
ty deals
something distaste- 
morning, then turn 
more to your lik- 
afternoon. Proper- 
and Improvements
quiet morning in which things I) 
come your way. Push to get 
things moving by using persua- TT 
sion to best advantage. Radiate Q 
high confidence.
Virgo (Aug. 23 - Sept. 22): Q 
People who seem to be follow- -J 
ing different courses most of the 
time are now in general agree- TP 
ment. Unusual cooperation be- fw 
comes definitely possible. . ' ■
Libra (Sept. 23 - Oct. 22); ~ 
Get a fresh perspective and per­
haps a new friend to help turnarc favored.
Gemini (May 21-Juno 20): 
Following , early excitement, 
your course steadies and you 
can settle domestic tensions. 
Romantic interests brighten, in­
clude surprises.
Cancer (June 21 - July 22): 
Qnee morning schedules arc 
completed, improve your le­
verage with a strong bld for 
personal advancement. Claim 
your earnings, recover what 
you have lent.
Leo (July 23-Auk. 22): A
things in your favor. Fulfill­
ment of an old wish is near.
Scorpio Oct. 23 - Nov. 21): 
The trend is toward positive 
movement, and it should be 
fairly easy for yoii to go along 
with things as they happen,
Sagittarius (Nov. 22 - Dec. 
21): Make an early compromise, 
accept minor inconveniences in 
stride, go on to larger ideas and 
schemes for later hours. Cele­
brate this evening.
Capricorn (Dec, 22 - Jan. 19): 
An early Mart makes the whole 
day, with several eventful
Dockers Settle1
On Pay Scale








Aquarius (Jan. 20 - Feb. 18): jjj 
Prciienl yourself nnd your plans j 
simply and with good-humored 
entliuslainn. Offer hospitality; 
Invite somebody you want to 
know better. IO
Wmw <Feb. 19 - March 20): (•>The United States West toast y0||1. participation Is
longshore tinfoil and dwk e>n- a]inost taken for granted. Make w. 
P|°y<,rs mmotinced agreomon no sacrifices, demand your full ui 
Monday on pay scales ordered shai.c of , (|f y < d W
by the federal pay board, end- inorc CXpected. Z
Ing the threat of a renewed — ---------—‘------------------- - n/
^AILY CRYPTOQUOTE - Here’s how io work It: 
AXVDL BA AX ft 
Is LONGFELLOW
One letter simply stands for another. In this sample A la 
tued for tho threo L’.i, X for the two O’S, etc. Single letters, 
apostrophes, the length anil formation of tho word* arc all 
hints. Each dw tlic code letter.i arc di(k rvni.
CRYPTOQUOTES
VSW I)S OS X VGWWVS YGZQSU, 
VSW OS OS X VGWWVS OVOZQSU 
WB WMS TXPVWL BT WMBLS XUBPZtj 
•DS, VSW DS EUXGLS X VGWWVS 
DBUS.-SQKXU KTSLW
1 Yroterfajns Cryptoqnole: HE HAS ACHIEVED miCCESS 
WHO HAS LIVED WELL, LAUGHED OFTEN AND LOVED 
MUCHz-BESSIE ANDERSON STANLEY.
West Coast dock strike. _ ■ «(f
Tim Joint announcement sa|d Oft A7O RirtnC m 
longshore straight time pay will A Mil III)
be Increased by 42 cents to Si,70 gw . .. ■
r«l«.»cl.ve Io Dec. SS, Dumg MaitH
Tlint Is the ataiKlnnl set bv OTTAWA (Cl‘i — Canada 
the pay board In Uh March Ui recorded 28,472 births during 
order trimming to 11.9 from 20,9 March, down from 31,744 for Ihc , 
per cent Incrcnsos won by the same month a year earlier, Sta- r" 
union in a 134-day strike. > tistlcs Canada reported Mon- CC
The Joint announcement by Ui*y. ! UI
the internotionnl Longshore- The birth rate fell lb 15,4 per CQ 
men’s and Warehousemen'll LMO population from 17.3. 3
Union and the Paclftc MarlUme There were 13,911 deaths ■■ 
Association made no mention of recorded for a rate of 7.5. com- 
the pay board, pared with the 13,89(1 deaths and
—t----------- ----- —----------- k------  rnte nf 7for March, 1971
NO RELATION , *"’« mar,r^a rala «<?«•««* 
. te) 5.9 per 1,000 population from
The firmness or. soilness of 5.1 «■' 10.005 couples took vows 
bread hears no relation to its this March compared with 9,310.
nutritional value. a year earlier.
Ellison School
Holds Track Meet
ELLISON (Staff) — Everyone 
was involved in • track > and 
field meet Friday at Ellison Ele­
mentary School—pupils, teach­
ers and parents. Pupils from 
Ellison Primary School also 
took part.
Grades 1 and 2 attend the pri­
mary school. 341 the elementary 
school. L. F. (Bud) French is
The fun program included a 
sack race, dash, bean bag race, 
bopping, , wheelbarrow race, 
marbles on a spoon race, over- 
under relay, skipping race, crab 
walk race, pins in a bottle con­
test, quoit race, obstacle throw, 
bean bag throw and thread the
DISTRICT PACE
Rutland, Winfield, Oyama, PeacNand, Westbank > 
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McDougall Creek Threatens Land
SIMPSONS-SEARS
principal of both.
Pupils were divided Into tour 
houses, each with about 25 
members. House 1 came first 
with 200 points, followed by 
House 3 with 190, House 2 with 
171, and House 4 with 120. .
Louise Lazlc, 11. got the most 
. points for the girls, 19. Honors 
for the boys were shared by 
John. Cherry and John Rous­
seau. Awards will be presented 
June 28.
In the morning all pupils took 
part in various events. If they 
exceeded established standards, 
they earned a mark for their 
house.
During the afternoon primary 
children took part in a fun af­
ternoon. while older children 
took part in an intermediate 
track meet.
-leedle relay. ।
In charge were Mrs. Adam- . 
ton, Mra. Bluschke, Mrs. Guidi, 
Mrs. Regan, Mrs. Calder, Mrs. 
Kroschinsky and Mrs. McCor­
mack. AU events took place at 
the same time.
The intermediate meet con­
sisted of dashes between 50 and 
75 yards, ball throwing, standing 
broad jumps, running broad 
jumps and high jtonps. *Mr. 
Waiters was in charge of scar- 
!ng, assisted by Mrs. Gibbons, 
Mrs. Simla, Mrs. Schermann 
and Mrs. Wallace.
To avoid the possibility of chil­
dren being late for events, los­
ing money or getting' sick by 
running on full stomachs, re­
freshments ; were not sold, but 
ice cream was distributed after 
the meet by Mrs. I. Rieger and 
Mrs. K. Monford.
. McDougall Creek has been on 
the rampage with the highway 
jeing nearly washed out and 
raftic directed around by the 
Lakeview Heights and lakeshore 
and then back up to Westbank. 
Basements, in the vicinity of 
Jennens Road down near the 
lake have been flooded and 
thousands of sandbags are be­
ing used to try and contain the 
creek in its bed in that vicinity,
Mr. nad Mrs. Ben Waldron 
have been working steadily at 
this job as their property is be- 
!r»» ‘hr','>te”,*d by the swollen 
creek. North of the highway 
there has also been a ,ot o.
damage done with intakes being 
washed out and in one place a 
large section of mountain side 
has slid into the creek blocking 
another intake far ’ 
died yards. On up the creek the 
road has been washed out and 
this makes it about impossible 
to get the cattle up into the sum­
mer range. The cattle are taken 
up around the 15th of the month.
Two Personal Portables
Work On Battery or AC!
Rutland "Trash Stoppers" 
Form School Litter Patrol
RUTLAND (Staff)—The Rub 
land Trash Stoppers are ready 
for business at South Rutland 
Elementary School.
As part of its program to 
have pupils keep their commun­
ity tidy, the school has formed 
a patrol of about 50 Grade 7 
pupils. Clothed in distinctive 
uniforms, they will patrol the 
community encouraging people 
to deposit trash in the right 
places.
They will kick off the cam­
paign during the annual Rut­
land May Days. Pupils will be 
on the centennial park next 
weekend reminding, people to 
deposit trash in containers.
The idea came from a survey 
taken by pupils of Douglas 
Green, which showed most resi­
dents are concerned about pollu­
tion but do nothing about it.
"We hope each elementary 
school will do similar duty at 
public functions,** said Mrs.
12" With Special 9' b/w Works Even
In Your (ar, In/OutOutdoor Screen
Use it indoors off regular house current... 
outdoors off the optional battery pack. As 
simple as that! Special circuits fight out­
side interference, keep picture steady, 
bright and clear. (Battery not included)
rs 149-98 1OQ98Low hiM W
BIKES STOLEN
REGINA (CP) — Stolen bicy­
cles are becoming a problem 
for police in Regina. There were 
2,40x bicycles stolen in the city 
during 1971, a 40-per-ccnt in­
crease from 1970.
KeUy Slater, who organized the 
patrol.
Anti-litter week is being held 
in aU parts of B.C. by Outdoors 
Unlittered, a Vancouver-based 
group of people concerned with 
the problem. This group started 
in 1967. In 1968 it adopted a 
resolution urging development 
of an educational program to 
eliminate littering. The govern­
ment and industries gave their 
support in 1969.
It may not cost much to re­
move a small pile of litter, but 
multiply this by all the small 
piles of litter across Canada, 
and you have a $50 million bill 
each year.
Litter is a menace to more 
than pocketbooks. It may supply 
breeding grounds for disease­
carrying insects and rodents. 
Waters heavy with litter are 
closed to swimming and boat­
ing. • *
Five Of Family 
Killed In Fire
NEWTON, Mass. (AP) - 
Five members of a family died 
early Tuesday and two others 
escaped when fire swept their 
brick house, police reported. 
The victims were identified by 
police as Francis Tesoro Sr., 42, 




1575 Harvey Ave. 
GASOLINE 
S(f OFF PER GALLON 
Avis-Rent-a-Car 




Next time you come in and fill up all the way (8 gallons 
minimum) at your participating Home Oil Dealer, 
he’ll give you - absolutely free - a beautiful, bright 
new drinking glass. Take your choice of the tall, 
elegant 12-ounce size. Or the trim, smart 91/z-ounce 
on-the- rocks. Either way, you get a heavy 
based, sheer-rim glass of unusually fine-^MMhk- 
craftsmanship and styling. HOME
Talk about personal portables! It weighs 
only 12 lbs. and it'll work perfectly off the 
cigarette lighter (Adapter extra). Dis- 
■ tance-powered picture and solid state cir­
cuitry for instant start, longer life. Keyed 
ACC for excellent picture stability. Swivel 
base. . -
• Use on AC house current or battery. , 
• Smoke glass reduces unwanted glare 
when used outdoors.
• Solid state chassis for longer life.
• Instant picture and sound.
• Use on AC house current or battery.
• Earphone and 12* cord included.
• Solid state circuitry.
• Optional accessories extra: battery pack 
and 12 v. DC optional lighter.
Simpsons-Sears: Televisions (57) Phone Enquiries: Kelowna 763-5844.
Park Free While You Shop Simpsons-Sears, Orchard Park, Kelowna.
Bigger by 2400 Sq. Ft More Merchandise - More Lines Better Prices - Larger Dispensary









Shulton's <| dflb 
His and ■ M IIF
I AJOTwin Pack ■ 9
SPRAY NET
IFOHelene Curtis, Ss
13 oz. Regular or K ’





14 oz. .... .
CURADS BATHROOM TISSUE VIVA TOWELS SOFF PUFFS
1
. 'C JKI Cashmere, 
• aJW I 4's . . 47 53 ")i 99
LOTION WHO IS LONG'S
W SUPERMAN?____ Have a ball guessing!
SHAMPOO
Clairol Psssf I ISC 
7 oz. - . - Io w
HAIR SPRAY
Soft, 6 or. with 
Free Wilkinson 
Razor ..................
MY GUESS .......... ........................... :.......
MY NAME .......... ........... ......... ..............
MY ADDRESS............... ............. .......
Deposit Coupon at 
Long Super Drugs — Downtown 
Listen for Clues on Your 












Tlie shampoo- jH 
In hair color— H 










ENJOY SHOPPING AND SAVING AT THE NEWEST, MOST MODERN DRUG STORE IN KELOWNA .
BERNARD & ELLIS
LONG SUPER DRUGS
\ DOWNTOWN KELOWNA ' I 762-2180
4
